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ABSTRACT
Newton, John F. Ph.D., Purdue University, December 2014. Scour in Regions of Flow
Separation with Free-Surface Effects. Major Professor: Dennis A. Lyn.
Downstream of essentially all overflow and drop structures two distinct flow

regimes are possible, one associated with a plunging flow, the other dominated by a
flow that rides along the surface. Predicting the flow regime is important because
diving-jet scouring rates are substantially faster than surface flow scouring rates,

and diving-jet scour holes form nearer to the structure. A bi-stable region exists in

which either flow is possible with the same upstream and downstream flow

conditions. Bi-stable regime boundaries were delineated for a wide variety of fixed
bed structures, based on both new experiments and reanalysis of others’

experiments with new dimensionless parameters, in an effort to form a generalized
picture of regime phenomena.

Scour downstream of what was initially a backward-facing step was

examined in greater detail for both bi-stable and non-bi-stable flows to better

understand basic mechanisms. Experiments with both erodible and fixed

downstream beds were conducted (the upstream bed was fixed but sand-

roughened). Detailed flow characteristics were measured using laser Doppler

velocimetry for a fixed bed bi-stable flow and for erodible bed surface flows. Final

scour-hole geometry was obtained using photogrammetry.

When critical flow occurs at the brink of a backward-facing step, waves are

prevalent in the surface regime. Maximum wave height occurs at the transition from

xviii

surface to diving-jet flow; when the flow dives waves can no longer be sustained.

Fixed bed surface flow experiments showed that reattachment length, X R, increases
with decreasing wave height, attaining a peak value of X R/h brink ≈ 12 as the

tailwater elevation approaches the upstream critical depth water surface elevation.
For submerged flows X R normalized by the step height, h brink, decreases with

decreasing expansion ratios to a minimum value of X R/h brink ≈ 5, but increasing the
step height is not equivalent to decreasing the tailwater depth; additional velocity
dependence was also noted.

Erodible bed surface regime experiments were examined in the context of

shear layer growth rates and reattachment lengths. Experiments demonstrated that
scour initiated within the reattachment zone for the full range of X R/h brink. A shear

layer region of influence was defined, which approximated the equilibrium

upstream scour hole slope of a 26 day erodible bed experiment. Shorter duration

experiments also showed scour hole slope dependence on shear layer growth rates.
The upstream scour hole slope is not stable for flows within the bi-stable

regime. Bed deformation caused by scour forces spontaneous cycling between the
two bi-stable states, with cycling periods initially roughly proportional to the

scouring rates. The upstream scour hole slope is primarily responsible for the

cycling. Scouring volumetric rates were more than an order of magnitude larger for

the diving-jet phase. This underscores the importance of predicting the flow regime,
which is not always clearly defined for common scour equations.

1

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Many equations currently used to predict the magnitude of scour, associated

with hydraulic structures, have been developed from laboratory studies that
simulate specific field configurations. These studies and the associated field

observations sometimes yield effective scour prevention methods and provide some
basic knowledge of scour, but frequently the results of these studies can only be
applied to a limited range of conditions. Part of the difficulty in finding more

universally applicable relations is that there may be several different mechanisms

acting simultaneously. This research attempts to focus on a simple scenario which

might reveal some of the basic mechanisms at work.

Downstream of grade control or similar structures, the flow undergoes

separation at the obstruction, and the resulting separated shear layer and

reattachment result in scour. A simple submerged drop structure, which may be
used for grade control, is depicted in Figure 1.1. In the limiting case of no

downstream drop the structure resembles flow downstream of a concrete apron
(Figure 1.2), which is frequently placed downstream of hydraulic structures to
protect the structure from scour.

To carefully investigate the effects of the shear layer it must be distinguished

from other phenomena contributing to scour. This can be achieved in some measure
by looking at geometrically simple flow scenarios where the scour is dominated by
shear layer effects. A simple reattaching shear layer downstream of a backwardfacing step is proposed as a generic flow for a class of scour phenomena. The

essential features of separation and reattachment are included, but the (at least

2

initially) geometric complications are avoided. The experimental setup is described
in CHAPTER 4 and experiments are discussed in CHAPTER 6.

Figure 1.1 Submerged drop structure scour. Profile view of pre and post scour
conditions downstream of a submerged drop structure. The initial pre-scour
separated shear layer and reattachment location are depicted.

Figure 1.2 Scour downstream of a concrete apron. Profile view of potential
scour downstream of a concrete apron. Such an apron may be placed
downstream of a variety of different types of hydraulic structures as a bed
protection device. The simple case of a constant downstream water surface is
depicted.

Experiments with both erodible and non-erodible downstream beds have

been conducted (the upstream bed was non-erodible but sand-roughened) for the

backward-facing step case. Laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV) was employed to

measure local velocities and characterize turbulence. Scour hole geometry was

obtained using photogrammetry. Point gage water surface profiles were taken to
illustrate water surface effects on reattachment lengths.

Two distinct flow regimes producing strikingly different scour holes were

3

observed, which have not always been clearly recognized in the scour literature. The
first is associated with a diving-jet flow, while the second is dominated by a surface
flow that more closely resembles the classical backward-facing-step flow. The

diving-jet resulted in scour depths substantially larger than those resulting from

surface flow for similar scour durations. The simple reattaching shear layer model
proposed can only be applied to grade control structures operating in the surface
flow regime. So it became necessary to define the regime boundaries.

Both flow regimes are possible downstream of essentially all overflow and

drop structures. A bi-stable region in which either regime stably persists occurs

between the two regime zones. If the bed is erodible, spontaneous cycling between
the two regimes is possible. The bi-stable region was delineated for the backwardfacing step structure and several other structures in CHAPTER 5. Since the regime

boundaries are a function of structure geometry, data from other researchers was
incorporated to provide a more generalized picture of the regime phenomena.
The main objective of CHAPTER 5 is to prove the hypothesis that the

transition from a diving-jet to a surface flow is governed by the same physical

mechanisms for any overflow structure, and that it should therefore be possible to

predict the regime boundaries using similar dimensionless parameters, for certain
classes of structure geometry and flow features.

CHAPTER 6 builds on the hypothesis of CHAPTER 5 and seeks to prove that if

the physical mechanisms that govern the regime boundaries are understood, it

should be possible to explain the dominant forces in erodible bed regime cycling.
This chapter also explores the hypothesis that the flow reattachment location in

surface flows is directly related to the scour initiation location. An extension to this
hypothesis is that if the relative reattachment length affects the location of scour

initiation, factors that affect the relative reattachment length should also have an
impact on scour hole geometry. This chapter therefore seeks to understand the

relationship between relative reattachment length and water surface effects, and
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relates these finding to shear layer scouring mechanisms and growth rates. The final
objective was to compare scouring mechanisms in regions of flow separation with
uniform flow scouring mechanisms.
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CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND CONCEPTS
This chapter begins by briefly defining terms that are commonly understood

by practicing hydraulic civil engineers, but are important for the present study.
Then turbulence concepts, which are somewhat less broadly understood, are
discussed in greater detail in section 2.2.

This study relied heavily on Laser Doppler Velocimetry for velocity

measurements and on Photogrammetry for erodible bed measurements. Since both
of these measurement techniques are not broadly applied by hydraulic civil

engineers, and were new measurement techniques for the author, considerable
discussion on both theory and application of these techniques are presented in
sections 2.3 and 2.4

2.1. Open-Channel Flow and Sediment Transport Definitions

Fully developed flow: in an open channel is a flow in which the boundary layer has
developed to the water surface.

Uniform flow: can be defined as a flow that does not change in the direction of flow.
In the present text the term will always be used to indicate that the mean velocity
profile and depth of flow are not changing in the streamwise direction.

Critical depth: is the depth at which minimum specific energy occurs for a given
discharge. The critical velocity is equal to the wave celerity. Critical depth is

important because subcritical flows pass through critical depth at hydraulic control
sections, such as a vertical drop. In a rectangular channel the critical depth is only a
function of the unit discharge and the acceleration of gravity. The Froude number,

Fr , is the ratio of fluid velocity to wave celerity and is therefore equal to unity for
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critical flows.

Supercritical flow: is a flow with velocity faster than the critical velocity (and hence
greater than the wave celerity). Supercritical flows are said to be upstream

controlled since downstream flow conditions do not affect the flow, but the

discharge and depth can be controlled upstream. For supercritical flows Fr > 1.

Subcritical flow: is a flow with velocity slower than the critical velocity. Subcritical

flows are downstream controlled; the depth of flow is determined by downstream
conditions. For subcritical flows Fr < 1.

Sediment transport: can be broadly defined as the movement of sediment by fluid,
which is typically flowing water, and is sometimes used interchangeably with the
word erosion.

Scour: is sometimes used in a broad sense to indicate erosion of bed material or

sediment transport, but more often it is used in a narrower sense as localized or
isolated erosion. The narrower definition is used throughout this study. Scour is
typically induced by changes in flow patterns resulting from an obstruction,
localized boundary irregularity, or boundary transition.

Clear water scour: is scour without an upstream sediment supply. In streams and

rivers some sediment is frequently suspended in the flow (suspended load), while
other sediment moves along the bed (bed load). Sediment within the flow can

reduce scouring rates. Due to the complexity of introducing sediment upstream, the

present study has no upstream sediment supply and is therefore considered clear
water scour. This may result in conservative scour estimates.

Non-cohesive sediments: are sediments that do not bind to one another. Examples

of non-cohesive sediments might include sand and cobble. Cohesive sediments are

attracted to each other, such as silt and clay. Most scour equations have been

developed for non-cohesive sediments because their properties are much easier to

define and experiments are more easily reproduced. The present study only deals
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with non-cohesive sediment.

Incipient motion: is the threshold at which sediment begins to move. Incipient
motion is typically defined for wide open-channel flows with fully developed

uniform velocity profiles. Determining the point at which sediment moves can be

somewhat subjective. For this reason, prior to conducting scour experiments for this
study, incipient motion experiments were conducted.

Moving sand grains on an erodible bed were counted for a period of one

minute. Any sand grain that was within an observer’s view looking across the 40 cm
wide flume was counted. After each observation the flow rate was increased. The

results are presented in Table 2.1. “Few” particles can be taken to mean 3 or 4, while
“several” particles implies general movement but at a small enough rate that the
observer could still count the particles.

Table 2.1 Average channel velocity at which sand grains begin to move.

depth
(cm)
8
10

Expected
Observed
1/3 1/6
no movement few particles move several particles move
U c = B d 50 y
(cm/s)
(cm/s)
(cm/s)
(cm/s)
31
16
21
24
33
21
22
24

Incipient motion was calculated using a handful of common equations

available in the literature. The equation that produced the most conservative

(smallest) incipient motion was selected. This equation is shown in Table 2.1. The
general form of the equation is commonly used, but the constant, B , varies in the

literature. The variables are defined as

U c = mean velocity at which sediment is expected to begin moving (ft/s)
B = 2( s − 1)=
g
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= 10.30 (Neill 1968)
2 ( 2.65 − 1)32.17

d 50 = median diameter of particles by weight (ft) = 0.002 ft (0.6 mm)
y = depth of flow (ft)

and are in English units, but the units have been converted for Table 2.1.
2.2. Turbulence Concepts

The instantaneous velocity in a turbulent flow is frequently expressed as the

sum of the mean velocity and the velocity fluctuations. For example, the x -

component (streamwise direction) of the instantaneous velocity, u , would be

expressed as u= U + u , where U is the x -component of the mean velocity and u is

the x -component of the velocity fluctuations (see Figure 2.1). This decomposition of

velocity into a mean and a fluctuation about the mean is called Reynolds

decomposition. The other two velocity components, v and w , can be decomposed
in the same manner.

Figure 2.1 Velocity measurement at a point as a function of time. The solid
horizontal line represents the mean velocity, U .

The mean velocity components U , V , and W in the Reynolds averaged

equations are ensemble averages. An ensemble average is obtained by conducting a
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series of identical independent experiments and averaging the results from the
collection (ensemble) of experiments. To find the ‘true’ ensemble average one

would need to conduct an infinite number of experiments. The ‘true’ ensemble

average, U , for the x -component of velocity at a fixed location in space would be

U (t ) ≡ lim

N →∞

1

N

N

un (t )
∑
n
=1

For each of the n experiments the instantaneous velocity, un (t ) , is measured

over the full range of times, t . This results in a mean, U (t ), that may vary with time.

For this study, large numbers of identical independent experiments were not

conducted. Instead, individual experiments were observed over time and velocities
were averaged temporally. All velocity measurements were made at quasi-steady
state conditions. When the flow is steady the velocity fluctuations do not vary

statistically with time. The velocity is said to be statistically stationary if the velocity
statistics are independent of time. For a stationary flow, the time average will be

equal to the ensemble average. The mean, U , can then be defined as

U ≡ lim

t N→∞

1

t +t N

t N ∫t

u(t )dt

In this case the mean velocity at a point in space is constant with time. It is

important to recognize that the ensemble average will not be constant with time,

unless the flow is stationary. In this study, stationary flow is assumed and the mean

velocity is calculated using the arithmetic time average defined below, unless stated
otherwise (however, velocity bias corrections are made, as described in section
4.2.3.2).

U=

1

N

N

u(t i )
∑
i
=1

(2.1)
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N = number of velocity measurements

where,

u(t i ) = quasi-instantaneous velocity in the measurement region at a

discrete time t i

To presume that measurements are statistically independent, each

measurement must be separated from the subsequent measurement by a period of

at least two times the integral time scale (see section 4.2.3.2 for further discussion).

If this constraint has been met, then number of independent velocity measurements,

N , dictates the accuracy of the estimated average velocity (see section 4.2.3.2). The

appropriate N and t can be verified experimentally by repeatedly increasing N and

t until little or no difference in U , or other velocity statistics, are seen.

Having adequately defined the mean part, U , of the velocity, it is now

necessary to quantify the fluctuating part, u . It is easy to see that one could increase
the magnitude of the fluctuations in Figure 2.1 without altering the mean velocity.
This indicates that the mean velocity does not provide any information about the
intensity of the turbulence. It is useful to define a parameter which provides

information about the intensity of the turbulence, independent of time. The mean of

the fluctuating part is also not a useful parameter, because by definition it is equal to
zero, u = 0 (throughout this text an overbar will be used to denote mean). However,

the mean square value of the velocity fluctuations, u 2 , does give meaningful

information about the extent of the variations about the mean. This statistical
measurement is called the variance (Var). The variance of the instantaneous

velocity is the mean square value of the velocity fluctuations and can be defined
formally as

Var(u ) ≡ u 2 =
lim

N →∞

1

N

N

u
∑
n
=1

2

The square root of the variance, or the root mean square (r.m.s) of the

fluctuations, is called the standard deviation (σ ) and can be expressed as
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( )

1
2 2

σ u ≡ Var(u ) =
u

The velocity fluctuation, u , can be replaced with u= u − U so that the

variance, or standard deviation squared, can be written in the perhaps more
common statistical form

σ u 2 =Var(u=
) (u − U )

2

The right-hand side can be manipulated as follows:

(u −U )

2

 +U 2
=u 2 − 2uU

 +U 2
=
u 2 − 2uU
=
u 2 − 2U 2 + U 2

= u 2 − U 2

This shows that the variance of the instantaneous velocity can also be thought of as

the mean square of the instantaneous velocity minus the mean velocity squared. We
see that the following relationships are equivalent:

σ u 2 =Var(u ) =u 2 =(u − U ) =u 2 − U 2
2

The standard deviation gives a reasonable gauge of dispersion of the velocity

fluctuations about the mean. Because this quantity is referred to frequently, it is

common to call the standard deviation of the instantaneous velocity (the r.m.s of the
velocity fluctuations) the turbulence intensity. The component of turbulence
intensity in the x -direction will be denoted as u ’, rather than σ u .

( )

u'= u

1
2 2

(2.2)

The relative turbulence intensity can be defined as u ’/U . Sometimes the
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relative turbulence intensity is multiplied by 100 and referred to as the turbulence
intensity percentage.

For velocity measurements of stationary flow at discrete times:

u'=

1

N

∑ u(t )
N i  i 
=1

2

(2.3)

The same procedures can be followed to compute the turbulence intensity in

the y -direction, v ’, and in the z -direction, w ’. In turbulent flow small fluid masses

moving at different speeds in different directions interact with each other. This
exchange of momentum from turbulent fluctuations can be thought of as an

apparent shear stress on adjacent flow. For a two-dimensional flow with only

u and v velocity components this apparent turbulent shear stress is quantified as

uv and is termed the Reynolds shear stress. Similarly, the stress resulting from

turbulent fluctuations in a single direction might be thought of as normal stress. The
terms u 2 and v 2 , which are equivalent to (u ')2 and (v ')2 , are therefore termed

Reynolds normal stresses, while uv is a Reynolds shear stress. In this text the term

uv is sometimes referred to as the Reynolds stress, rather than the Reynolds shear

stress. Although the normal Reynolds stresses are not explicitly discussed one

should remember that they are simply the square of the turbulence intensities u ’
and v ’.

2.3. Laser Doppler Velocimetry

Laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV), also called laser Doppler anemometry

(LDA), was employed to measure local water velocities in this study. This section
briefly discusses basic concepts of LDV measurement, as well as the LDV system
configuration used for this study. Several texts were consulted in preparing this

section(Albrecht et al. 2003; Drain 1980; Durst 1976; Goldstein 1983; Tavoularis
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2005). General information common to several texts is not cited explicitly.

Additional information was obtained from the instruction manuals of the equipment
used(TSI Inc. 2000a; b; b; c; d; e).

In turbulent flow analysis it is desirable to know the instantaneous velocity

at given points in the fluid flow. The LDV measurements in these experiments are

sometimes treated as the instantaneous velocity of the fluid at a point in space but
are actually the average velocity of suspended tracer particles passing through a
relatively small measurement volume, over a relatively small time interval. Only

when a particle accurately follows the flow and its velocity remains constant while

traversing the measurement volume is the instantaneous velocity of the fluid being
measured.

These velocity measurements are derived from the laser Doppler shift. As a

tracer particle floats past the laser beam, the particle scatters laser light in multiple
directions. The difference in the frequency of the scattered light and the incident

light (the light emitted by the laser) is the Doppler frequency shift. This apparent

shift in frequency is caused by the relative motion of the particle with respect to the
stationary laser source and the stationary receiver.

For an observer moving with a tracer particle, the period, T , (the frequency,

f , is simply the reciprocal of the period) is the time measured by the observer

between successive light wave crests or complete wave cycles. The wave length, λ ,
is the distance measured by the observer between wave crests. If the particle is

moving toward the laser source, a smaller period will be measured by the observer.
In the observer’s reference frame (and in all reference frames), the waves must be

traveling at the speed of light, c . This implies that the observer measures a smaller
wave length, than that measured by a stationary observer at the laser (λ =cT ).
Conversely, the observer would measure a longer wave length and a smaller
frequency if the particle were moving away from the laser source.
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Now suppose the laser light strikes the particle at some angle relative to the

particle motion. The particle then moves some small distance between observations
of the next wave crest. This causes the observer, moving with the particle, to

perceive a Doppler frequency shift. Now the particle emits the frequency shifted
waves as scattered light. Each time a scattered wave crest is emitted at the new

frequency the particle has moved to a new position before emitting the next wave
crest, thus altering the wave length, and a second Doppler shift is observed. The

total Doppler shift, f Doppler, is the difference in the scattered light and incident light

frequencies, as observed by the stationary receiver. The Doppler frequency shift is a
function of the incident light wave frequency, the angle between the incident light
and the receiver, and the particle speed and direction.

For velocities of the order of magnitude measured in these experiments, a

tracer particle travels a very small distance compared to the wave length of the laser
light during a given wave period. This results in an extremely small frequency shift.

For example in our experiments the laser beam outputs a frequency of order 1014 Hz
(green beam: 5.83 x 1014 Hz; blue beam: 6.14 x 1014 Hz) and the Doppler shift is

typically of order 105 Hz or less. This Doppler frequency represents a change in light

frequency of only one part in a billion. This change in frequency is extremely

difficult to measure accurately. To avoid the uncertainty and impracticalities
inherent in directly measuring the change in frequency by simply taking the

difference of the incident frequency and the scattered light frequency, a process
called optical mixing (optical heterodyning) is typically employed.

Suppose a light wave generated by scattered laser light from a moving

particle is superimposed on a light wave (reference beam) oscillating at the incident
beam frequency. The very small difference in frequencies would result in the sum of

the two waves looking similar to that illustrated in Figure 2.2 (with the exception

that the difference in frequencies would be much smaller than 10%, but a one part

in a billion shift doesn’t make for a handsome figure). The resulting signal has a beat
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frequency oscillating at the difference frequency, which in this case is the Doppler
shift.

This beating may be detected by simultaneously illuminating a photodetector

with the two waves. The photodetector (our equipment uses a photomultiplier tube
as the photodetector) outputs an electrical signal that is proportional to the

intensity (irradiance) of the superimposed input wave. The resulting output signal
oscillates at the beat frequency. This technique is called optical mixing, or optical
heterodyne detection.

This detection process can be explained mathematically. The propagation of

light can be described as electric and magnetic fields traveling in the form of waves.
Only the electric field portion of this electromagnetic wave is important in the

analysis. For a plane wave (e.g. the laser beam), the strength of the electric field, E ,

can be described as (Drain 1980)



2π x
E E 0 cos  2π ft +
=
+φ 
λ



where ,

E = electric field strength
E 0 = amplitude of the electric field
f = frequency of the electric field
t = time
x = distance in the direction of travel
λ = wavelength of the electric field
ϕ = phase of the electric field

For a spherical wave emitted from a point source (e.g. light scattered from a

particle)

=
E

where,



A
2π R
cos  2π ft +
+φ 
λ
R



R = distance from the source
A = a constant

Now consider two input waves superimposed at a photodetector. For
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simplicity assume both x and ϕ are equal to zero, so that their electric fields are of
the form E 1 = E 1,0 sin(2π f 1t ), and E 2 = E 2,0 sin(2π f 2t ). The electric field of the

superimposed wave is therefore of the form

=
E E 1,0 sin ( 2π f 1t ) + E 2,0 sin ( 2π f 2t )

Figure 2.2 Superposition of waves with slightly different frequencies.
Two waves intersecting at a fixed location are superimposed. Wave 2 (middle)
has a frequency that is 10% lower than wave 1 (top), such that f 2 = 0.9f 1. When

the two waves are superimposed, a third wave (bottom) is generated which has
an amplitude that periodically rises and falls, producing a beat. The beat
frequency is the difference of the two original frequencies, f beat = f 1- f 2. The
dashed line represents a wave with a frequency equal to one-half of the
difference between the original two frequencies, and amplitude equal to the
sum of the original two amplitudes.
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A photodetector is a square law device, so the output signal is proportional to

the square of the input signal. The square of the electric field from the superimposed
wave is

E 2 E 1,0 sin ( 2π f 1t ) + E 2,0 sin ( 2π f 2t ) 
=
2
2
= E 1,0
sin2(2π f 1t ) + E 2,0
sin2(2π f 2t ) + 2E 1,0E 2,0 sin(2π f 1t )sin ( 2π f 2t )
2

Notice that the last term in the equation contains the multiple of the two

incoming beams. Perhaps this is the reason heterodyning is occasionally referred to
as the multiplication of two signals. Applying the trigonometric identity,
sin α=
sin β

1
cos(α − β) − cos(α + β) ,
2

to this term yields

{ (

)

(

2
2
=
E E 1,0
sin2 ( 2π f 1t ) + E 2,0
sin2 ( 2π f 2t ) + E 1,0E 2,0 cos 2πt f 1 − f 2  − cos 2πt f 1 + f 2 

)}

The first two terms on the right-hand side of the equation above have

frequencies, f 1 and f 2, which are equal to the incoming beam frequencies. The last
term contains the sum-frequency, f 1+f 2, and is of the same order of magnitude as
the incident beam frequencies. These frequencies are much higher than the

frequency response of the detector. Thus a temporal averaging occurs over a time

period, T avg, that is much longer than the laser beam period, 1/f 1, and much shorter

than the period of the difference frequency, 1/(f 1-f 2) (Albrecht et al. 2003;
Goldstein 1983):

E2 =

1

Tavg

t +Tavg

∫t

E 2dt

Carrying out the time averaging, E2 , and then neglecting the terms with

frequencies of order f 1 and f 2, which are not resolvable, yields (see Appendix D for
detailed calculations)

E

2

2
2
+ E 2,0
E 1,0
≈
+ E 1,0E 2,0 cos 2πt f 1 − f 2 
2

(
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)

The output signal, i (t ), from the photodetector is proportional to the square

of the electric field, so that

where,

2
2
 E 1,0
+ E 2,0
i (t ) ≈ B 
+ E 1,0E 2,0 cos 2πt f 1 − f 2 
2


(

)





(2.4)

i = current
B = constant of proportionality

It is also useful to note that the output signal is proportional to the intensity,

I , of the light at the photodetector, and can be expressed as
where,

I = εc E 2

I = intensity (irradiance)
ε = permittivity
c = speed of light

The electric signal may be output as a voltage simply by passing the current

through a resistor and measuring the voltage across the resistor. So equation (2.4)
is equally valid for a voltage output signal (i.e. the left hand side of the equation
could have been voltage, e (t ), instead of current).

Assume that a single particle traversing the system described above scatters

light at a frequency f 2, which is equal to the incident beam frequency, f 1, plus the

Doppler shift frequency, f Doppler (i.e., f 2 = f 1 + f Doppler). The scattered light and the

light from a reference beam then illuminate a photodetector. The output signal from
the photodetector might look something like that illustrated in Figure 2.3. This

figure can be described by equation (2.4). However, the DC portion of the signal (the
non-oscillating/first term in the equation) has been filtered out, leaving only the
desired AC signal (the oscillating/last term in the equation).

The varying amplitude of this signal is caused by a Gaussian intensity
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distribution across the laser beam. Hence the magnitude of the electric field

strength, E 2,0, changes as the particle travels through the beam. The signal oscillates
at the difference frequency, f 1 - f 2, which in this case is the Doppler shift frequency,

f Doppler.

The signal illustrated in Figure 2.3 is somewhat idealized and further

processing is generally necessary. Some of the added complications to the signal will
be discussed later. The important concept illustrated is that the Doppler Shift can be
readily obtained from the signal.

Figure 2.3 Photodetector signal generated by a single particle (the DC portion of
the signal has been removed).
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2.3.1. Dual-Beam Configuration

The LDV system used in this study is termed a dual-beam configuration. In

this configuration the laser beam is split into two beams of equal intensity. These

beams intersect at the desired measurement location (one pair of beams is required
for each velocity component), as illustrated in Figure 2.4.
backward
scatter receiver

incident beams

x

θ

measurement volume
z

main flow
direction

particle

Figure 2.4 Dual-beam LDV configuration.

As a particle travels through the measurement volume it scatters light from

both beams. One beam is angled slightly in the direction of the main flow and the
other is angled slightly against the main flow. If the particle is traveling

perpendicular to the bisector of the two beams (i.e. in the x -direction, which is the

direction of the main flow in Figure 2.4), then the scattered light from each beam
will experience a Doppler shift of similar magnitude, but opposite in direction. A

photodetector located along the bisector of the beams receives the scattered light
from each beam and outputs a signal that contains the difference frequency. The
output signal can still be described by equation (2.4). However, in this case the
signal oscillates at the difference of the two Doppler shifts. We see that if
then,

f1 =
f beam + f Doppler ,1 and, f 2 =
f beam + f Doppler ,2

f 1 −=
f 2 f Doppler ,1 − f Doppler ,2
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If the two beams experienced shifts of equal magnitude, the Doppler frequency shift
experienced by either of the beams is one-half the frequency of the output signal. In
other words
if,

f Doppler ,1 = −f Doppler ,2

then,

f1 − f2
=
f=
f Doppler ,2
Doppler ,1
2

If the particle were traveling at an angle to the main flow, then the scattered

light from each beam would not contain the same frequency shift, f Doppler ,1 ≠ f Doppler ,2 .

In either case the velocity component in the x -direction is proportional to the

frequency difference:

=
u

λ
(f − f )
2sin(θ / 2) 1 2

(2.5)

u = x -component of the particle velocity
λ = wave length of the laser beams
θ = angle between the two laser beams
f 1 = frequency of scattered light from beam 1
f 2 = frequency of scattered light from beam 2

where,

Conveniently, equation (2.5) is independent of the physical location of the
photodetector.

The directional sense of the particle is not retained, because the frequency

output from the photodetector is always positive. Consequently a particle moving in
the positive x -direction will produce the same signal as a particle moving at the

same speed in the negative x -direction. Yet, the direction of flow is very important
in regions of reverse flow or when measuring uv if turbulent fluctuations are

possible in both the positive and negative directions.

To retain the directional sense of the flow, one of the incident beam
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frequencies may be shifted by a known amount, f shift. This results in an output signal
oscillating at a difference frequency equal to f shift + f 1 - f 2. Subtracting f shift from this

output frequency yields f 1 - f 2, with the correct sign, which can then be used in

equation (2.5) to obtain the velocity containing the correct sign. For example, a
particle with zero velocity would produce a signal equal to f shift, which after
subtracting f shift yields the correct frequency, f 1 - f 2 = 0.

Velocity measurements are taken within the ellipsoidal region where the two

laser beams cross, called the measurement volume (see Figure 2.4). Any particle

passing through the measurement volume contributes to the signal. Particles may

travel through the measurement volume at different locations and different angles,
and multiple particles may be present within the volume at the same time.

The signal output from the photodetector will vary depending on the path of

the particle through the measurement volume, as illustrated in Figure 2.5 a) and b).
Beams of unequal intensity or large particles produce the signal depicted in Figure

2.5 c) (Drain 1980). However, in all three of these cases the signal will still oscillate
at the difference frequency. The signal can be simplified by filtering out the low
frequency DC part of the signal, called the pedestal.

If multiple particles are present within the measurement volume their

signals are superimposed. This results in a continuous signal with random

amplitude fluctuations, caused by particles crossing at various locations and

entering the measurement volume at different times. The random phase shifts of
these particles complicate the signal further.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 2.5 Photodetector signal decomposed into AC and DC parts.
a) Photodetector signal from a single particle traversing the center of the
measurement volume. b) Signal from a particle crossing the measurement
volume off center. c) Signal from a particle crossing at the center of a
measurement volume formed by beams of unequal intensities.
2.3.2. LDV System Used in this Study

The LDV system used in this study is a dual beam backscatter two-

component system with the following hardware: ion laser, Color Burst multicolor

Beam Separator, Color Link Multicolor Receiver (model 9230), and IFA-650 Digital
Burst Correlator. Data is collected via TSI’s Find for Windows 1.4 (FFW 1.4)

software. General features include:

• 40 MHz fixed frequency shifting, which is mixed with other

frequencies to effectively reduce the frequency shift to the user
specified value

• high pass filter eliminates the pedestal

• low pass filter reduces amplitude of background noise
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• burst detector detects when the bursts start and stop and provides a
Doppler frequency estimate

• Autocorrelator performs validation tests and calculates the Doppler
frequency

• measurement volume diameter = 0.0653 mm and length = 0.68mm,
in the cross-stream direction

• beam half angle θ /2 = 5.49 degrees

• beam frequency, green beam: 5.83 x 1014 Hz, blue beam:
6.14 x 1014 Hz

The accuracy of the LDV measurements can be optimized by adjusting five

parameters within FFW, 1) frequency shift 2) channel range, 3) photomultiplier
tube (PMT) voltage 4) minimum threshold voltage, and 5) coincidence time.

1) As a general rule of thumb the minimum effective frequency shift

magnitude should be approximately double the difference frequency
generated from a particle moving in the reverse direction (TSI Inc.
2000c). The difference frequency, f 1 – f 2, can be calculated by

substituting the maximum expected negative velocity into
equation (2.5).

2) Once an appropriate effective shift has been selected a channel range
is selected to filter data outside of the range of expected velocities;

again equation (2.5) can be used to calculate the appropriate range.

3) FFW allows the user to magnify the signal by specifying a PMT
voltage. The optimal signal to noise ratio can be achieved by

observing the signal on an oscilloscope and setting the PMT to the
maximum value that does not amplify the background noise.

4) A minimum threshold voltage can be specified, below which data is

not considered. By turning the laser off one can see that if this value is
set too low erroneous data from noise are collected, without a
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Doppler signal present. Turning all of the equipment on, except for the
laser, and gradually increasing the threshold until no data are

observed provides a good absolute minimum threshold value. One can
then continue to increase the threshold until the data rate drops and
rises again. By trial and error a sweet spot can be determined where
the data rate is maximum but greater than the absolute minimum
threshold previously determined.

5) A coincidence time can be set when taking two-component

measurements to ensure that both components are measuring
velocity from the same particle. If one wishes to resolve the

turbulence it is ideal to set the coincidence window smaller than the
micro scale time. It is also recommended to keep this value at least

one order of magnitude below the data rate. But the coincidence time
should be longer than the transit time of a particle traversing the
measurement volume, which is sometimes larger than the two

previous criteria. As a result some judgment must be used in selecting
the optimal coincidence time.

2.4. Photogrammetry

Historically, photogrammetry was most commonly used in aerial mapping

applications, but in recent years it has gained popularity in both close range and
satellite applications. Photogrammetry can be thought of as the process of

extracting geometric information about objects using the geometry of overlapping

photos with common points. In this study, the commercial aerial mapping software
LPS (formerly named Leica Photogrammetry Suite) was employed to map scour
hole geometry. Intelligent use of any commercial software requires a basic

knowledge of the underlying concepts and terminology employed. This section gives
an overview of these basic concepts and their relevance to the present study.
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Consider light rays reflecting off an object in multiple directions. If a pin hole

were placed at some distance from the object, only one of the reflected light rays
would be scattered in the correct direction to pass through the pin hole. Now

consider other objects placed at different locations. For each of those objects only
one light ray will be capable of passing through the pin hole. If the pin hole were
enlarged those rays would continue to pass through the center of the hole, but

additional rays emitted from each object would also enter the enlarged hole. The
additional rays would not pass through the center. If the hole were replaced by a
lens it would also be possible to select a point, along the optical axis of the lens,

through which every object could emit one ray. This point is called the perspective
center, PC . The lens assembly is actually composed of many optical elements, but

“for purposes of geometry and mathematical modeling, the camera lens is

represented by a single point” (Mikhail et al. 2001 p. 4). For a real lens there are two
points called the front and rear nodal points that are modeled as a single PC . This is
possible because the incident ray passing through the front nodal point exits the

rear nodal point at the same angle, and both points are located along the optical axis.
After a light ray passes through the lens it eventually intercepts the image

plane, which is where the image sensor is located. The distance along the optical
axis from the perspective center (or more precisely, the rear nodal point) to the

image plane is called the principal distance, PD . Every light ray that is emitted from

a single point, and passes through a converging lens, will intersect at a single point

on the opposite side of the lens. If the PD is set such that the image plane intersects
this point, the object will be in focus (i.e. photographic images are focused by

adjusting PD ). Other objects located at that same distance will also be in focus, but

will intersect at different points on the image plane. Objects located at other

distances will be out of focus. Rays emitted from objects located at an infinite

distance will be parallel to the optical axis. All parallel rays passing through the lens
will converge at a single point. The distance from PC to the point at which all
parallel rays converge is called the focal length, f .

For most aerial applications PD is set equal to f . But for close range
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applications, such as this study, the image would be out of focus if PD = f . For the

image to be in focus PD must be greater than f . It will be shown later that PD must

be fixed for photogrammetric applications. All objects in this study are not located at
the same distance from the camera, which could result in some objects being out of
focus. Only objects located at the focused distance will produce converging rays at
the image plane. Other objects will emit multiple rays that cross the image plan at
different locations. To mitigate this, the aperture was set to its smallest possible

opening. This limits the number of light rays emitted from a single object that can

enter the camera to rays that tend to intercept the image plane at nearly the same
location, thus bringing the image into focus (i.e. reducing the size of the aperture

opening increases the depth of field). To compensate for the loss of light the camera
image sensor must be exposed for a longer period of time (i.e. a slower shutter
speed is required).

2.4.1. Mathematical Description of Camera Orientation

As previously discussed, it is possible for any ground object within the

viewing plane to direct one light ray through PC . This ray must also pass through a

point on the image plane. These three points will be collinear, which is one of the
underlying principles in photogrammetric calculations. Before discussing the so

called collinearity equations, the image space and object space coordinate systems
must be defined.

The object space coordinates (sometimes called ground coordinates) are

simply the Cartesian coordinates of the objects being imaged, and will be denoted by
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capital X , Y , and Z . The collinearity equations are derived assuming a right-handed1
coordinate system, making this a requirement for any coordinate system selected.

Figure 2.6 Photogrammetry coordinate systems and exterior orientation.
Camera configuration, coordinate system convention, and image planes. The
camera is depicted at an approximate exterior orientation of ω = 0◦ , ϕ = 0◦ , κ =
-90◦ , X PC = 103, Y PC = 34, and Z PC = 106 cm (not drawn to scale). A light ray is
depicted with its corresponding image and object coordinates.
The image space coordinates (sometimes called photo coordinates) are the

Cartesian coordinates of points on the image plane, relative to PC . Image

coordinates are denoted by lower case x , y , and z , where |z | = PD . The camera

orientation is described by three angles ω , ϕ , and κ . When ω , ϕ , and κ are equal to

zero, the image coordinate system is parallel to the object coordinate system. Figure

2.6 shows the object and image reference frames used in this study. In this figure the
1 In a right-handed coordinate system the positive z -axis will point in the direction of the
thumb of a right-hand, if the fingers are curled from the positive x -axis toward the positive y -axis.
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camera has been rotated about the z -axis 90 degrees in the negative direction (i.e. κ

= -90◦). The actual image plane and the right-reading image plane are both depicted.

The right-reading image plane is used for computations since it corresponds to the

image geometry seen on a computer screen; the actual image plane corresponds to a
photo negative.

To derive the collinearity equations the standard approach is to first

construct a rotation matrix, M , by sequentially rotating ω about the X -axis, ϕ about
the once-rotated Y -axis, and κ about the twice-rotated Z -axis (for details see:

Mikhail et al. 2001 pp. 91,373–74).

M = M κMφM ω

 cos φ cos κ
M =  − cos φ sin κ
 sin φ

cos ω sin κ + sin ω sin φ cos κ
cos ω cos κ − sin ω sin φ sin κ
− sin ω cos φ

sin ω sin κ − cos ω sin φ cos κ 
sin ω cos κ + cos ω sin φ sin κ 

cos ω cos φ

(2.6)

The object coordinates of PC are X PC, Y PC, and Z PC and are referred to as the

camera station coordinates. All six parameters X PC, Y PC, Z PC, ω , ϕ , and κ are called

the exterior orientation. The object and image coordinates are related to each other
by using the exterior orientation parameters and the rotation matrix:
 x − x0 
 y − y  = kM
0

 z 

 X − X PC 
 Y −Y 
PC 

 Z − Z PC 

m11
= k m21
m31

m12 m13   X − X PC 
m22 m23   Y −YPC 
m32 m33   Z − Z PC 

(2.7)

The m ij variables are the matrix elements of M in equation (2.6). The

subscripts indicate the ith row and jth column in the matrix. The scale factor, k , will

be eliminated in the next step, and x 0 and y 0 are the image coordinates of the

principal point. The principal point is the location at which the optical axis of the
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lens intersects the image plane; x 0 and y 0 are typically offset a short distance from
the image center, x = y = 0.

Multiplying the matrix and vector on the right-hand side of (2.7) produces

three scalar equations. Then dividing the resulting scalar equations for x and y by
the third equation for z yields the collinearity equations:

m ( X − X PC ) + m12 (Y −YPC ) + m13 ( Z − Z PC )
x − x0 =
z 11
m31 ( X − X PC ) + m32 (Y −YPC ) + m33 ( Z − Z PC )

(2.8)

m ( X − X PC ) + m22 (Y −YPC ) + m23 ( Z − Z PC )
y − y0 =
z 21
m31 ( X − X PC ) + m32 (Y −YPC ) + m33 ( Z − Z PC )

(2.9)

It is common practice to replace z in the collinearity equations with –f . For close

range applications, such as this study, z = –PD . The negative sign results from the

coordinate convention adopted in Figure 2.6 and from using the right-reading image
plane.

Equations, (2.8) and (2.9), have been arranged to solve for unknown image

coordinates. It is also possible to write the collinearity equations in a form more
conducive to solving for the unknown ground coordinates:

m11 ( x − x 0 ) + m21 ( y − y 0 ) + m31 ( z )
m13 ( x − x 0 ) + m23 ( y − y 0 ) + m33 ( z )

(2.10)

m12 ( x − x 0 ) + m22 ( y − y 0 ) + m32 ( z )

m13 ( x − x 0 ) + m23 ( y − y 0 ) + m33 ( z )

(2.11)

X − X PC =
( Z − Z PC )
Y −YPC =−
( Z Z PC )

If the object and image coordinates of several points are known, one can use

the collinearity equations to solve for the 6 unknown exterior orientation

parameters and z , x 0 and y 0. This is possible because for every point in the image

there are two equations, namely (2.8) and (2.9), so with a sufficient number of
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points all 9 unknowns can be solved for. Unfortunately, the problem is complicated
by lens distortion.

2.4.2. Lens Distortion

The lens distortion model implemented in this study is the Simultaneous

Multiframe Analytical Calibration (SMAC) system, which has been adopted by the

U.S. Geological Survey (Brown 1968; USGS National Mapping Division 2008). This
model corrects for both radial and decentering (tangential) distortion. The image
coordinates are corrected for radial distortion by

(

)(

)

(

)(

)

∆x r =
x o − x 0 k 0 + k 1r 2 + k 2r 4 + k 3r 6 +

∆y r =
y o − y 0 k 0 + k 1r 2 + k 2r 4 + k 3r 6 +

and for decentering distortion by

=
∆x d

=
∆y d

(P ( r
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2
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=
r
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(2.12)

(2.13)

+ P4r 4 + 
2

)

+ P4r 4 + 

(2.14)

)

resulting in the final corrected image coordinates

=
x − x0

y − y0
=

(x

(y

o

o

)

− x 0 + ∆x r + ∆x d

)

− y 0 + ∆y r + ∆y d

where, the superscript ‘o’ denotes observed uncorrected coordinates and the

(2.15)

(2.16)

(2.17)

subscripts ‘r’ and ‘d’ signify radial and decentering corrections. Equation (2.16)

states that the non-distorted image x -coordinate, (x -x 0), can be obtained by first

measuring the actual image x -coordinate, (x o-x 0), and then adding the lens

distortion corrections calculated from (2.12) and (2.14). Equation (2.16) can
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therefore be substituted into the left-hand side of equation (2.8).

The coordinates of the principal point, (x 0, y 0), the principal distance (PD or

|z | ) , and the distortion coefficients (k 0, k 1, k 2, k 3, P 1, P 2, P 3, and P 4) are called the

interior orientation parameters. The interior orientation parameters are constant
for a camera with a fixed lens. The camera lens used in this study is a fixed 28 mm
lens. However, the camera’s variable focus had to be taped at a fixed position.
2.4.3. Camera Calibration

The interior orientation is obtained by calibrating the camera. One method of

calibrating a camera consists of taking a series of photographs with strong

geometric configurations. Image coordinates of several points are then obtained

from the image, and the object coordinates of those points are physically measured.
Finally, the collinearity and distortion equations are used to solve for the interior
orientation.

For this study, the camera was calibrated using a series of MATLAB scripts

written by Professor James Bethel. These scripts aid in the semi-automatic

extraction of image coordinates for a series of targets and then solve the above

mentioned equations. The calibration photos are depicted in appendix Figure E.1.
The following interior orientation parameters were obtained from the

calibration:

x0 =
y0 =
PD = 29.2457 mm
−0.0506503 mm
−0.0697471 mm

k1 =
1.23262 × 10−4 mm −2 k 2 =
k3 =
−5.69452 × 10−8 mm
−5.00899 × 10−10 mm
−4

P1 =
P2 =
−8.21562 × 10−6 mm
−5.29738 × 10−6 mm
−1

−1

−6

k 0, P 3, and P 4 were set equal to zero (k 3 was constrained to be almost zero). The k

and P constants above must be multiplied by -1 before entering them into LPS (see
Appendix E for justification and supplemental calibrations).
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Note that distortion coefficients are dimensional. When working with images

the dimensions are in pixels, so a relationship between the physical image sensor

and the image is needed. The image sensor used on many digital cameras is a charge
coupled device, CCD. The physical dimensions of this device for a given camera are

available from the camera manufacturer and in some case are provided in the user’s
manual. The approximate pixel size in mm can be obtained by dividing the CCD

width, CCD x, by the number of pixels in the x-direction, #pix x, and the CCD height,

CCD y, by the number of pixels in the y-direction, #pix y. For the camera used in this

study, which is a Nikon D70, the pixels were assumed to be square. Without
knowing which CCD measurement was more accurate it seemed prudent to
calculate the pixel dimensions as

pix
pix
=
=
x
y
=

(CCD ) (CCD )
(# pix ) (# pix )
x

x

y

y

(23.7)(15.6) =
mm 7.8394 μm
= 0.0078394
(3008)(2000)
2.4.4. Creating a 3-D Model

Once the interior orientation parameters are known (i.e. the camera has been

calibrated), the collinearity equations can be used to calculate object coordinates of
points in the images. A minimum of 3 noncollinear surveyed control points (2 with

X , Y , and Z coordinates and 1 with Z coordinates) are required to define the object
space, but additional points are preferred for redundancy. For the present study, a
series of full control points (X , Y , and Z ) were permanently fixed along the top of

the flume walls, and additional removable vertical (Z ) control points were hung

non-intrusively from the flume walls. The vertical elevation of the control points
was measured using a surveying level readable to 0.1 mm, and the horizontal
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coordinates were obtained using a tape measure readable to 0.4 mm (1/64th of an
inch).

The unknowns are the 6 exterior orientation parameters X PC, Y PC, Z PC, ω , ϕ ,

and κ . There are two collinearity equations for each point (one for x and one for y ),

so with three full control points the exterior orientation could theoretically be

calculated. However, all additional points in the image would have 3 unknowns (X ,

Y , and Z ), providing only 2 additional collinearity equations. Consequently, this

model, which is useful for calculating the exterior orientation, is not useful for

extracting object coordinates of additional image points.

If on the other hand there were two overlapping images (in this project

images typically overlap by about 65%) the coordinates of unknown points could be
solved for. The two images are taken at two different positions, resulting in two sets
of unknown exterior orientation parameters (12 unknowns). But if a point can be

identified in both images, that point provides 4 collinearity equations, but has only 3
unknows. One can see that even with minimum control (2 full control points and 1

vertical point) the coordinates of all points identified in both images can be solved

for, provided that one of the control points is visible in both images. Even if a series
of overlapping images are taken, only the minimum number of control points is
required.

LPS is capable of identifying common points in two or more images. These

points are called tie-points. To aid the software in generating tie points, the user

must manually identify at least two tie-points for each image pair. For this reason,

the control points along the flume wall are placed such that most images will have
two points. These points are used as tie-points for the automatic tie-point

generation process. Later, during the triangulation process, some of these points are

used as control points and others are used as check points. The control points are
strategically selected, typically near the beginning and end of the photo strip to

optimize the solution without over constraining it. Several vertical control points

are also used throughout the project. The remaining points are excluded from the
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solution and used as check points to quantify the accuracy of the solution. About

one-third of the control points were typically used as check points.

The accuracy of photogrammetric measurements is a function of image

resolution. The total root-mean-square error (RMSE) for the image was generally

less than 0.3 pixels, with a sand grain being approximately three pixels in diameter.
The vertical RMSE for the check points was always less than 0.6 mm. Since sand

grain geometry cannot be resolved with only three pixels, accuracy better than a
sand grain diameter (0.6 mm) is not physically possible.

The exterior orientation and the tie-point coordinates for all images are

solved for simultaneously by triangulation in a process called a bundle block

adjustment. The triangulation is performed using the collinearity equations and the
bundle of rays passing through the perspective center and the image points. The

entire block of photos is analyzed simultaneously in a bundled solution using least
squares adjustment.

Once the exterior orientation parameters are known for every image, LPS can

generate a detailed digital terrain model (DTM) of the photographed object surface.

Thousands of common points in the overlap region of each image pair are identified
using digital image matching. With the exterior orientation already known, the
object coordinates of these points can be calculated.

These mass points are used to generate cross-section profiles and to create

triangulated surfaces for volumetric calculations in this study. The imagery can also

be orthorectified using the DTM, and draped on the surface for visual interpretation.
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CHAPTER 3. LITERATURE REVIEW
3.1. Backward-Facing Step Flow Literature

The backward-facing step flow is the simplest reattaching flow and an

important process in a large number of engineering configurations (Eaton and

Johnston 1981). As such, it is not surprising that extensive literature is available on
the subject. The majority of backward-facing step research was not conducted

specifically with civil engineering applications in mind, although much of it is

generally applicable. Numerous studies are also available with flow configurations
that resemble backward-facing step flow (e.g. flow over sills, bed forms, weirs,

multiple steps, and steps with inclined faces) for both closed conduit and open

channel flow. For brevity and generalized discussion, this section only examines

traditional backward-facing step configurations and places particular emphasis on

elements that are relevant to the scour problem.

3.1.1. Classical Approach

The classical representation of backward-facing step flow assumes a non-

turbulent free-stream flow with either a turbulent or laminar boundary layer near
the upstream channel bottom. At the step edge the boundary layer flow detaches,
forming a turbulent free-shear layer. This shear layer resembles a plane mixing

layer through the first half of the separated flow region, but unlike a plane mixing
layer is highly turbulent on the low-speed side (Eaton and Johnston 1981). The
shear layer then curves downward, impacting the channel bottom in the
reattachment zone.

In practice, the majority of experiments have been conducted in air ducts
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with low-levels of free-stream turbulence (frequently less than 1%). The upper

surface is typically confined by a wall, and often measurements are only taken up to
a short distance above the boundary layer. Above this point is considered the freestream flow, which is actually the central region of the duct flow.

A recirculation region is formed beneath the shear layer, as depicted in

Figure 3.1. A smaller secondary recirculation bubble rotates in the opposite

direction near the step, which is also depicted in the figure. The backflow velocity in
the primary recirculation region is normally over 20% of the free-stream velocity

(Eaton and Johnston 1981). Many researchers (Eaton and Johnston 1981 mention

several studies; Driver et al. 1987; Le et al. 1997) believe that spanwise vortices (i.e.
vortices that rotate about a spanwise axis, as depicted in Figure 3.1) are present

within the shear layer and interact with the recirculation bubble. There is also some
evidence that streamwise vortices may be present, indicating that the flow is threedimensional (Le et al. 1997).

Just downstream of the recirculation zone is the reattachment zone. The

mean reattachment location can be defined as the point at which the mean dividing

streamline in the shear layer approaches the channel bottom, or simply the point at
which U = 0 a short distance from the channel bottom. One could therefore define

the reattachment location as the point at which the mean bed shear stress is zero.
This latter definition is interesting when one recognizes that this region is
frequently associated with significant bed movement.

The reattachment length, X R, is defined as the distance from the step face to

the reattachment location. The mean reattachment length for classical backwardfacing step flow with a turbulent upstream boundary layer is typically 6 to 8 step
heights. The instantaneous reattachment location fluctuates with time.

shear layer
hstep

XR

U = 0 (time averaged
reverse flow boundary)

Figure 3.1 Backward-facing step flow.
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dividing streamline
(time average
recirculation boundary)

reattachment
zone

Le et al. (1997) suggest that the fluctuation in instantaneous reattachment

length occurs as a gradual growth followed by a sudden reduction. They attribute

the sudden reduction to passing vortices. In their direct numerical simulation (DNS)
they observe fluctuations in the reattachment length greater than 1 step height.
Driver et al. (1987) conducted experiments to monitor the fluctuations in

reattachment length and estimated that the amplitude of this shear layer flapping is
less than 20% of the thickness of the shear layer, or that instantaneous

reattachment fluctuates by about ± 1 step from the mean reattachment location.

Their experiments showed reverse flow at 0.75 steps upstream of the mean

reattachment location 92% of the time and forward flow at 0.75 steps downstream
of the mean reattachment location 93% of the time. They observed an increase in
shear stress within the flow during longer instantaneous reattachment.

Several researchers have suggested that the mean normalized reattachment

length, X R/h brink, is affected by the expansion ratio. The expansion ratio is defined as

h brink/h 0, where h 0 is the upstream channel height (it may also be defined as the

downstream channel height divided by the upstream channel height, which results

in h brink/h 0 + 1). Researchers analyzing different data sets have concluded that the

reattachment length increases with increasing expansion ratio, although significant

scatter is present in the data (Eaton and Johnston 1981; Adams and Johnston 1988).
In contrast, Ötügen (1991) observed the opposite to be true. As the expansion ratio

increased (in these experiments h brink increased while upstream flow conditions
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remained constant) the mean X R/h brink decreased by about 4.5% of the average

reattachment length. He attributed this to faster shear layer growth rates and
increased turbulence with larger X R/h brink.

The reattachment length also varies with the boundary layer state

immediately upstream of the step. Armaly et al. (1983; see also Biswas et al. 2004)
showed that the reattachment length increases with Reynolds number, when both

the boundary layer flow and the flow downstream of reattachment is laminar, which
corresponds to Re D < 1,200 (attaining values of X R/h brink greater than 15)2. Then

X R decreases irregularly during the transition phase until Re D = 5,500. This is

followed by a brief increase until the flow becomes turbulent at about Re D = 6,600,

after which it approaches a constant. Eaton and Johnston (1981) also observed an

increase in reattachment length as the boundary layer becomes turbulent, followed
by a mild decrease approaching a constant value. They concluded that X R/h brink

becomes independent of Re when the upstream boundary layer is fully turbulent.
Both authors only attained X R/h brink ≈ 8 at their highest Re values, while others

seem to have attained smaller values. Adams and Johnston (1988) show that several
authors have observed this increase in X R/h brink but it did not always occur at the

same Re . They conducted experiments varying the upstream boundary layer state

and confirmed that the increase in X R/h brink is caused by a transition to an upstream
turbulent boundary layer. They also concluded that it had not yet achieved a

constant at Re step = 40,000 (where Re step is calculated using step height as the

characteristic length, and using the free-stream velocity). Their data shows

6 < X R/h brink < 7 at high Re .

Re D is Reynolds number calculated using the hydraulic diameter, D H, as the characteristic
length. The hydraulic diameter is defined as D H = 4A /P w where, A is the cross-sectional area, and
P w is the wetted perimeter. Armaly et al. assume a wide channel (air duct), so that D H = 2h 0.
Therefore, Re D = U b(2h 0 )/ν . Where, U b is the bulk (average) upstream velocity, and h 0 is the
upstream channel height.
2

Eaton and Johnston (1981) examined several studies conducted by other
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researchers and speculated about additional factors that may affect reattachment

length. They suggested that high levels of free-stream turbulence may decrease X R.

They also concluded that aspect ratios (channel width/step height) less than 10

may have an effect on X R. If the boundary layer is turbulent at separation a decrease

in aspect ratio results in a decrease in X R. The boundary layer thickness is also
expected to have a weak affect.

Wall static pressure begins decreasing upstream of the step and continues to

decrease moving downstream, reaching a minimum (maximum negative pressure)

within the recirculation zone, followed by a steep pressure rise, attaining a constant

value a few step heights downstream of reattachment (Driver and Seegmiller 1985).
The steep pressure rise is associated with the reattachment zone, and peak

fluctuations occur near the reattachment location (Driver et al. 1987; Le et al. 1997).
Wall shear stress has been measured by Driver and Seegmiller (1985) and by

Jovic and Driver (1994) using an oil flow laser interferometer. Wall shear stress

attains significant maximum negative value within the recirculation region, followed
by an increase to zero near reattachment and finally attaining maximum constant
positive values several step heights downstream of reattachment.

Turbulence intensities reach a maximum within the shear layer just

upstream of the reattachment location and dip closer to the wall near reattachment
(Eaton and Johnston 1981). Reynolds normal and shear stresses decay within the

reattachment zone and large turbulent structures with length scales at least as large
as the step are thought to pass through this region (Eaton and Johnston 1981).

Downstream of the reattachment region is the recovery region. The outer

part of the shear layer in this region still has most of the characteristics of a freeshear layer as much as 50 step heights downstream of reattachment (Eaton and

Johnston 1981). This is evidenced by the fact that the inflection point in the velocity
profile can still be seen for a considerable distance downstream of reattachment (Le

et al. 1997). In the numerical simulation of Le et al. (1997) the universal log-law
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still had not been recovered at 20 step heights downstream of reattachment.
3.1.2. Open Channel Backward-Facing Step Flow

Flow over a backward-facing step in an open channel exhibits many of the

same characteristics as duct flow. Some of the principal differences can likely be

attributed to the free-surface. In this study, and the other studies referenced in this
section, the free-surface is an air-water interface.

Only two prominent open channel backward-facing step studies are

considered in this section. These studies consider traditional backward-facing step
configurations that are readily compared to the conventional duct-flow

experiments. While they provide sufficient information for the present discussion, it
should be acknowledged that other studies are available in the literature that may
offer additional insights. Both experiments have flat smooth walls and a nearly
horizontal water surface across the step region.

Etheridge and Kemp (1978) obtained velocity measurements using laser

Doppler velocimetry (LDV) in a relatively narrow (15 cm), yet deep (20 cm) water

channel. In an attempt to maintain two-dimensional flow, their step (h brink = 1.346

cm) was placed relatively close (75 cm) to the channel inlet. Measurements were
taken within the developing boundary layer. According to Eaton and Johnston
(1981), their free-stream turbulence was 2% and the boundary layer state at
separation was transitioning from laminar to turbulent.

The second study was conducted by Nakagawa and Nezu (1987). They also

employed LDV for velocity measurements. Their flume was 30 cm wide with a 2 cm
step located 6.8 m downstream of the channel inlet. Downstream depths ranged
from 5.8 to 10.6 cm, with subcritical uniform flow conditions. Free-stream

turbulence was likely near 5% (this number was approximated based on
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comparison with similar data taken for this study).

The general flow characteristics of both studies are very similar to the

classical conduit flow discussed in the previous section. There are however at least
two subtle, and perhaps related, differences: 1) The reattachment length is shorter

for the open channel flow experiments and possibly varies with downstream Froude
number, Fr . 2) A milder pressure gradient was observed in open channel flow.

The maximum downstream Re examined by Nakagawa and Nezu was 23,400

(based on the mean velocity and downstream channel depth). The corresponding

Re step was approximately 5,800. For the Etheridge and Kemp study the downstream

Re ≅ 45,000 and Re step ≅ 3,300. For both studies X R/h brink approached 5. This is not
outside of the expected range of X R/h brink reviewed by Adams and Johnston (1988),
discussed in the previous section. In fact, the transitional boundary layer of

Etheridge and Kemp could easily fall within their data set. However, if Nakagawa
and Nezu achieved fully developed turbulent flow, X R/h brink is shorter than

expected. This may indicate that the boundary layer of Etheridge and Kemp was in
fact turbulent, or perhaps that the boundary layer state does not have the same

effect on open channel flow. In either case, it seems to suggest that reattachment
lengths are shorter for open channel flow. Nakagawa and Nezu also observed

X R/h brink increasing with Fr .

Nakagawa and Nezu identified what they called a relaxed pressure

distribution in open channel flow. This conclusion was explained by comparing the
wall-pressure distribution with an earlier study by Tani et al. (1961) and showing
that the pressure gradient was milder in the reattachment region for the open

channel flow case. They attributed this to the water surface being free to vary. They
consider the recirculation region to be formed by the pressure distribution in the

water column. This would imply that the reattachment length may also be affected
by the pressure distribution.

3.2. Bi-Stable Flow Regime Literature
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Downstream of overflow and drop structures, two distinct flow regimes are

possible. The higher tailwater regime is associated with a flow that rides along the
surface, while the lower tailwater regime is associated with a flow that plunges

toward the bed. At certain tailwater depths, both flow states are possible without
changing the headwater or tailwater conditions. For a fixed bed flow within this

tailwater range the flow will remain stable in either flow state unless acted on by an
external force, which is why these flows will be termed bi-stable in this study.

These regimes have been documented in weir studies as early as 1876, by

Bornemann (referenced in Cox 1928). The bi-stable plunging and surface flows each
have unique water-surface signatures, such that they can be easily identified

visually. Figure 3.2 shows both regimes for a sharp-crested weir flow as depicted by

Bazin (1898). Figure 3.3 shows a plunging flow for an ogee-crested weir and a

surface flow for a sharp-crested weir. Diving-jet flows have a dominant near-water-

surface recirculation region, while surface flows have a dominant near bed
recirculation region.

The bi-stable zone is generally near the point of flow submergence, where

submergence is defined as the point at which tailwater depth begins to influence the

headwater depth or discharge. Some structures, such as the sharp-crested weir (Wu

and Rajaratnam 1996) , are nearly always submerged within the bi-stable zone,

while other structures, such as a vertical drop with subcritical approach flow (Wu
and Rajaratnam 1998), are never submerged within the bi-stable zone. Most
authors that have described the regime phenomena for fixed bed flows have

considered the regimes as part of a broader study on weir submergence, or for

supercritical flows regimes they have been considered as part of a hydraulic jump

study. Authors occasionally reference other regime studies with different structure
geometries, but no attempt has been made to consider regime flows for a wide
range of structure types, as was done in the present study.
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Figure 3.2 Flow regimes as depicted by Bazin (1898). Top: sharp-crested weir
diving-jet flow (Bazin Fig. 44). Bottom: sharp-crested weir surface flow (Bazin
Fig. 45).

Figure 3.3 Flow regimes as depicted by Cox (1928). Top: ogee-crested weir
diving-jet flow (Cox Figure 27). Bottom: sharp-crested weir surface flow (Cox
Figure 17).

Flow regimes are rarely mentioned in the scour literature, although the
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phenomena have been observed by many researchers in a fixed bed environment.
Laursen and Flick (1983) recognized the regimes and confined their scour

experiments to diving-jet flow, considering this to be the more severe case. In 1973

Balfour documented the regimes in his erodible bed submerged slot jet experiments
(referenced in Coates 1976). Later Johnston augmented these studies with a more
detailed analysis of scour (1990).

A summary of studies in which the regimes were well described is provided

in Table 3.1. Studies with similar dimensionless parameters are grouped together.
Dimensionless parameters are omitted for studies that did not delineate regime

boundaries. These studies included vertical drop structures, sloped drops, broadcrested weirs, sharp-crested weirs, embankment shaped weirs with and without

roadway cross-sections, ogee-crested weirs, sharp-crested contracted weirs, oblique

sharp-crested weirs, round-crested spillways, rounded drops, and swales. Variables

are defined as:

y 1 = upstream flow depth
y t = tailwater depth
y c = critical depth
hbrink = drop height or weir height
t d = tailwater depth measured relative to the weir crest or brink
g = acceleration due to gravity
q = discharage per unit width
h = upstream water surface elevation relative to top of structure
L = top length of structure in streamwise direction
d 50 = median grain diameter of sediment
b = initial jet thickness
U j = mean upstream jet velocity

H = total upstream head
Fr1 = upstream Froude number
Uj
Frρ =
= densimetric Froude number
ρs − ρ
d 50 g
ρ
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Johnston’s regime delineation was for a cycling eroding bed and he appears to have
measured h brink relative to the deepest point in the trough of the scour hole (1990).
He also provides a fixed bed delineation.

Within the surface regime are several different flow states. These flow states

have been identified by several of the authors listed in Table 3.1. One of the most
comprehensive, but certainly not the first, description of these flow states is
presented by Ohtsu and Yasuda (1991). They provide a table of pictures

representing each flow state. The present study broadly groups the flow states into

diving-jet and surface flow. Near the bi-stable zone Ohtsu and Yasuda classify the bi-

stable surface flow as “wave train” and the diving-jet as “maximum plunging

condition.” For some flow states they use naming conventions of other authors, but
a wide variety of names are used in the literature to classify the flow sates.

Only three groups of authors listed in Table 3.1 used multiple drop heights

and selected dimensionless parameters that permitted them to delineate regime
boundaries using only two dimensionless groups. Most authors who delineate

boundaries using only two dimensionless groups considered only one drop height.

Table 3.1 Comparison of regime studies.

Author
Upstream Flow
McPherson and Dittig (1957)
subcritical
Hsu (1950); see also Rouse, et. al (1951) supercritical

Mossa, Petrillo, and Chanson (2003)

Moore and Morgan (1959)

Ohtsu and Yasuda (1991)

Ingram, Oltman, and Tracy (1956)

Mossa (1999)

Wu and Rajaratnam (1998)
Wu and Rajaratnam (1996)

Skogerboe, Hyatt, and Eggleston (1967)

Kindsvater (1964)
Fritz and Hager (1998)

Cox (1928)
Bradley (1945)
Coates (1976)

supercritical

supercritical

supercritical

supercritical

supercritical
subcritical
subcritical

subcritical

subcritical
subcritical

subcritical
subcritical
supercritical submerged jet
supercritical/subcritical
Johnston (1990)
submerged jet
Bazin (1898)
subcritical
Kabiri-Samani ,Ansari and Borghei (2010)subcritical
Escande (1939)
subcritical
Bornemann (1876)
subcritical
Sharp (1974)
supercritical
Bakhmeteff and Feodoroff (1956)
Nebbia (1942)

supercritical

Structure
broad-crested weir
slopped drop

vertical drop

vertical drop

vertical drop

vertical drop

vertical drop

vertical drop
sharp-crested weir
sharp-crested and contracted sharpcrested weirs
embankment weir w/ roadway
embankment weir

ogee-crest weir and sharp-crested weir
ogee-crest weir
vertical face - submerged
vertical face - submerged

embankment weir and sharp-crested weir
oblique (to channel wall) sharp-crested weir
round-crested spillway
short weir
vertical and rounded drops
vertical drop

Regime Delineation Parameters
y t/y c, h brink/y c
y t/y 1, Fr 1, h brink/y 1

y t/y 1, Fr 1, h brink/y 1

y t/y 1, Fr 1, h brink/y 1

y t/y 1, Fr 1, h brink/y 1

y t/y 1, Fr 1

y t/y 1, Fr 1
t d/y c, g ( yc - t d ) / ( q / yt )

t d/y c, g ( h - td ) / ( q / yt )
t d/h , q , h -t d

t d/H , h /L , h brink
t d/h , H /(H +L )

t d/H , H , h brink
1+h brink/H , 1-t d/H ; rearranged
(t d-0.5b )/b , U j2/(gb ), (h brink+0.5b )/b

(td -0.5b) ( Frρ1.33b) , Frρ , (hbrink + 0.5b) ( Frρ1.33b)
-

vertical drop, triangular swale, and vertical
drop to curved swale
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The first of these delineations was conducted by Bradley (1945) on ogee-
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crested weirs. His dimensionless parameters have been rearranged in Table 3.1 to

illustrate that the same dimensionless ratios, t d/H and h brink/H were proposed for

some structure types in CHAPTER 5, but Bradley uses 1- t d/H and h brink/H + 1.

Bradley provided detailed sketches of flow states over ogee-crest spillway and a

regime delineation. His regime delineation is based on submerged weir data that

were likely secondary to his study on submergence, which might explain why his
data are sparse and do not attempt to define a bi-stable zone.

The second study to use a single pair of dimensionless parameters were

McPherson and Dittig (1957), who delineated regime boundaries for a broad-

crested weir. Their paper, a commentary on the study by Ingram, et al. (1956), used
the same parameter y t/y 1 as suggested in that study, but incorporated the

additional parameter h brink/y 1. Since their flow passed through critical depth they

did not measure y 1, but assumed y 1 = y c. This resulted in their dimensionless ratios
being similar to Bradley’s since 1.5y c = H c. Note also that both t d and y t are
tailwater depth measurements, but relative to different datums.

Wu and Rajaratnam also used a single pair of dimensionless parameters.

They conducted two studies, one for sharp-crested weirs (Wu and Rajaratnam
1996), and one for vertical drops with subcritical approach flows (Wu and

Rajaratnam 1996). Again, one of their parameters, t d/y c, was similar to Bradley’s.

Their second parameter was different for each structure,
sharp-crested weirs and

g ( h − t d ) / (q / y t ) for

g ( y c − t d ) / (q / y t ) for drop structures; in both cases

they referred to this parameter as λ. In their sharp-crested weir study they

suggested that “In the surface regime, 2λ may be interpreted as a ratio between

two characteristic velocities, namely the velocity of the surface flow to the mean

velocity in the downstream channel.” In the limiting case of a level water surface

flow over the drop, one might think of McPherson’s and Dittig’s parameter h brink/y 1

as a ratio of tailwater velocity to head water velocity, minus one. Unfortunately, λ
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becomes undefined at small values of h brink/H , limiting the valid range of Wu and

Rajaratnam’s parameter.

Variable choices were similar for the three studies discussed, and all three

cases were for subcritical approach flows. None of the authors in Table 3.1 was able

to propose a single pair of dimensionless parameters that could be used to delineate
regime boundaries for supercritical or submerged jet flows. A pair of dimensionless
parameter will be developed in CHAPTER 5 and related to the other dimensionless
parameters.

Both Kindsvater (1964) and Fritz and Hager (1998) considered an additional

dependence on structure length for embankment weirs. For a fixed embankment
weir height (i.e. fixed h brink) Fritz and Hager were able to delineate regime

boundaries using t d/H and H /(H +L ). Once again t d/H was utilized, but h brink was

neglected. This study is important since it clearly showed a significant dependence

on L , which is not surprising since discharge coefficients are dependent on h /L , as

demonstrated by Tracy (1957).

The term bi-stable was adopted to denote that the flow regime remains

constant with time. There may be special cases in which this is not true. For a sharpcrested weir placed obliquely to the channel wall, Kabiri-Samani et al. (2010) show

that the flow naturally oscillates between the two flow states. Oscillating can also be
forced by the presence of an erodible bed as observed by Balfour (see Coates 1976)
and Johnston (1990).

Shallow-water submerged slot-jet flow was examined in detail by Coates

(1976). Submerged-jet flow differs from the other flow types considered because
the diving-flow occurs at the higher tailwater. For all other flows considered the
surface flow occurs at the higher tailwater and the diving-jet occurs at lower
tailwater. For unsubmerged jets the flow resembles the other types of flow

considered, and Coates identified several flow states in common with supercritical
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flow off a vertical drop, including the plunging and surface flows already identified.
Since the unsubmerged jet flows are similar to other flows already discussed, they
are not discussed in this section.

The shallow-water submerged slot-jet flow states are best understood

pictorially, so Coates’ figures have been reproduced in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5. His
figures include velocity measurements taken with a rotor-based velocity probe.

Figure 3.4 shows both regimes at the transition from a diving-jet flow to a surface
flow, which occurs at the surface flow regime boundary. Figure 3.5 shows the

transition from a surface-jet to a diving-jet, which occurs at the diving-jet regime

boundary. The characteristic wavy and calm water surfaces are still visible for the
surface and diving flows, respectively, but they are not identical to other types of
flow and the water surface does not curve downward at the drop. An additional

recirculation region above the surface-jet can also be observed in Figure 3.5 a), but
the primary recirculation region still persists near the bed and is of similar

magnitude as the primary diving-jet recirculation region near the water surface.
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Figure 3.4 Submerged sot-jet surface regime boundary (Coates 1976). Shallowwater submerged slot-jet transition from a) diving-jet to b) surface flow, with
velocity vectors (Coates’ Fig. 4:11 with right side truncated ).
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Figure 3.5 Submerged slot-jet diving-jet regime boundary (Coates 1976).
Shallow-water submerged slot-jet transition from a) surface-jet to b) diving-jet,
with velocity vectors (Coates’ Fig. 4:10 with right side truncated).
3.3. Scour Literature

Numerous studies have been conducted to predict scour downstream of

hydraulic structures, in which the flow exhibits some similarities to backwardfacing step flow. Some examples of studies that exhibit similarities (some less

obvious than others) include flow downstream of drop structures, weirs, grade

control structures, sills, bedforms, headcuts, concrete aprons, and sluice gates. If one
broadens this group to include all scouring scenarios with shear layers or regions of
flow separation, nearly every type of scour could be included. This seemingly

general applicability is the motivation for studying backward-facing step flow. If on
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the other hand one narrows the view to consider only studies that exhibit all of the

characteristics of classical open channel backward-facing step flow, very few studies

would qualify. Deciding where to draw the categorical line has been the primary
challenge in determining which literature merits detailed review.

Unfortunately, the majority of studies with open channel flow over a step

consider only plunging jet flow (surface and plunging flows were defined in section
3.2); although there may be some overlap since regimes are rarely documented.
This flow tends to produce a diving-jet scour hole somewhat similar to that
discussed in section 6.3.3. Scour holes formed by diving jets have different

characteristics than those formed by backward-facing step surface flow, some

similarities persist. Some plunging jet studies available in the literature did examine
cases where the diving-jet becomes submerged (e.g. Bormann 1988), and may

therefore have included experiments in the surface flow regime. Unfortunately, the
regime transition was not always well documented.

Rajaratnam studied plunging submerged plane turbulent jets without an

initial drop (i.e. at time t = 0 the bed was level with the brink) and showed that

scour hole geometry was similar when scaling z brink/d scour,∞ and x /x scour,∞, where

z brink is the vertical distance from the bed to the brink at a distance x from the brink,
d scour,∞ is the maximum z brink at equilibrium scour, and x scour,∞ is the horizontal

distance to d scour,∞. He proposed that d scour,∞/(0.5b ) = f(Fr ρ), where b is the jet

thickness and Fr ρ is the densimetric Froude number. He also showed that d scour,∞

initially increased linearly with the logarithm of time and then approached an
asymptotic state.

Surface regime backward-facing step scour results in backfilling that forms a

sloped bed that obscures the vertical drop at the step. To some extent this allows for
comparison with other surface flows, where the initial condition was not a

backward-facing step. One example is a horizontal plane jet flow in shallow

tailwater, which was studied by Rajaratnam and Macdougall (1983). In their study
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the tailwater depth, t d, was approximately equal to the slot jet thickness, b and the

initial bed elevation was level with the brink. Most of their experiments were longer
than 41 hrs. The flow fluctuated between diving and surface regimes with a

hydraulic jump phase in between. The frequency of these fluctuations reduced

considerably as the equilibrium scour hole state was approached, but they do not
indicate which regime dominated at the equilibrium state. It seems likely that
ultimately the surface flow dominated since the maximum scour location was
farther downstream when compared to the plunging flow study previously

discussed. They showed that d scour,∞/b was similar for surface (or cycling) and

plunging flows with small Fr ρ (e.g. near Fr ρ = 4) but deviated with increasing Fr ρ

such that the relative scour depth, d scour,∞/b , was more than twice as deep as the

surface (or cycling) flow at Fr ρ = 12, in spite of the plunging flow experiments being
generally shorter in duration. As with the submerged plunging jets, scour holes
were also roughly geometrically similar when plotting z brink/d scour,∞ against

x /x scour,∞ for the surface (or cycling) shallow flow.

Rajaratnam and Macdougall’s experiments were likely near the bi-stable

regime boundaries, as evidenced by the cycling. Since the tailwater depth was

similar to the jet height, their experimental configuration is comparable to freesurface supercritical flows. They described the flow as a plane wall jet with

minimum tailwater, in contrast to the submerged plane wall jet previously studied

by Rajaratnam (1981). The only studies that the author is aware of that specifically
consider scour within the bi-stable regimes for completely submerged jets are

Balfour’s 1973 thesis project, Coates’ (1976) reanalysis of Balfour’s data, and a

study by Johnston (1990), who was also aware of the work by Coates. While these

studies are being referred to as “bi-stable” it should be emphasized that these flows

are not stable, due to the influence of the bed. All three of these studies were

considering shallow submerged slot jets, much like Rajaratnam’s 1981 experiments
except that his flow was more deeply submerged and was likely outside of the bistable regime. A copy of Balfour’s study was not available, so any comments

referring to his work were obtained from Coates’ Ph.D. thesis. Coates’ regime
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delineations were motivated by Balfour’s work; both studies were conducted at
Heriot-Watt University (Coates 1976).

Balfour observed that a flow beginning in the diving state would rapidly

scour the bed and then suddenly the jet would move to the surface and the

downstream scour mound would slump back into the hole. Surface flow scour

would then gradually backfill the hole. This was followed by another diving-jet flow
and the cycling would repeat. Coates plotted one of Balfour’s erodible bed

experiments on his fixed bed regime delineation by assuming h brink was measured

relative to the maximum scour depth. He showed that the cycling could be explained

by (h brink + 0.5b )/b shifting between the diving and surface regime boundaries, but
acknowledged that the exact changeover points could not be predicted due to

differences in geometry. He concluded: “It would appear that the scouring action of

the jet while it is attached to the bed gradually decreases the influence of the bed on
the jet in preference for the influence of the free-surface” (Coates 1976). Johnston

made the same conclusion that a change in (h brink + 0.5b )/b was responsible for

the regime change (1990).

Coates focused on one of Balfour’s experiments with a total cycle time of 130

min; 6.5 min of which was in the diving state. Johnston on the other hand observed
much shorter cycle times that varied between 2 and 30 min, depending on the

tailwater depth. The percentage of time the jet was attached to the bed also varied
with tailwater depth, ranging from 10% to 90% in Johnston’s experiments, with

deeper tailwater being associated with longer diving-jet cycles. He reported that the
scouring rate, measured as depth per time, of a surface-jet flow was approximately
40% of the diving-jet scouring rate and that diving-jet scour rates increase with

increasing tailwater depth, while surface-jet scouring rates remain relatively

constant. He also reported cycling flows scouring at a rate of approximately 70% of

a diving-jet flow, when measuring depth per time, yet he stated that “the scourhole
depth remains relatively constant” for cycling flows.
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Flows that remain within the diving-jet or surface flow states are much more

common in scour literature, with the bulk of research being done on diving flows.

Several useful reviews of previous scour literature are available. Some of the more
comprehensive reviews are included in:

• Scour Related to Energy Dissipators for High Head Structures
(Whittaker and Schleiss 1984)

• Free Jet Scour Below Dams and Flip Buckets (Mason and Arumugam
1985)

• Equilibrium Local Scour Depth Downstream of Grade-control

Structures (Bormann 1988; see also Bormann and Julien 1991)

• Scouring: IAHR Hydraulic structures design manual (Breusers and
Raudkivi 1991)

• Scour Manual (Hoffmans and Verheij 1997)

These documents review empirical scour equations (although some have

theoretical basis) developed by various authors for a range of flow conditions, with

a great deal of overlap in the choice of studies reviewed. A review of these equations
will not be repeated in the present study, as the reader may refer to the works cited

above. Other notable, perhaps unresolved but important issues that are discussed in

the references include characteristic sediment size, ranges over which sediment size
may be unimportant, and the time to equilibrium scour, if any. Time and sediment
size are particularly difficult to incorporate when considering model to prototype
scaling, making the idea of an equilibrium scour hole depth more attractive, since
time becomes unimportant. Most studies therefore assume an equilibrium scour
state.

Diving-jet scour has clearly been examined more closely than surface-jet

scour, and very few studies have tailwater elevations above the top of backward-

facing step. In recent years there seems to be a large number of experiments

conducted with horizontal jets (ensuing from a sluice gate or conduit). To the
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author’s knowledge no study has been conducted with experiment configurations
identical to the present study (i.e. submerged sand-roughened subcritical
backward-facing step flow).

It is not possible to summarize all of the available scour literature. Instead a

list of relevant variables was compiled from the many papers considered rather

than addressing each paper. Many of these variables were obtained from studies

listed in Appendix B, but these studies were not included in the main references in
the present study because they were not read in detail, but simply scanned for
possible variables and other relevant information.

3.3.1. Experimental Parameters Used by Other Authors

A list summarizing relevant variables used by other authors in their studies

is provided in Appendix A. The studies included were limited to flows with hydraulic

structures that produced downstream scour holes similar in nature to diving-jet and
surface-jet scour holes observed in this study. All of the variables may not be

applicable to every experiment and many of the variables are redundant (i.e. can be

calculated from other variables). For clarity, and to make redundant variables more
evident, the variables have been divided into categories. All of the variables not

included in the first three categories can be calculated (or estimated) from variables
in those categories (the first three categories are: “Primitive Variables”, “Physical
Properties”, and “Directly Measureable Variables”). Equations are given for

calculated variables, and functional relationships are provided for estimated

variables. Variables that could be categorized into more than one category are listed
in only one category and other possible categories are annotated.

From the list of variables provided in Appendix A, the following variables

seem to be the most relevant for scour downstream of a backward-facing step in the
surface flow regime:
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where,

=
d scour, ∞ + hbrink f ( hbrink ,q , g , µ , ρ , ρs , y t − hbrink , y brink ,d )

(3.1)

d scour, ∞ + hbrink =
equilibrium scour hole depth measured from brink elevation
hbrink = step height
q = discharge per unit width
g = acceleraton due to gravity
µ = dynamic viscosity
ρ = density of water
ρs = density of sediment
y t − hbrink =
tailwater depth relative to brink elevation; equal to t d
y brink = depth of flow at the brink
d = characteristic size of sediment

In section 3.2 the importance of identifying the flow regime was highlighted

and some possible parameters were presented. From the list of variables above one
can derive the regime parameters discussed in section 3.2 and in CHAPTER 5. Other
parameters that are generally important, such as a Reynolds number and Froude
number can also be derived, as well as Rajaratnam’s (1981; Rajaratnam and
Macdougall 1983) proposed jet scour variables (if y brink = b ).

Just as Reynolds number becomes unimportant when sufficiently large

(which eliminates μ as a relevant variable), other variables are also unimportant
over certain ranges. Some additional variables that might become unimportant

when considering narrow ranges could include ρ , ρ s, and d . Without reliable scour

experiments one cannot determine definitively when these variables are

unimportant. Nor can one determine the optimal variable combinations for the

variables that are important. It seems likely that some variables should be combined

with each other. For example y brink may be related to a velocity or energy parameter
that could be derived from q , and it might also be related to a depth parameter that

represents an expansion ratio. These parameters are considered in a limited
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number of experiments discussed in section 6.3.3, however the principal purpose of
this study was not to develop scour prediction equations and insufficient

experiments were conducted to develop reliable equations. For this reason the

variables are left in functional form rather than developing dimensionless
parameters that cannot be verified.

It was possible to develop appropriate flow regime dimensionless

parameters using selected variables from (3.1), which are presented in CHAPTER 5.
Determining the flow regime is imperative for an accurate estimate of scour depth.
Flow regimes are more difficult to estimate with erodible bed flows since the bed

elevation changes with time. The exact location at which h brink is measured becomes
important when the downstream bed is not level, and may be a function of the bed

slope. The effects of erodible slopes on regimes boundaries are examined in sections
5.3.2 and 6.3 .
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CHAPTER 4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND METHODOLOGY
4.1. Experiment Configuration
4.1.1. Small Flume

The recirculating small flume was 16 ft (14 ft from head gate to tailgate) long

and 1 ft wide. This flume, which is depicted in Figure 4.1 was used exclusively for
fixed bed regime delineations. The structures used in this flume are described in

CHAPTER 5. Although the flume is tiltable it was always operated in the horizontal
position. Due to its short length it was not possible to achieve fully developed

uniform flow, but this was not required for the structures examined. The point gage
used on the large flume, discussed in the next section, was also used for the small
flume.

Figure 4.1 Small flume.

The flow rate was measured using two pipe orifices, one for each pump, with

manually read manometers. The discharge is controlled by valves located

downstream of the orifices. These orifices were calibrated for this study and the

calibration is available in Appendix F. The walls and bed are acrylic. The head gate

was generally left open, while the tailgate was used extensively in setting the
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tailwater elevation.

4.1.2. Large Flume

The large flume used in this study is drawn to scale in Figure 4.2. Flume walls

are composed of 5 ft segments of clear acrylic paneling mounted to aluminum
framing. A constant volume of water is recirculated through a pipe system
connecting the outlet and inlet boxes. The feedback system between the

electromagnetic flow meter and the variable speed pump monitors and maintains a
constant user specified flow rate.

The flume is nominally 40 cm wide (15 ¾ in.). However, the top width may

be as wide as 40.5 cm at unbraced sections, when the flume is filled with water (wall
braces are spaced at 10 ft intervals). To minimize wall deflections in the

measurement region, the carriage was used as an additional brace by parking it

immediately downstream of the step during experiments (this contracts the top

width of the flume from 40.45 cm to 40.05 cm). Additional bracing was also installed
upstream of the step to minimize wall deflections, resulting in maximum variations
of 2 mm in the 8 ft region upstream of the step (the two cross-braces installed are

depicted in Figure 4.2). Surprisingly, these small variations did impact experimental
results, which is why corrective measures were taken.

In the cross-stream direction, the flume is not precisely level. Near the step

region the right side (South) is slightly higher, with a cross-stream slope on the

order of 0.001. This represents a drop from right wall to left wall of about 0.5 mm

(this measurement was obtained by surveying the top of the wall, with a surveying
level accurate and reproducible to 0.1 mm; the slope at the channel bottom may

differ). The raised artificial bed and step were not constructed within this tolerance,
so a flume slope of this magnitude may be unimportant in comparison to artificial

bed imperfections. However, at the two ends of the flume (at the supports) the
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channel bottom cross-stream slope is 0.006 downstream, and 0.003 upstream.

The flume is equipped with a movable carriage, which is mounted to rails on

top of the flume walls (see Figure 4.2). Several devices can be mounted to the

carriage, including a point gauge, leveling apparatus, movable bed protection device,
and a digital camera. The carriage rails are not precisely parallel to the channel

bottom at every location. Rail elevation fluctuations as large as 1.8 mm (maximum
variations near the step region are about 1.2 mm; for measurement correction
procedures see section 4.2.1) are evident.

The flume is capable of tilting in the streamwise direction. The channel slope

is typically calculated by measuring the still-water surface elevation at zero flow

using a point gauge attached to the carriage. Any slopes reported would therefore be
subject to error measurement caused by rail fluctuations. Unfortunately, due to the
mild channel slope, the unlevel rails resulted in slope measurement errors of the

same order of magnitude as the actual slope (± 0.0005 at 95% confidence level). For
this reason a surveying level was used to measure the slope. The nominal slope of

the channel bottom was 0.0001. The slope was obtained by surveying the channel
bottom at both the left and right walls at the two upstream and downstream

supports (40 ft apart). However due to the pronounced cross-stream slope, the

diagonal slope from left bank upstream to right bank downstream is virtually zero
and the opposite diagonal is twice the nominal slope. Furthermore, it is likely that

the slope varies by similar magnitudes throughout the channel and variation is also
present in the artificial bed and the mobile sand bed. So for practical purposes the
flume will be considered approximately horizontal.
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Figure 4.2 Large flume. Schematic of laboratory flume, drawn to scale (top: plan view, bottom: profile view).
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In a recirculating flume without a reservoir, the average depth of flow is fixed

by the quantity of water placed in the flume. Changing the flow rate varies the water
surface profile, but does not alter the average depth. To force the water depth to be
a function of the tailwater and flow rate, a reservoir was effectively created at the

downstream end of the flume. This was achieved by constructing a tailgate near the
end of the flume (see Figure 4.2). Either raising the tailgate or increasing the flow

rate depletes the reservoir and increases the upstream water depth. Small changes
in the weir (tailgate) crest elevation are attainable by turning the threaded rod
attached to the tailgate rope.

Another function of the tailgate is to minimize changes in water depth caused

by evaporation and leakage. Unfortunately, the flume inlet and outlet boxes leak.

Drip pans are located beneath both boxes. Water is pumped from the pans back into
the flume downstream of the tailgate using automatic pumps. This results in

unavoidable water level fluctuations downstream of the tailgate. These fluctuations
are on the order of about 2 cm, over a pump cycle of a couple of hours. This change

in reservoir water level does affect the upstream water depth. The upstream depth
changes because the tailgate does not seal tightly against the flume wall (and

channel bottom). Decreases in the reservoir water surface increase the tailgate side
(and bottom) leakage flow rate, which lowers the upstream water surface.

Fortunately, the upstream changes are small. For example, at 0.102 cfs a 0.004 ft

(0.1 cm) change in upstream water surface elevation was observed during a pan

pump cycle. Water surface reductions of similar magnitude were observed during
overnight runs due to evaporation.

4.1.3. Sediment

The sediment used in this study is silica sand. This sand was used in previous

studies conducted in the Purdue hydraulics laboratory. The sand does contain

occasional pebbles left over from a recent study. The few pebbles present do not
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appear to affect the experimental results. Only one original bag of sand remained at

the start of this experiment (this bag was later lost during a lab renovation). The bag
was labeled ASTM 20-30 sand. ASTM Standard C778 (1999) requires that 20-30

sand is predominantly graded to pass a 0.850 mm sieve (85 to 100% pass) and be

retained on a 0.600 mm sieve (0 to 5% pass). Given these requirements, one might

expect the median sand grain diameter, d 50, to be just over 0.7 mm. However, Andy

Selle (2003) performed a sieve analysis on this sand for a previous study and found
the d 50 to be 0.6 mm. This implies that the sand may not strictly comply with ASTM
Standard C778.

For most scour equations using a d 50 of 0.6 mm will predict similar scour

depths as 0.7 mm. For this reason it does not seem worthwhile to verify the sieve
analysis. As a check, a few large, small, and mid size sand grains were measured
using calipers. Both d 50 values were within the range of sand grains observed.

Selle’s sieve analysis and the ASTM standard indicate that the sand is fairly uniform.
For this study a d 50 of 0.6 mm is assumed, unless stated otherwise. A photograph of
the sand is provided in Figure 4.3 to give a visual representation of the general
uniformity.
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Figure 4.3 Sediment. Close range photograph of sand used in this study.
4.1.4. Backward-Facing Step Setup

The backward-facing step experiment configuration is shown in Figure 4.2.

Upstream of the step is a fixed 19 ft 9 in. (6.02 m) sand roughened elevated bed. The
flow approaches this bed passing through a flow straightener and up an acrylic

ramp, overlaid with a wire mesh. The flow straightener redirects the flow in the

horizontal direction and eliminates large scale turbulent motions. The purpose of

the ramp is to guide the flow to the elevated bed. The mesh induces turbulence. This
initial turbulence coupled with the long length of elevated bed is designed to

produce fully developed turbulent flow prior to the step drop. The actual step drop
is variable and determined by the downstream erodible bed. A non-erodible fixed
bed, discussed in the next section, may also be placed on top of the erodible bed.

4.1.4.1. Non-Erodible Bed
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The artificial bed upstream of the backward-facing step remains fixed and

non-erodible throughout all experiments. For experiments requiring a non-erodible
bed downstream of the step, an artificial sand roughened bed is placed on top of the
erodible bed. This section discusses the construction details of both artificial beds.
4.1.4.1.1. Upstream Artificial Bed

The upstream artificial fixed bed, depicted in Figure 4.2, is divided into three

segments. The characteristics of the most critical segment, which is immediately

upstream of the step, will be discussed in detail. The other two segments will not be

discussed in detail but do have some subtle differences. Perhaps the only significant
difference is that the sand on the two most upstream segments was attached using a
relatively thick cement, which did not appear to represent the roughness of a live
sand bed as well as the method described below.

The fixed-bed segment immediately upstream of the step was constructed

using a single 7 ft 10 ½ in. long, ¼-in. thick, acrylic sheet that spanned the full width

of the flume (40 cm; unfortunately the flume walls are deformed in some locations
leaving small millimeter scale gaps at the walls that were filled with plumber’s

putty). The acrylic sheet was attached to a series of 1-inch square acrylic rods, using
solvent cement for joining acrylic (IPS WELD-ON 16 cement), to prevent the sheet

from deforming. Rods spanning in the cross-stream direction were spaced at about

15 inches, with an additional rod placed diagonally between them. Additional point

supports were centered between these rods. This configuration resulted in minimal

deformation between rods, although some minor deformation was evident.

All of the acrylic rods were bolted to two metal beams. The two beams rest

on redwood supports at the upstream and downstream ends, such that the beams
are approximately parallel to the channel bottom. For structural stability, 6 of the

bolts penetrate through both the rods and the ¼-inch acrylic sheet. These bolts
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were set flush with the sheet and covered with solvent cement, to prevent any local
disturbances. None of the bolts penetrating through the acrylic sheet was placed
within 30-inches upstream of the step.

Bed deformation was examined after assembling the fixed bed, attaching the

sand (a detailed discussion follows), and installing it in the flume. Millimeter scale

deformations were observed using the laser, ruler measurements, and point gauge
measurements of the still water surface and the bed. Fortunately, on average the

bed appeared to be parallel to the channel bottom. The 40 cm region immediately
upstream of the step was examined with greater detail. In this region, along the

centerline, the bed sloped downward in the downstream direction, resulting in a

mean slope of approximately 0.008. This is roughly equivalent to a drop in elevation
of 5 sand grains over the 40 cm region. However, near the channel walls the slope

was negligible. This bed deformation is largely attributed to our inability to attach
the ¼-inch acrylic sheet precisely without deformation.

The step face was constructed using a ½-inch thick acrylic sheet. The sheet

was screwed to the redwood supports and the artificial bed, via the downstream

acrylic crossbar. The screws were set flush with the step face and exposed to the

flow. The fixed bed (the ¼-inch acrylic sheet) rests on top of the step and is flush

with the face. The distance from the channel bottom to the top of the acrylic sheet is
9 ¼ in.

To maintain a constant channel bottom roughness, the same sand used for

the erodible bed was attached to the top of the fixed bed. The sand was attached by
spraying oil based polyurethane (6081 Varathane SB Aerosol) on the acrylic sheet

and then pouring sand on top of the polyurethane. After the polyurethane dried, the
loose sand was discarded, leaving a single layer of sand on the sheet. In most

locations this layer was about the same thickness as a sand grain. A fine mist of

polyurethane was then sprayed over the sand to ensure that it adhered well to the
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sheet. The mist was fine enough not to affect the general geometry of the sand bed.

Several fine coats of polyurethane (sprayed at approximately 2 hr intervals) were

sprayed along the high velocity region near the step, to provide added strength. In
this region the fine scale geometry of the sand bed may have been mildly affected.
The large scale geometry appeared to be unaffected.

The roughness height was measured by placing a 2.50 cm thick aluminum

block (the horizontal dimensions were approximately 9 cm by 7.5 cm) on top of the

fixed artificial bed. The surface of the block was then measured using a point gauge.

The lowest point on the sand bed (the top of the acrylic sheet) was also measured

(unfortunately, due to the finite size of the point gauge, the surface of the acrylic
sheet could only be measured at the edge of the step). The difference in the two
measurements, after subtracting the block thickness, was 1.67 mm (or perhaps

better stated: 1.7 ± 0.3 mm, bearing in mind that the point gauge could only be read
to the nearest 0.3 mm). This is approximately twice the thickness of a large sand
grain. By visually inspecting the bed one can see that while the majority of the

roughness elements are only one sand grain tall, there are multiple occurrences of

sand grains stacked on top of one another. Some of these may actually be loose sand
grains deposited during experiments. The 1.7 mm roughness measurement is a

combination of these taller roughness elements (made up of multiple sand grains),
local deformations in the acrylic sheet, and the very thin layer of polyurethane.

The sand roughened surface can be seen in Figure 4.4. Visually it looks very

similar to the loose bed, seen in Figure 4.3. Polyurethane was chosen because it is
very thin, and therefore allows the sand grains to maintain their structure.

Nikuradse (1933)used a “very thin Japanese lacquer” for his classical experiments
on sand roughened pipes, which prompted the idea of using polyurethane. Using

Nikuradse’s convention, one might define the roughness height as the diameter of

the sand grain (perhaps between 0.50 mm and 0.85 mm; although our sand may not
have been as uniform as his and our application may not have resulted in the same
uniformity).
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Figure 4.4 Non-erodible sand roughened bed. Close range photo of sand
attached to an acrylic sheet using polyurethane.
4.1.4.1.2. Downstream Artificial Bed

For experiments requiring a non-erodible bed downstream of the step, a 4 ft

by 39.5 cm (15 ½ in.), ¼-inch thick acrylic sheet was utilized. Steel slotted angle
iron (1 ½-inch by 1 ½ -inch) was bolted along the center of the sheet, in the

streamwise direction, for added weight and rigidity. Angle irons were also bolted to

the sheet in the cross-wise direction at both ends, to prevent curling. The bolts were

set flush with the sheet and their heads were covered with solvent cement, to

prevent any local disturbances. As can be seen in Figure 4.5, five of the bolts (one

near each corner and one at the center) were 4-inches long and acted as anchors in
the mobile sand bed. Sand was attached to the surface of the sheet using the same
procedure outlined above for the upstream artificial bed.
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Figure 4.5 Downstream non-erodible artificial bed. Non-erodible sand
roughened bed, which is placed on top of the erodible bed during fixed bed
experiments.

The downstream non-erodible bed is supported by the erodible sand bed.

The elevation of the artificial bed can therefore be controlled by simply leveling the

mobile sand bed to the desired height. To prevent the artificial bed from moving, the
bolts and angle iron are pressed firmly into the sand. Scour along the gaps at the
walls is inhibited by placing angle iron in the sand along the flume walls before

inserting the fixed bed; plumbers putty was also added along the walls as needed.
In spite of the steel reinforcement, the acrylic sheet experienced mild

millimeter-scale warping. At one location along the centerline a deflection of nearly
1.5 mm formed. This was corrected by placing an additional bolt at that location.

After this repair, centerline deflections in the step region were smaller than a typical
sand grain, and therefore could not be measured precisely. Millimeter-scale

deflections near the wall could not be corrected.

Small patches of sand broke free from the downstream acrylic sheet. This

was likely caused warping or flexing of the acrylic sheet during installation, and

perhaps insufficient curing time. New sand was carefully attached to these regions
and several very thin additional coats of polyurethane were added to the entire
sheet.
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4.1.4.2. Erodible Bed

The erodible sand bed begins at the downstream face of the step. The

sediment used is described in section 4.1.3. The length of the sand bed varies

between 2 and 4.5 m, depending on the experiment. The maximum possible depth is
23.5 cm, which is only possible for the special case with no step drop.

The sand bed is leveled to the desired elevation (or step drop) using the

leveling device shown in Figure 4.2. The leveling device consists of ½-inch plywood
that spans the width of the flume, with strips of rubber attached to the ends to

create a tight seal against the flume walls. The plywood is bolted to slotted metal

beams to allow for elevation adjustment. The carriage is used to drag the leveling
device across the sand for leveling. Manual leveling with a spackling knife is
required adjacent to the step face.

4.2. Measurement Methodology
4.2.1. Water Surface Elevations

Water surface measurements were taken using a point gauge attached to the

flume carriage system (see Figure 4.2). The point gauge was readable to the nearest
0.001 ft (0.3 mm). Most measurements were taken at the same predetermined

locations for each experiment. This resulted in accurate relative measurements

between experiments in spite of the fact that the carriage rails were not precisely
leveled (see section 4.1.1). Rail datum fluctuations were surveyed (using a

surveying level that was readable to 0.1 mm, with reproducibility better than 0.3

mm) at common measurement locations and these measurements were corrected.

4.2.2. Bed Elevations
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The point gauge described above, for measuring water surface elevations,

was also used for bed elevation measurements. The diameter of the point gauge at

the “point” was approximately 1.6 mm. Because the diameter of the point was more
than twice the diameter of most sand grains, there was some limitation in

measuring between sand grains. However, the greatest consistency could still be

obtained by measuring between sand grains rather than on top of a single grain. So
for consistency, all measurements on the fixed or erodible sand bed were taken at
local low points, rather than on top of single sand grains.

It is important to maintain a constant datum for bed, water surface, and laser

measurements. The coordinate system for the laser traversing system is defined in

terms of the location of the step (see 4.2.3.1.1 Traverse Coordinate System). The top
surface of the acrylic sheet, at the channel centerline, near the face of the step is

about 0.95 mm above the zero datum defined for the laser traversing system. The
channel bottom measured by the point gauge just upstream of this point (on the

artificial sand bed) corresponds to about 1.5 mm above the laser zero datum. When
combining laser and point gauge data it seems most appropriate to define the mean
channel bottom as the local low point measured by the point gauge. The upstream
artificial fixed bed channel bottom at the centerline near the step was therefore

defined as 230 traverse steps (1.5 mm) above the laser zero datum. However, when
combining photogrammetry bed elevations measurements with LDV data the
elevations were tied via survey (see section 4.2.3.1.1).

For experiments in which high resolution bed profiles or three-dimensional

geometry were required, photogrammetry was used to measure bed elevations. The
photogrammetric system and methods used are discussed in detail in section 2.4.
Generally speaking the bed elevations could be measured more accurately with
photogrammetry than with the point gauge, except at positions where the rail

fluctuations were corrected for by survey. Photogrammetry was only faster when
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hundreds or thousands of points were needed.

4.2.3. Velocity Measurements

Velocity measurements were made at discrete locations in the flow using a

commercial laser Doppler velocimetry system (described in section 2.3.2). Some

adjustments can be made to the system by the user to ensure that valid data is being
collected, and to improve the data rate. The primary adjustments are used to

optimize signal strength and filter out noise. Once these adjustments have been
made and an appropriate frequency shift has been selected, the system collects

velocity data with minimal user intervention. These initial adjustments and input
parameters provided by the user to the system are important for optimizing

experiment results. However, even if the system has been optimized and accurately
configured, the accuracy of the measurements still depends on several external
factors which will be the focus of this section. The topics discussed include the
traversing system, measurement sample size and duration (for one and two

component measurements), particle seeding, and post processing velocity bias
correction.

4.2.3.1. Traversing System

The laser probe is mounted to a three component traversing system capable

of traversing 32.3 cm in the cross-stream direction (based on laser optical access in
the water), 100.6 cm in the stream-wise direction, and the full channel depth.

The system consists of three Velmex BiSlides (model numbers for each axis

are x -axis: MN10-0400-E01-31; y -axis: MN10-0100-E01-31; z -axis: MN10-0150-

E01-31) assembled in a 3-axis configuration. The BiSlide assemblies are powered by
Slo-Syn M091 stepping motors (x and z axes: M091-FD-454; y -axis: M091-FD-
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455E). The system is controlled with Velmex VXM Stepping Motor Controllers, via a
PC interface.

The traversing system is capable of stepping at 0.00025-inch (0.00635 mm)

increments. However, each time a command was sent to the system it reported that
it had advanced 1 step farther than requested. In addition, each change in direction
resulted in the system reporting that it had advanced 1 step less than commanded.
One can see that 157 commands executed in the same direction would result in

about 1 mm error. However, the system reported little or no error when operating

in the absolute coordinate mode (note that although the system reported no error,
this was not verified by physical measurement). To avoid measurement error, the

system was zeroed to the limit switch (an actual physical location) each time it was
powered up. In addition, absolute coordinates were used where possible.

Although great care was taken to precisely mount the traversing system, the

manner in which the system was mounted unavoidably introduced some error. The
traversing system was bolted to a steel beam (using aluminum shims for leveling)

that was connected to a steel frame via dampers. The steel framing was then placed

on an extruded aluminum frame. The system was leveled using a conventional level
and aligned parallel to the flume using a tape measure. The steel framing was not
bolted to the aluminum framing, nor was the aluminum bolted to the concrete.

However, the weight of the structure provided some measure of stability and made
accidental movement unlikely.

A photograph of the traversing system can be seen in Figure 4.6. Clearly one

cannot claim 0.006 mm accuracy in positioning. However, reasonable accuracy and
reproducibility can be expected and were indeed achieved.
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Figure 4.6 Traversing system. Photograph of traversing system with laser
probe and backward-facing step experiment. The motor coordinate sign
convention is depicted.
4.2.3.1.1. Traverse Coordinate System

The streamwise direction was assigned the x -coordinate, with x = 0 at the

front face of the step and positive x being downstream of the step. The cross-stream
direction is the y -coordinate, with y = -315 steps at the centerline (initially, y = 0

was 20 cm from the left wall at the top edge of the step, but this position moved to 315 steps) of the flume and positive y to the right of the centerline when facing

downstream. The z -coordinate is in the vertical direction, positive being downward,
and z = 0 at the lowest point on the top surface of the step.

Because the surface of the step is not precisely flat, and is coated with sand, it

seemed desirable to define the point with the minimum elevation as z = 0. To do

this the laser was raised until it just clear a 2.50 cm block which was placed on top
of the step (near the centerline of the flume at the front face of the step). Then the

laser was lowered 2.67 cm (4,205 steps) to a new position defined as z = 0. In
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theory, this should have corresponded to a laser measurement volume centered at
the upper surface of the acrylic sheet, or 1.70 mm below the tallest roughness

elements (for details on roughness measurements see section 4.1.4.1.1). However,
visually placing the laser at the top surface of the acrylic sheet (just below the sand
roughness), with the traverse positioned at x = 0 and y = 0, resulted in a z = 0

position located about 0.5 mm higher. Nonetheless, the lower z = 0 value was

retained as the absolute zero position, because when traversing in the negative x

and y directions it was observed that the lower value may more accurately
represent an overall absolute zero.

Later the top surface of the acrylic sheet at the step, and the top of a block

intercepted by the laser, were surveyed. The purpose of this survey was to rectify

the photogrammetry, point gauge, and LDV coordinate systems. From this survey

(and visual confirmation), the elevation of top surface of the acrylic sheet at the step
edge centerline was located at z = -0.96 mm (-150 steps). The discrepancy (in the

previous paragraph z = -0.5 mm) was most likely caused by tilting the flume walls

when the new bracing was added. In addition, in the cross-stream direction, the

centerline is now positioned at y=-315 steps. To avoid confusion with previous data

sets, the traversing system origin was not moved. However, the laser was positioned
at the true centerline (y=-315 steps) during future measurements.

At startup the system traverses to the negative limit switches. Then the

system is advanced 30,641 steps in the x -direction, 35,185 in the y -direction and
18,923 in the z -direction. This position corresponds to the origin (laser

measurement volume centered at x = 0, y = 0, and z = 0) and the system is zeroed.

Absolute coordinates are then used to move the measurement volume to the desired
position.

The laser beam must pass through air, an acrylic window, and water. As a

result, refraction alters the location where the beams cross. When traversing across

the channel (in the y -direction), the distances sent to the traverse system must
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therefore be multiplied by 0.748677. In other words, to move the measurement

location 1 unit in the water, the traverse system moves 0.748677 units. This value
was calculated using Snell’s law, which states that

where,

N 1 sin κ 1 = N 2 sin κ 2

N 1 = index of refraction of the 1st medium

(4.1)

N 2 = index of refraction of the 2nd medium

κ 1 = angle of incidence (beam pair half angle in the 1st medium)

κ 2 = angle of refraction (beam pair half angle in the 2nd medium)

Applying equation (4.1) leads to
where,

=
N air sin κ air N=
sin κ acrylic N water sin κ water
acrylic

N air = index of refraction of air (N air = 1)

(4.2)

N acrylic = index of refraction of the acrylic window

N water = index of refraction of water (N water ≅ 1.333)
κ air = incident beam pair half angle in the air
κ acrylic = beam pair half angle in acrylic
κ water = beam pair half angle in water

Solving equation (4.2) for the beam angle in water yields
 N air


sin κ air 
 N water


κ water = sin −1 

(4.3)

The angle of the incident beam relative to the optical axis was provided by the probe
manufacturer, κ air = 5.49 degrees (TSI Inc. 2000d p. A–3). Substituting this value

into (4.3) yields κ water = 4.11 degrees.

As the laser probe moves closer to the flume wall, the point at which the laser

enters the window becomes farther from the optical axis (bisector of the beams).

For example, if the measurement volume (the point at which the beams cross) is
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positioned near the flume wall (the probe is far from the flume wall), the point of

entry is very close to the optical axis. On the other hand, if the probe is positioned

very close to the window (the measurement volume is far from the window), the

distance from the optical axis to the point of entry is at a maximum (nearly half the
beam spacing).

If the laser beams are crossing in the x -y plane, as shown in Figure 4.7, one

can see that when the probe moves forward a distance ∆y air , the point of beam

entry at the window will move a distance ∆x away from the optical axis. Using

simple trigonometry we see that:

∆x =∆y air tan κ air

(4.4)

Figure 4.7 Beam Refraction. The dashed and solid lines show the laser beam
paths for two different probe positions. As the lens advances from the dashed
line to the solid line (in the air) a distance ∆y air , the measurement volume
advances a different distance, ∆y water (in the water).
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The distance from the flume wall to the measurement volume can be

calculated using only the distance from the optical axis at the wall and the half angle,

κ water. When the beam entry point moves a distance ∆x away from the optical axis,

the measurement volume will move a corresponding distance ∆y water away from the

wall:

∆x
∆y water =
tan κ water

(4.5)

Substituting (4.4) into (4.5) gives the desired relationship between

∆y air and ∆y water :

∆y water =
∆y air

tan κ air
tan κ water

Using κ air = 5.49 degrees and κ water = 4.12 degrees into (4.6) yields
∆y air= 0.749∆y water

(4.6)

(4.7)

Conveniently, as long as the beams cross in-side the water, and their initial

position is defined within the water, information about beam refraction within the
acrylic window is not needed.

4.2.3.2. Measurement Criteria

The uncertainty of the mean velocity, as well as other velocity statistics, is

dependent upon the number of independent samples collected. Samples must be
taken at least 2T int apart to behave as though they are statistically independent,
where T int is an integral time scale (George 2008).

The integral time scale can be roughly estimated by dividing an appropriate

length scale by a velocity scale. In the recirculation region downstream of the step
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the reattachment length, X R, is an appropriate length scale (Albrecht et al. 2003 p.

537). Upstream of the step one might have considered the flow depth to be the
appropriate length scale.

Statistical accuracy of the mean velocity will increase as the number of

statistically independent velocity measurements increases. In general the minimum
measurement time, T , is T = 2Tint N , where N is the required number of

independent measurements for a desired confidence interval. Taking more than one

measurement over the time period 2T int does not improve the statistical accuracy,
because all of the samples would not be statistically independent. However, there

are practical reasons to take more data points. For example, some data points may
be erroneous or the integral time scale may not be accurately estimated. For this

reason it seems prudent to collect more than the minimum number of data points.
For a desired confidence level N can be calculated using statistical methods. An

appropriate N was initially calculated and it was found that for common data rates
it was not difficult to achieve the minimum N , but that T was governed by T int.

A minimum duration of T = 380 seconds was calculated based on statistics

for a representative flow. Then measurements were taken over a longer duration
and segments of the record 380 seconds apart were sampled to verify that each

record produced the same statistical values. Any 380 second interval resulted in

similar values of U . Some variations could be seen in other velocity statistics, but the
errors were within the desired precision. This resulted in adopting the following
measurement criteria:

• Measurement duration = 380 sec

• Target number of measurements at each location = 800 in the
recirculation region and 1,200 elsewhere

• Velocity measurements greater than 12 standard deviations from the
mean were deemed erroneous and filtered out.

• The raw velocity data was inspected manually for all locations with
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highly unrealistic kurtosis values, which served as an indicator of

erroneous data, and additional filtering was applied as necessary.

In general the 380 sec time duration was used for all locations within the

flow, recognizing that the accuracy of a given measurement would depend on the
measurement location. In other words, we are willing to settle for less accurate
measurements in difficult to measure locations in exchange for practical

measurement times. However, for very long reattachment lengths, i.e. experiments
with large T int, it was evident from the velocity measurements that 380 sec was

inadequate and measurement times in excess of double this value were used within
the recirculation region.

When calculating the arithmetic mean of individual data points as in equation

(2.1), every data point is given equal weighting. For accurate time averages it might
be more appropriate to weight the measurements by time. The transit time, t transit,i,
is the time it takes the ith particle to traverse the measurement volume, and is a

function of the instantaneous velocity ui . If the transit time is recorded, transit time

weighting can be used to calculate the mean velocity and other velocity statistics.
With FFW 1.4 U is calculated as

U=

N

ui t
∑
i
=1

N

t
∑
i
=1

transit,i

transit,i

when transit time weighting is used. Other velocity statistics are calculated in a
similar manner. In some instances using transit time weighting did affect the

(4.8)

statistics. As a result, transit time weighting was used for all measurements taken.

4.2.3.3. Particle Seeding
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Tap water, which has naturally suspended particles, is used in the

experiments. Initially, velocity measurements can be obtained using solely these

particles (particles are also entrained from the bed of the flume, but this appears to

be the less dominant source). However, over time many of these particles settle out
leaving insufficient naturally occurring particles to collect the required number of
measurements over the desired measurement time interval. To increase the data
rate, seeding particles are occasionally added to the flow.

The seeding particles are silver coated hollow glass spheres (Conduct-o-fil

SH400S20, from PQ Corporation-Potters Industries). The mean particle diameter is
0.013 mm. The d10 particle size is 0.006 mm and the d 90 is 0.033 mm.

The seeding particles are mixed with water and poured into the downstream

end of the flume. The mixture is added to the flow gradually over time to facilitate

uniform distribution. Mixing within the return pipe also assists in distributing the

particles uniformly throughout the flow. Particles are added until the desired data

rate is achieved.

The final LDV signal is generated from a mixture of naturally occurring and

artificially added particles. The larger number of samples results from naturally
occurring particles in short duration experiments (e.g. many fixed bed

experiments). Added seeding particles tend to dominate in longer duration

experiments, because the natural particles have settled out. Some seeding particles

also settle out over time because the density of the seeding particles is greater than
the density of water.

4.2.4. LDV Non-Erodible Bed Experimental Procedure

The purpose of non-erodible bed experiments is to understand the initial

pre-scour flow conditions, for comparison and prediction of erodible bed scour. The

flow is characterized for both the surface-jet and diving-jet scour regimes, with
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primary focus on surface-jet scour. Experimental procedures for the regime
delineations are discussed in section 5.2.1.

LDV velocity data and bed and water surface elevations for the non-erodible

bed experiments were collected using the following procedure:

1. Level mobile sand bed to desired step drop (4.1.4.2)

2. Position non-erodible bed (4.1.4.1.2)

3. Fill flume with water

4. Establish desired flow rate

5. Adjust tailgate to desired flow conditions

6. Record water surface (4.2.1) and bed (4.2.2) elevations, flow rate, and
flow regime

7. Zero traversing system (4.2.3.1.1)

8. Position probe (using traversing system) so that the measurement

volume is at the desired measurement location (typically profiles are

taken starting as close to the bed as possible and working towards the
water surface).

9. Check sampling rate and add seeding particles as needed (4.2.3.3)

10. Collect LDV data for a minimum of 380 sec (4.2.3.2)
11. Repeat steps 8 through 10 for each data point

12. Re-zero traversing system as needed (the z -component is typically
zeroed after each profile is completed)

13. Verify water surface and bed elevations, flow rate, and flow regime
14. Take photographs of flow

4.2.5. LDV Erodible Bed Experimental Procedure

1. Level mobile sand bed to desired step drop (4.1.4.2)

2. Record bed elevations (4.2.2)

3. Slowly fill flume with water, such that the erodible-bed is not
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disturbed (reduce filling rate when water surface is near sand bed)

4. Temporarily raise tailgate so that the desired flow rate will produce
little or no scour.

5. Establish desired flow rate

6. Start time-lapse camera, if needed

7. Slowly lower the tailgate to the desired flow condition (removing
water from the flume if necessary)

8. Record starting time and day, water surface elevations (4.2.1), flow
rate, and flow regime

9. Run flume until scour hole geometry does not change appreciably

(typically longer than 40 hrs) over a 20 hr LDV measurement period

10. Periodically add water as needed to compensate for evaporation
11. If LDV measurements are not needed skip to step 22

12. Record ending time and day, water surface elevations (4.2.1), flow
rate, and flow regime

13. Stop flume, but do not drain
14. Measure bed elevations

15. Repeat steps 4 through 8, and step 9 if sand was disturbed
16. Zero traversing system (4.2.3.1.1)

17. Position probe (using traversing system) so that the measurement

volume is at the desired measurement location (typically profiles are

taken starting as close to the bed as possible and working towards the
water surface)

18. Check LDV sampling rate and add seeding particles as needed
(4.2.3.3)

19. Collect LDV data for a minimum of 380 sec (4.2.3.2)
20. Repeat steps 17 through 19 for each data point

21. Re-zero traversing system as needed (the z -component is typically
zeroed after each profile is completed)
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22. Record ending time and day, water surface elevations, flow rate, and
flow regime

23. Take photographs of flow
24. Stop flume and drain

25. Make detailed bed elevation measurements

26. Take photographs of scour hole (for both visual and photogrammetric
purposes)
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CHAPTER 5. FLOW REGIME ANALYSIS
5.1. Regime Classification

Two strikingly different flow regimes may occur downstream of essentially

all overflow and drop structures (see literature review in section 3.2). The first is

associated with a diving-jet flow, while the second is dominated by a surface flow.

The diving-jet flow results in significantly faster scouring rates (see sections 6.3.3
and 0 for details). Over a certain range of tailwater depths either flow regime is

possible without altering the upstream or downstream flow conditions; these flows
are termed bi-stable in this study.

The principal aim of this chapter is to define and delineate the bi-stable flow

boundaries for a wide range of structures and to categorize similarities between

structure types. Outside of the bi-stable boundaries only one regime can naturally

and stably persist if the bed geometry is fixed. The regimes are important because of
their impact on erodible surfaces.

Diving-jet and surface-jet flows each have distinct water-surface signatures,

whether the bed is fixed or erodible. As such, regimes were delineated only under
fixed-bed conditions. The diving-jet water surface is comparatively calm

downstream of where the jet enters the pool, while waves are pronounced near the

bi-stable zone in most surface jet flows. The general flow features of both the diving-

jet and surface flow are depicted in Figure 5.1 for a backward-facing step. The

backward-facing step flow will be discussed in detail in CHAPTER 6. In the present
chapter, features common to all flow structures are highlighted.
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Diving-jet flows plunge downward and are deflected by the bed. For diving

flows separation occurs at the water surface (unless a fixed upper boundary is

imposed), as does the primary recirculation zone (a second recirculation zone and

separation point near the bed is present for some structures, such as the backward-

facing step). For certain structures, like the ogee-crest spillway, it may be possible to
eliminate the recirculation region near the water surface by lowering the tailwater

and discharging into a supercritical flow. However, these flow conditions would not
be near the bi-stable boundary. An upper recirculation region will always occur for

diving-jet flows within the bi-stable regime. For short drop heights, compared to the
depth of flow, a bi-stable diving-jet flow is reminiscent of a hydraulic jump.

In a surface flow the high-velocity region remains near the water surface and

flow separation occurs at the brink, resulting in a large near-bed recirculation
region. Surface flow can be characterized by a wavy water surface. The wave

becomes steeper at lower tailwater depths, eventually collapsing at the transition to
diving-jet flow (one exception is the submerged slot jet, which has less pronounced
surface waves that do not necessarily break at the transition). The wave elongates
as the tailwater is raised, eventually resulting in a level water surface (if the

upstream flow is supercritical, the water surface does not become level, but forms a
hydraulic jump upstream of the drop), which occurs outside of the bi-stable range.

Several flow states have been classified by other authors (see literature review in

section 3.2) between the bi-stable state and the level water surface case, including a

special case in which the flow separates at the water surface downstream of the first
wave crest. These flow states are broadly considered surface flows in this study.

This chapter considers only flow states near the bi-stable boundary. For the

backward-facing step regime delineation, photographs were taken for every data

point and are provided in Appendix G.

The regime boundaries generally occur near the point of submergence.

Submergence is defined as the point at which tailwater depths affect headwater

depths. For some structures, such as the backward-facing step, the flow is always

unsubmerged and both bi-stable flow regimes have identical headwater and
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tailwater depths. For many other overflow structures the regimes may occur at both
submerged and unsubmerged flow sates. Submerged bi-stable flows occur when

H /L is large, where H is the total upstream head and L is the structure length as
depicted in Figure 5.3.

dividing streamline
(time average recirculation boundary)

yc

yt
XR

flow separation
locations

fixed sand bed

U = 0 (time averaged reverse flow boundary)

dividing streamline (time average recirculation boundary)

U = 0 (time averaged reverse flow boundary)

yc

yt
XR

fixed sand bed
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Figure 5.1 Backward-facing step bi-stable regimes. Mean streamlines and water surface profiles of a bi-stable fixed bed
surface flow (top) and diving-jet flow (bottom). Streamlines, including arrows, were generated from LDV
measurements along the flume centerline (discussed in detail in CHAPTER 6). Water surface profiles were obtained
from point gauge measurements and supplemented with photographs to depict water surface roughness.
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5.2. Regime Experiments

The primary flow considered in this study was a subcritical flow passing

through critical depth at a backward-facing step (CHAPTER 6 is devoted entirely to
this flow, including non-critical cases). Several other regime delineations were

conducted to fill gaps in a unified treatment of regime boundaries, to supplement
other authors’ data, to support conclusions about the influence of structure

geometry, and to explain cycling that occurs during live bed scour. These regime

delineations were conducted in a separate smaller scale flume described in section
4.1.1.

Data from other authors were relied upon heavily to incorporate as many

types of structures as possible so that a general treatment of regime boundaries

could be possible. Five flow structures were considered exclusively in the present
study:

1) Long broad-crested weir, Figure 5.2 c)

2) Narrow-crested weir with rounded approach, Figure 5.3 a)

3) Narrow-crested weir with vertical upstream face, Figure 5.3 b)
4) Vertical drop to a slope, Figure 5.5 a)

5) Rounded drop to a slope, Figure 5.5 b).

Additional experiments were conducted for three other structures that other
authors also considered:

6) Subcritical upstream flow off a backward-facing step, Figure 5.2 a)

7) Supercritical upstream flow off a backward-facing step, Figure 5.2 b); the
precise configuration of this experiment is also unique.

8) Flat topped embankment weir, Figure 5.4 b); the embankment slope for
this experiment was also unique.

Data for the following structures were obtained solely from other authors:

i.

ii.

iii.
iv.

Submerged slot jet, Figure 5.2 d)

Sharp-crested weir, Figure 5.3 c)

Embankment weir with roadway cross-sectional profile, Figure 5.4 a)
Ogee-crest weir, Figure 5.4 c)
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a) Subcritical upstream flow off backward-facing step
EGL

Hc

ybrink

hbrink
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ttd

b) Supercritical upstream flow off backward-facing step
current study
Ohtsu & Yasuda 1991
V 2/2g H

c) Long broad-crested weir

ybrink

hbrink

EGL
L

Hc

td

ybrink
hbrink

ttd

d) Submerged slot jet
ybrink

t0

hbrink

t td

hbrink + 12 ybrink

H ≈ t0

V 2brink /(2g)

Figure 5.2 Definition sketches for vertical drop structures. Vertical drop
structures with long upstream flow redistribution lengths (small H /L ) or
nearly parallel horizontal upstream flow, with diving-jet water surface profiles
depicted. Data used: a) present study; Wu and Rajaratnam 1998 b) present
study; Ohtsu and Yasuda 1991 c) present study d) Coates 1976.
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a) Narrow-crested weir with rounded approach
EGL
H

L

t td

hbrink

b) Narrow-crested weir
EGL
H

L

c) Sharp-crested weir
EGL
H

hbrink

td

hbrink

ttd

Figure 5.3 Definition sketches for vertical drop structures with large H /L .
Vertical drop structures with short upstream flow redistribution lengths (large
H /L ), with diving-jet water surface profiles depicted. Data used: a) present
study b) present study (also used data from McPherson and Dittig 1957, for
broader-crested weirs) c) Wu and Rajaratnam 1996 (also compared to data
from Cox 1928).
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a) Embankment weir with roadway profile (5:1vertical exaggeration )
EGL
H

Ss

td

Se

crown line

hroad

Sp

hbrink

L

b) Flat topped embankment weir
EGL

H

L

Se

hbrink

ttd

c) Ogee-crest weir
EGL

H

hbrink

td

Figure 5.4 Definition sketches for embankment and ogee-crest weirs. Diving-jet
water surface profiles are depicted. Data used: a) Kindsvater 1964 b) present
study; Fritz and Hager 1998 c) Cox 1928 ; Bradley 1945.

a) Vertical drop with downstream slope
EGL
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Hc

ybrink
S

L
shortest weir extended full length

b) Drop with downstream rounded edge
EGL

Hc

L

hslope

ttd

hbrink

ybrink
hbrink

ttd

Figure 5.5 Definition sketches for a vertical drop to a slope and a rounded drop.
Diving-jet water surface profiles are depicted. Data used: a) present study b)
present study.
5.2.1. Experimental Procedures

Small disturbances in the flow can cause an abrupt transition from one

regime to the other when the flow is within the bi-stable regime. To accurately

delineate the bi-stable region, first a stable flow in one of the regimes was

established. For ease of discussion, assume one started in the diving-jet regime.

Then the tailgate was raised (lowered, if one had started in the surface-jet phase)

slowly at very small increments. At each increment a period of time elapsed to allow
the flow to respond before raising the tailgate again. As a rule of thumb, the waiting
period for the flow to respond was approximately the time required for the flow to
travel from the drop to the tailgate, and was estimated by observing the water

surface or by placing a floating objet in the flow. After the flow transitioned fully
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into the other regime (in this case the surface phase), water surface measurements
were taken. Then the tailgate was gradually lowered in the same fashion until the
flow transitioned back to the diving-jet state. Water surface measurements were

then taken at this boundary, after stable flow was achieved. These two data points
mark the lower and upper boundaries of the bi-stable flow regime. If pronounced
waves were present near the water surface measurement location during the

surface phase, the flow was momentarily forced into the diving-jet phase to obtain

an accurate water surface measurement. This procedure was only used if there was
a large uncertainty in the mean water surface elevation.

The following is an outline of the data collection procedure used during the

backward-facing step flow regime experiments. The same experimental procedure

was used for the other structures studied, except for the initial setup (steps 1 to 3)
and photographs not being taken for every data point. The flow regimes were

determined by visually observing the water surface just downstream of the step.
1. Level mobile sand bed to desired step drop (section 4.1.4.2)

2. Insert non-erodible bed (section 4.1.4.1.2)
3. Fill flume with water

4. Establish desired flow rate

5. Adjust tailgate elevation until the flow is clearly within one regime

6. Raise (or lower) tailgate slowly (wait for flow to respond) until the
flow transitions to the other flow regime and becomes stable

7. Record water surface elevations (section 4.2.1), bed (section 4.2.2)
elevations, flow rate, flow regime, and take photographs

8. Lower (or raise) tailgate slowly (wait for flow to respond) until the

flow transitions back to the previous flow regime and becomes stable

9. Record water surface elevations, bed elevations, flow rate, flow
regime, and take photographs

10. Establish a new flow rate and repeat steps 5 through 9, adding or
removing water from the flume as necessary

11. Repeat procedure for multiple step heights
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An early regime boundary delineation for the backward-facing step with

upstream subcritical flow and critical flow at the step was conducted jointly by the
author and Josh Deno in the Purdue University graduate research laboratory

(Newton et al. 2012). Later it was discovered that the upstream cross-sectional flow
profile was irregular due to leakage at the walls and a misaligned flume. The author

corrected the problem and conducted new experiments, expanded the regime limits,
and included photographic documentation.

5.3. Regime Analysis

Bi-stable surface and diving-jet flow regime boundaries have been delineated

by several authors for a range of overflow structure types. Identifying the flow
regime is fundamental in estimating scour, yet reference to these studies is
relatively uncommon in scour literature. This section includes both new

experiments and reanalysis of other author’s data in an attempt to explain the

regime phenomena in a broader context. A wide range of variables have been used
by other authors, sometimes requiring multiple plots to delineate regime

boundaries for a single structure. The analysis following demonstrates that it is

possible to delineate regime boundaries for certain flow categories using a limited
number of dimensionless parameters.

5.3.1. Flow Structures with Vertical Drops
5.3.1.1. Submerged Slot Jets

Submerged slot jets are considered first because of the simplicity of the flow

and because the analysis can be easily altered to consider other flow types. No

experiments were conducted in the study for submerged slot jets, but the flow is

treated differently than previously considered and different dimensionless
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parameters are developed.

Consider the submerged plane jet in shallow water depicted in Figure 5.2 d).

Several sub-regimes have been identified for this flow by multiple authors, but in

this study only the transition from diving-jet to surface flow is considered. This flow

is unique because there are two bi-stable regimes. At shallow tailwater the flow

dives (much like the other structures considered). As the tailwater is raised the flow
becomes bi-stable, followed by the surface flow regime (much like the other

structures considered). But as the tailwater is raised further a second bi-stable
regime occurs followed by a diving-jet regime for deep tailwater conditions.

Coates follows the naming convention of Bakhmeteff and Feodoroff (1956)

and refers to the diving-jet in the shallow tailwater bi-stable regime as a “Repelled

Plunging Jump” and to the corresponding bi-stable surface flow as a “Direct Repelled
Jump.” He calls the deeper tailwater bi-stable flow regimes “bed jet” and “surface

jet”. These deeper regimes are only possible in submerged jets but are included in
this study because they are similar in nature to the other regimes, and because

scouring mechanisms are similar. In this study, slot jets are only considered in the
context of this unique deep tailwater bi-stable regime, i.e. “bed jets” and “surface

jets.” This is perhaps the simplest case considered in this study, namely a jet that is
completely submerged. Although the shallow tailwater bi-stable regime is not

considered in this study, it is similar in nature to a supercritical jet discharging off a
backward-facing step (Figure 5.2 b); the jet in the latter case lacks an upper rigid
boundary.

The upper bi-stable flow is different from any of the other flow cases

considered in this study because a) the jet is pressurized, b) it is possible for a

recirculation region to form on both sides of surface-jet, and c) water surface effects
can be less pronounced. Coates (1976) delineated regime boundaries for this flow.
He suggested that decreasing the distance from the jet to one of the boundaries
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(either the fixed-bed or free-surface boundary) results in an increase in backflow

required to replenish the entraining jet, resulting in a low-pressure vortex region
that pulls the jet toward the boundary. He concluded that the jet pulls toward the
boundary that is limiting entrainment.

The regime boundaries delineated by Coates used a series of plots based on

three dimensionless variables: 1) distance to the free-surface from the center of the
jet relative to the jet thickness, (t d -0.5y brink)/y brink, where y brink is the jet thickness

and t d is the vertical distance from the tailwater to the brink 2) the distance to the
bed from the center of the jet relative to the jet thickness, (h brink+0.5y brink)/y brink,

where h brink is the distance from the downstream bed to the brink, and 3) a Froude

2
number based on the jet velocity, Vbrink
/ ( gy brink ) . It is possible to condense his data

into a single plot by using only two dimensionless variables: 1) distance to the free2
surface relative to the jet velocity head, (t d − 0.5 y brink ) / (Vbrink
/(2g )) , and 2)

2
distance to the bed relative to the jet velocity head ( hbrink + 0.5 y brink ) / (Vbrink
/(2g )) .

Coates measured the vertical distance from the jet to the tailwater surface.

By means of a momentum analysis it is possible to back calculate the approximate

initial pressure head, p 0/γ, in the jet at separation, which is equivalent to the depth

of flow above the jet when hydrostatic conditions are assumed at the wall. Assuming
either an additive correction, ΔWS , such that y 0 = y t + ΔWS , or a multiplicative

correction, k , such that y 0 = k y t, where y t is the tailwater depth measured relative

to the downstream bed, results in:

y0 =
y t2 +
hence,

2q 2  1
1 
−


g  y t y brink 

p0
1
=
y 0 − h brink − y brink
2
γ

where, q = discharge per unit width. Defining t 0 as y 0 − h brink , which is an
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approximation for the pressure head at the drop corner, yields:

p0
1
= t 0 − y brink
2
γ

It was assumed that a single factor, k or ΔWS , is capable of accounting for

the difference between the tailwater depth, y t, and the initial depth just

downstream of the drop, y 0, and that the flow is hydrostatic at the face of the wall

(implying that any change in pressure is reflected in a change in water surface

elevation). This is justified by the assumption that a horizontal jet, which would
occur at the instant the flow transitions, would experience approximately

hydrostatic pressure, as would the no-slip boundary near the wall. The correction

factor has a negligible influence on the regime delineation and could be omitted (i.e.
using y t in lieu of y 0 results in similar experimental scatter). The correction does

however, shift the data downward approximately 0.2 units resulting in a near zero
intercept, which is useful for establishing a constant datum for comparison with
other types of flows.

The new dimensionless parameters are

h brink + 12 y brink
and
2
(2g )
(2g )
Vbrink

p0 γ

2
Vbrink

These variables are plotted in Figure 5.6, and can be thought of as the static

pressure (or the change in pressure from the water surface to the jet) relative to the
dynamic pressure, and the pressure difference from the jet to the bed relative to the
dynamic pressure. These new parameters are still in keeping with Coates’ theory

that the flow is governed by pressure, and that the distance to the boundary affects
the pressure by altering the entrainment rate. However, the Fr number does not

seem to play as significant a role as he suspected; instead the dynamic pressure is
used as a velocity parameter, which seems more relevant for a submerged flow.
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Figure 5.6 Submerged plane jet regimes for moderately shallow tailwater. Based
on data collected by Coates (1976).
While these dimensionless variables seem appropriate for a submerged

plane jet, they may not be the best variables for comparison with other types of

flows. The velocity at the step, V brink, is difficult to measure or less relevant for some
other types of structures. For this reason it seems useful to normalize the data by
the total upstream head, H, rather than the velocity head, which is a more

appropriate parameter for flows with a free-surface upstream:

where,

t 0 − y brink
h
and brink
H
H

H≈

2
Vbrink
+t 0
2g

These parameters can be thought of as the change in pressure from the top of

the jet to the free-surface (rather than the center of the jet), and the change in
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pressure from the bottom of the jet to the bed; both normalized by the upstream

head. The physical significance of energy, in the form H , might seem less compelling

than the dynamic head. But, the same basic physical measurements are used and the
data fit is comparable. Although it should be noted that t 0 is now redundantly
included in both dimensionless parameters.

It was previously mentioned that using t d instead of t 0 does not affect the

data fit significantly. In fact, one could imagine an unstable horizontal jet about to

deflect toward one of the boundaries. The same arguments could be made, namely
that the pressure difference (or distance to the boundary) on either side of the jet
determines which direction the jet will bend. One might therefore expect that

t d − y brink
h
and brink
H
H

also result in a valid regime delineation. Although it should be acknowledged that t d
is measured far downstream and a hypothetical horizontal jet would diffuse, and

headloss would occur. However, t d has the added advantage of being much easier to
obtain for weir type structures with more complicated geometry.

5.3.1.2. Free-Surface Flow off an Abrupt Vertical Drop

Flow states have been observed and classified by Sharp (1974) for upstream

supercritical flows discharging off a step into subcritical tailwater. These flow state
boundaries have been delineated and summarized by Ohtsu and Yasuda (1991). In
this study, regime boundaries are delineated exclusively for flow states that can

transition directly from a diving-jet to a surface flow. In the classification system of

Ohtsu and Yasuda this would be a direct transition from a “wave train” condition to
a “maximum plunging condition”. These flow states are analogous to the slot jet

“Repelled Plunging Jump” and “Direct Repelled Jump” observed by Coates (1976)

and Bakhmeteff and Feodoroff (1956). They are not the same flow states as the “bed

jet” and “surface jet” delineated in Figure 5.6, although they fall into the same
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general regime categories of surface flow and diving-jet.

The free surface for a slot jet begins at the drop, while a free surface is

present both upstream and downstream of the drop for the supercritical flow case.

Both flows are bounded by a solid surface on the lower side of the jet, followed by a

vertical drop. This common corner will be used as the reference point. Once again it

is possible to calculate the pressure at the reference point using momentum

analysis. The supercritical free-surface flow is non-hydrostatic near the curved

water surface. However, the flow is approximately hydrostatic below the corner at
the face of the step drop, as evidenced by the pressure data collected by Ohtsu and
Yasuda (1991). Conservation of momentum can therefore be applied from an

upstream hydrostatic section to a downstream hydrostatic section by assuming a

hydrostatic pressure distribution below the step and an unknown non-hydrostatic

distribution above the step. From this analysis we conclude that the pressure head
at the corner of the step, p corner/γ , is:

p
y − y2  q2
y − y 2  hbrink
t 0 =corner =1
− 1

−
γ
hbrink  y 1 y 2 g
2 
2

(4.9)

Where, y 1 and y 2 are measured at upstream and downstream locations,

respectively, with hydrostatic pressure distributions. For consistency in notation
with the slot jet, the pressure head at the step is denoted as t 0. It should be

emphasized that t 0 ≠ y brink.

Equation (4.9) is also satisfied for an upstream subcritical flow with a free

water surface. In the limiting case of an infinitely small step height the depth of an
upstream subcritical flow will be controlled by the downstream depth, and the
pressure head at the step corner will equal the flow depth. Therefore, the
dimensionless parameters obtained for slot jets,

t 0 − y brink
h
and brink
H
H
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result in a zero intercept for subcritical flows. It should be noted that H c 3 =Vc 2 (2g ) ,

which means that for subcritical flows passing through critical depth, the

denominator is also equal to three times the dynamic head at the critical section.
Once again, t d can be used in place of t 0, which results in better data

alignment for subcritical and supercritical free-surface flows. In fact, the parameter

t d – y brink may have a different significance for free-surface flows, since it is the

change in water surface elevation from the step to the tailwater. Whereas free-

surface effects were deemed unimportant for moderately submerged slot jets, they
seem to play some role in most other types of flows studied here. Flow separation

must occur at the free-surface for diving-jet flows with an upstream unconstrained

water surface, and the transition from surface flow to diving-jet frequently occurs as

the surface wave breaks. The preferred dimensionless parameters for comparing

theses flows are therefore

t d − y brink
h
and brink
H
H

These parameters appear to be valid for all abrupt vertical drops with

horizontal parallel upstream mean streamlines, and for flows with long velocity
development lengths, which result in nearly parallel flows a short distance

upstream of the drop. Completely submerged slot jets, fully developed subcritical

and supercritical flows off backward-facing steps, and long broad-crested weirs all
fall into this category and are plotted together in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7 Vertical drop structure regimes. Regime delineation for vertical drop structures with long upstream flow
redistribution lengths (small H /L ) or nearly parallel horizontal upstream flow. See Figure 5.2 for definition sketches.
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hbrink/H

4

supercritical upstream jet - surface
(current study)

5.3.1.2.1. Subcritical Upstream Flow
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Subcritical flows have negligible headloss upstream of the step between the

critical depth position and the step edge, such that the critical head, H c, can be used

in place of H ; experiments verify that H ≈ H c. The flow is never submerged, in the
sense that it always passes through critical depth, and upstream water surface

elevations are not altered by the tailwater, except near the step. For subcritical

flows passing through critical depth y brink /y c varies mildly with the tailwater depth,

ranging from 0.715 (the free discharge value according to Rouse 1943) to about
0.85, increasing with t d/y c (Wu and Rajaratnam 1998). Since y brink is strongly

correlated with y c (and H c, since H c = 1.5y c), the brink depth is an unnecessary

variable. Omitting y brink is further justified by the fact that y brink cannot be

controlled independently during experiments. However, y brink/H remains

important for supercritical flows and submerged jets since y brink is independent of

H . The brink depth must be included in Figure 5.7 for comparison with these flows,
but is omitted later for comparison with other flows.

As hbrink → 0 it begins to have less influence on the free-surface, and at some

finite height the regime boundaries lose their practical significance. At small

h brink/H the diving-jet flow resembles a broken hydraulic jump and the surface flow
resembles an undular hydraulic jump.

The subcritical flow regime analysis was the most comprehensive

delineation in this study; tabular data and photographic documentation are included
in Appendix G. After completing the regime delineation, the author realized that a
regime delineation had already been completed by Wu and Rajaratnam (1998).

Fortuitously, there are several differences between their experimental setup and the
setup used in this study, in addition to the studies being independent and unbiased

by one another. Based on the comparison of experimental parameters listed in Table
5.1, the regime boundaries are not sensitive to Re , the aspect ratio, or channel

roughness over the range specified, given the excellent agreement between the two

data sets in (see Figure 5.7). The experimental scatter is much smaller for the
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present study near the diving-jet boundary (the transition from surface flow to
diving-jet). This could be related to differences in experimental parameters, or

perhaps more likely the methodology and equipment used to lower the tailwater.
Table 5.1 Comparison of parameters with Wu & Rajaratnam (1998).
Experimental parameters for subcritical flow regime delineation.

Parameter
Aerated drop face
Drop heights, h brink
Flume width, w
Unit discharge, q
Reynolds Number, Re
Aspect ratio, w /y c

Wu & Rajaratnam
yes
19.5 to 39.6 cm
46.6 cm
0.021 to 0.097 m2/s
19,000 to 70,000
4.7 to 13.1

Aspect ratio, w /h brink
h brink/H

1.2 to 2.4

1.3 to 7.4
upstream plywood,
downstream likely
aluminum

Bed material

Current Study
no
2.0 to 12.0 cm
40.0 cm
2
0.005 to 0.044 m /s
4,900 to 35,000
6.9 to 28.7
3.3 to 20.1

0.23 to 5.7

sand roughened
(nominal 0.6 mm dia grains)

Wu and Rajaratnam were one of the few authors who delineated their regime

boundaries with only two dimensionless variables. They also used the same

parameter t d/H (or rather its equivalent, t d/y c), but used a different second
parameter,

(

)

g ( y c − t d ) / q / ( y t ) . They interpreted their second parameter as a

ratio between the velocity of the surface flow and the mean tailwater velocity.

Unfortunately, at small values of h brink/H , y c – t d can become negative, and hence
the second parameter becomes undefined.
5.3.1.2.2. Long Broad-Crested Weirs

An infinitely long broad-crested weir is a backward-facing step, so one might

expect the flow regime analysis for a long finite weir to be similar to the subcritical
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flow regimes analysis above. The long broad-crested weir depicted in Figure 5.2 c)
was tested for H /L = 0.06 to 0.14. Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 show low and high

discharge experiments within the H /L range listed. Clearly the water surface profile

for the high discharge case differs from that of a backward-facing step. However, the

weir is sufficiently long for the flow to appear somewhat similar at the downstream

end. The data presented in Figure 5.7 are in excellent agreement with the subcritical
backward-facing step data.

Figure 5.8 Diving-jet long broad-crested weir. A low discharge (top) and a high
discharge (bottom) are shown for the tallest step height tested.

Figure 5.9 Surface flow long broad-crested weir. A low discharge (top) and a
high discharge (bottom) are shown for the tallest step height tested.

Based on the upstream contraction and the water surface profile, one might

guess that rapid flow redistribution occurs at the upstream end of the weir, followed
by more mild changes in the velocity profile until the flow approaches the brink.

This was confirmed by Felder and Chanson (2012) who obtained velocity and
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pressure profiles over a broad-crested weir for H/L values ranging from 0.059 to

0.257. They observed that the flow properties at the downstream end of the crest
were “close to those observed at the brink of an overfall.” One might therefore

expect the regimes to be similar. They also concluded that the energy along the crest
was basically constant and equal to the critical energy. This implies that it is best to

assume H = H c for the regime delineation, for consistency with the subcritical flow

assumptions.

A much shorter broad-crested weir was also tested in this study but that weir

is considered a narrow crested weir and discussed in section 5.3.1.2.4.
5.3.1.2.3. Supercritical Upstream Flow

A rounded entrance similar to the slot jet previously discussed was used in

the present study to generate a supercritical flow, while Ohtsu and Yasuda (1991)

used a sluice gate. In both cases the flow discharged onto a platform some distance

upstream of the drop, as illustrated in Figure 5.2. The data of Ohtsu and Yasuda are
somewhat limiting because they assumed that the regime boundary obtained by

lowering the tailwater (transition to diving-jet) occurred at the same elevation as

raising the tailwater (transition to surface flow), for Fr 1 ≳ 2.5 or 3.0, and therefore

did not delineate both boundaries. They did delineate both boundaries for Fr 1 = 1,
where Fr 1 is the Froude number upstream of the step, which will be discussed in

section 5.3.1.2.4. In Figure 5.7 one can see that their assumption of a bi-stable range
that is too narrow to be experimentally distinguishable is understandable for

h brink/H < 1. All of their data points are for diving-jet flow, but it is possible that

they included bi-stable diving-jet data points, which seems to be the case for their
data points reported between h brink /H = 3 and 4. Their delineation required

multiple plots since they used three dimensionless variables, Fr 1 , y 2/y 1, and

h brink/y 1. Where, y 1 and y 2 are upstream and downstream depths respectively. For
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critical flows they were able to delineate bi-stable boundaries on a single plot, using
the latter two dimensionless variables, which will be discussed in section 5.3.1.2.4.
Unfortunately, Ohtsu and Yasuda did not measure y brink. As a result, y brink

was estimated for the delineation in Figure 5.7 using Rouse’s (1943) relationships

for free-overflow brink depths, which are a function of y 1 and Fr 1. For the majority

of the data points, using Rouse’s plot resulted in y brink = y 1, eliminating the need to

justify the implicit assumption that the tailwater does not affect the brink depth.

Some of the supercritical jet data points collected for this study( labeled as

h brink/y brink < 2 in Figure 5.7) with small h brink deviate from the subcritical flow

data. When the step height becomes small, both relative to the jet height and the

upstream head, such that h brink/H ≲ 1 and h brink/y brink ≲ 2, the flow resembles a

hydraulic jump and the regimes become difficult to define.
5.3.1.2.4. Vertical Drop Structures with Large H /L

Tracy (1957) shows that for 0.4 ≲ h /L ≳ 2 the discharge coefficient for free

flowing (unsubmerged) broad-crested weirs is a function of h /L , and varies almost
linearly for most of that range, increasing with h /L . The total upstream head, H , is

used in the current study, rather than the upstream piezometric head, h , since h

requires selecting a specific, sometimes arbitrary, upstream location that may not be
meaningful for all structure geometries examined, while H can be readily compared

with the less arbitrary critical head, H c, across structure types. Azimi et al. (2014)
show that in addition to the dependence on h /L , the discharge is reduced by

submergence. They propose multiplying the free discharge coefficient by an

additional reduction factor for submerged weirs. Their free discharge coefficient

equations were developed by Azimi and Rajaratnam (2009), in which the coefficient
of discharge varies linearly with h /L for narrow-crested weirs (0.4 < h /L < 2).

If the discharge coefficient is a function of h /L , it seems likely that the
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regime boundaries would also be affected. Two experiment configurations were
used to test this hypothesis, a narrow-crested weir with an upstream rounded

entrance and a narrow-crested weir with an upstream vertical face, both illustrated
in Figure 5.3. H /L ranged from 0.70 to 1.91 (or h /L from 0.68 to 1.80). These data

are plotted with the broad-crested weir data of McPherson and Dittig (1957), the

sharp-crested weir data of Wu and Rajaratnam (1996), and the critical flow data of

Ohtsu and Yasuda(1991) in Figure 5.10 the backward-facing step delineation is also
shown for reference.

The additional parameter, C , is simply a plotting tool that indicates how

much the data have been shifted downward for visual comparison with the

upstream fully developed subcritical flow case, for which C = 0. Both the upstream

approach geometry (rounded or vertical) and H /L affect the narrow-crested weir

regime delineation. Over the range tested (which is admittedly narrow), if the
upstream edge is rounded, C entirely accounts for the differences from the

subcritical case, while it does not fully correct if the upstream edge is sharp.

'critical' flow off drop - surface,
C = –0.1 (Ohtsu & Yasuda 1991 data)

0.7

'critical' flow off drop - diving,
C = –0.1 (Ohtsu & Yasuda 1991 data)

0.5

surface flow

td/H + C

0.3

subcritical backwardfacing step flow

0.1

-0.1

bi-stable flow

diving jet

-0.3
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sharp-crested weir - surface, H/L approaches ∞,
C = –0.23 (Wu & Rajaratnam 1996 data)

0
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hbrink/H

sharp-crested weir

10

broad-crested weir - surface, H/L = 0.2 to 0.8,
C = –0.06 (McPherson & Dittig 1957 data)
broad-crested weir - diving, H/L = 0.2 to 0.8,
C = –0.06 (McPherson & Dittig 1957 data)

narrow-crested weir - surface, H/L = 0.7 to 1.9,
C = –0.06 (current study)
narrow-crested weir - diving, H/L = 0.7 to 1.9,
C = –0.06 (current study)

narrow-crested weir rounded upstream surface, H/L = 0.7 to 1.7, C = –0.06 (current
study)
narrow-crested weir rounded upstream - diving,
H/L = 0.7 to 1.7, C = –0.06 (current study)
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Figure 5.10 Effect of H /L on regimes with vertical drops.

sharp-crested weir - diving, H/L approaches ∞,
C = –0.23 (Wu & Rajaratnam 1996 data)
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Recall that in section 5.3.1.2.2 it was shown that a long broad-crested weir

results in the same regime boundaries as an upstream subcritical flow over a

backward-facing step, with critical flow at the drop. The narrow-crested weir with

an upstream rounded crest is geometrically similar to the broad-crested weir, but
narrower. It is the water surface (larger h /L ) that results in the weir being

classified as narrow, rather than solely the geometry. As previously mentioned, the
discharge coefficient increases with h /L , which means that for a fixed discharge as

L decreases h decreases. When h /L becomes sufficiently small (perhaps 0.4), the
velocity redistribution at the drop is no longer affected by the upstream water

surface elevation, h . The relevant water surface elevation becomes y c, which is

proportional to H c, which is the relevant variable used for delineating regime

boundaries for long broad-crested weirs. It should be noted that when the flow
becomes submerged H c is no longer a relevant variable, and H must be used.

Although submergence was not specifically investigated in this study, if a

surface flow data point had a higher head water depth than its corresponding

diving-jet data point it was considered submerged, i.e. for a fixed q if an increase in

y t results in an increase in h the flow is submerged. All but one surface flow data

point (the minimum t d/H ) were submerged for the upstream vertical face narrowcrested weir; only one data point (the maximum t d/H data point) was clearly

submerged for the curved approach. Submergence therefore occurred at

approximately t d/H = 0.61 (t d/h =0.58) for the vertical face and t d/H = 0.82

(t d/h = 0.89) for the rounded face. The rounded face is somewhat at odds with the
data of Azimi et al. (2014), which indicate that submergence for both narrow-

crested weirs should occur near t d/h = 0.6 for the range of h /L tested, although

t d/h = 0.7 could be justified for the rounded case. The discrepancy might be due to
the geometry of the weirs. The upstream rounded face in this study extends to the
bed, while in their study it is a small fraction of the weir height and more akin to a

rounded corner. It should also be noted that in their study L includes the rounded
portion, while it is excluded from the measurement in the current study.
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The change in velocity field caused by changing H /L cannot be accounted for

entirely with the simple shift, C , but it makes the data differences easier to visualize
graphically. Insufficient data are available to completely reconcile regime boundary
differences caused by the changes in H /L and approach geometry. Sufficient

experiments have been completed for the engineer to obtain a reasonable
approximation for the regime boundaries.

McPherson and Dittig (1957) investigated broad-crested weirs with vertical

upstream faces and H /L ranging from 0.2 to 0.8. The same C value was used for

shifting their data and the narrow-crested weir data, for ease of comparison. They
did not measure the upstream head, but instead assume it was equal to H c, which

results in their data being shifted upward in Figure 5.10. Their use of H c was likely

justified by their claim that the data were unsubmerged. Although their data

exhibited more scatter, it aligns reasonably well with the other data in Figure 5.10.

The data trend slope is steeper than the backward-facing step delineation, but

similar to the narrow-crested weir data with an upstream vertical face. There is a

vertical offset between the two vertical face data sets, which is attributed in part to
the use of H c. Plotting the vertical face narrow-crested weir data from the current

study using H c instead of H results in the two data points near h brink/H = 1.1

aligning with the backward-facing step delineation. This is not surprising since

those two data points are unsubmerged, and justifies the selection of C = -0.06.

Using H c introduces significant scatter in the submerged data; for this reason the

data are only presented using H in this report. Increasing the data shift (in the

negative direction) for McPherson and Dittig’s data from C = -0.06 to -0.1 aligns the

two data sets, when H c is used. This seems to indicate that there are actual flow

differences. Surprisingly, their weir with small H /L required a larger shift, which is

contrary to the idea that this weir should be approaching the long broad-crested

weir flow. Apparently there are other factors affecting the flow that are not

accounted for by H /L . However, the new C value of -0.1 is the same as the critical

flow of Ohtsu and Yasuda (1991).
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Ohtsu and Yasuda (1991) delineated regime boundaries for critical upstream

flow. Since they do not explain how they obtained or measured critical flow it is

difficult to make firm conclusions about their data. The first question to be asked is:
should a critical flow be compared to the supercritical flow case or the subcritical

flow case, or should it be valid for both cases? In the subcritical flow analysis y brink

was omitted as a relevant variable, whereas it was included in the supercritical flow
analysis. Unfortunately, Ohtsu and Yasuda did not measure y brink. Considering the
possible range of y brink, their critical data seem unlikely to align with the

supercritical data for the full range of h brink/H . Further, H is not independent of

y brink, even if the flow is submerged. On the other hand, the data also do not align
with the subcritical flow data, unless a shift, C , is applied. Surprisingly the shift is

greater than the shift required for a narrow-crested weir with an upstream rounded

crest. Their flow setup had an upstream rounded edge, but it also had a sluice gate.
It is not clear if the sluice gate was used for the critical flow case, and if it was used
how critical depth was determined.

It is difficult to explain why a shift is required without more information

about how the critical flow was created and measured. For a critical flow the

upstream depth is a fixed function of q and is independent of the tailwater depth.

Experimentally critical depth must be either forced by the researcher or assumed to

occur over a critical control section, as in the case of a broad-crested weir. While it is

true that critical energy occurs over a critical control device, this does not

necessarily ensure that the flow will be hydrostatic at the critical section. It is

therefore possible that critical energy occurs at a depth different from what is

normally considered critical depth (see Felder and Chanson 2012). All that can be

concluded is that the critical flow regime boundaries are in agreement when shifted.
Ohtsu and Yasuda (1991) plotted their regime delineation data with the data of
McPherson and Dittig (1957) and concluded that the data agreed, but omitted

several of McPherson and Dittig’s data points for reasons not explained. This implies

that they felt their data should be comparable to the broad-crested weir data of
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McPherson and Dittig, which it seems to be.

The sharp-crested weir is the limiting case for H /L = ∞. Wu and Rajaratnam

(1996) completed a comprehensive delineation of this flow, using dimensionless
parameters similar to those used for their backward-facings step experiments.

From Figure 5.10, C is not entirely adequate for reconciling the sharp-crested weir

with the backward-facing step flow. However, the similarities are still striking. All of
their surface flow data points and most of the diving-jet data were submerged.

Cox (1928) also delineated the regime boundaries for a sharp crested weir.

He plotted only the diving-jet flow regime boundary and used a separate curve for

each weir height, plotting the percent submergence against the dimensional

upstream head. He provided sufficient tabular data to delineate both boundaries

using the dimensionless variables in this study. His data are completely contained
within the two boundaries delineated by Wu and Rajaratnam (Cox’s data are not

shown in the figure). In addition, Cox provided additional data that extend beyond

Wu and Rajaratnam’s data, to larger h brink/H . These additional data were somewhat
suspect, and for reasons not stated he did not include them in his plot. Cox did not

explicitly state that he approached the two boundaries by both raising and lowering

the tailwater; his bi-stable regime is narrower, indicating that he may not have done
this. Cox also used an unorthodoxed pressure measurement location that required

some estimation to get his data into the current dimensionless parameters. This is
discussed more in 5.3.2.4, for the ogee-crest weir, which he also delineated. Since
the data of Wu and Rajaratnam are considered more reliable, Cox’s data were
omitted from Figure 5.10 but are included in appendix Figure H.1.

5.3.2. Flow Structures with Non-Vertical Drops
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5.3.2.1. Flat Topped Embankment Weirs

Fritz and Hager (1998) examined flat-top embankment weirs of various

lengths with upstream and downstream 2:1 slopes (H:V), and delineated the

regimes in terms of t d/h (they used the notation h t/h 0) and H /(H +L ), which

emphasizes the effect of relative crest length. Unfortunately they only considered
one weir height, which limits broad application of their regime delineation. To

supplement their data, experiments for two additional weir heights were conducted
for this study. Ideally experiments would have been conducted on weirs with 2:1

slopes, but since two weirs were already available in the hydraulics lab, with 2.6:1
and 2.7:1 slopes, they were utilized. The two weirs utilized also had different
widths.

The relative crest length parameter used by Fritz and Hager, H /(H +L ), has

the added benefit of approaching one as the crest length goes to zero, while our

parameter approaches infinity; both approach zero for infinitely long weirs. Since

the relative crest length is not used for developing equations or plots in this study,

the simpler H /L is preferred. The effect of relative crest length, H /L , is illustrated

in the regime delineation in Figure 5.11.

An additional parameter L /h brink is included for discussion purposes in the

plot because this parameter remains constant for a given data series, while H /L

varies; although H /L is considered the more relevant parameter. For the L /h brink =
0.17 series, 1.0 < H /L < 3.7; for the L /h brink = 1 series, 0.17 < H /L < 0.61; while

the shorter weir series with L /h brink = 4.7 results in a similar range with 0.20 <

H /L < 0.47; for the long crested weir L /h brink = 9.9 series, 0.05 < H /L < 0.11.
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Figure 5.11 Effect of H /L on flat topped embankment weirs.
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As H /L increases there is a significant upward shift in regime boundaries,

which can be seen by comparing the L /h brink = 0.17 series to the L /h brink = 1 series.

This shift increases the likelihood of diving-jet flows. For the special case of L /h brink
= 0, which is a triangular shaped embankment, the regime boundaries shift back
down, away from the L /h brink = 0.17 series. However, the diving-jet regime

boundary (transition from surface to diving flow) remains considerably above the

L /h brink = 1 series, indicating that this shape does not significantly inhibit the

transition to surface flow, but does promote transition from surface flow to diving
flow, thus narrowing the bi-stable regime.

The regime boundaries not only shift upward with decreasing L /h brink, but

rotate. However, the data may be somewhat misleading, in the sense that for a given

L /h brink series, H /L decreases as h brink/H increases, which would result in rotation.
The amount of rotation caused by different H /L values in a giving series is

unknown, but likely small. Rotation of the surface regime boundary is mild

compared to rotation of the diving-jet boundary, even though the change in H /L is

similar. The fact that the L /h brink = 0 still exhibits rotation on the surface boundary

seems to indicate that boundary rotation is only mildly affected by variation in H /L .
All data converge on a single line for H /L ≤ 0.61, independent of L /h brink.

The scatter is greater for the surface flow boundary and a small dependence on H /L
may still persist. The data for L /h brink = 9.9 deviate from the other data when

h brink/H > 1.7. These data points have the smallest brink depths, ranging from y brink
= 1.7 to 2.3 cm; h ranges from 3.7 to 4.3 cm. Fritz and Hager confined their data to

h > 5 cm, to eliminate the possibility of viscous and surface tension effects. Given

that Re > 104, one might not expect Re to have a significant influence on the flow.
However, in section 6.2 it will be shown that the reattachment length varies with

Re , for level water surface flows in the range of Re = 104, when the upstream

hydraulic radius is used as the characteristic length in the Reynolds number.
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An additional factor that may affect the flow is that the step corner is not as

sharp as the other weir tested. Although, when considering the data in Figure 5.12
one might expect the smoother corner to have the opposite effect. The small weir
data are also somewhat scattered at the surface regime boundary, and one data

point is near Re = 104. The embankment slopes are milder than Fritz and Hager’s

weirs, which could contribute to the shift, but again one would expect a shift in the

opposite direction. Therefore, insufficient data are available to explain the scatter in
this region, but some possibilities include effects due to H /L , edge and weir

geometry, viscosity, and surface tension, none of which are clearly the culprit.

In summary, as H /L increases the regime boundaries shift upward while

rotating, until some unknown value of H /L is reached. Then the boundaries begin
to shift downward as H /L increases. The final state for the limiting case of a

triangular shaped weir is a narrowed bi-stable regime with the diving-jet regime

boundary rotated upward from the original (small H /L ) boundary. Recall that
increasing H /L also shifted the vertical drop narrow-crested weir boundary

upward. In both cases, if H /L becomes large enough, the upstream water surface

(and for some geometries, the approach flow near the bed) are close enough to the
downstream brink to influence the velocity field at the brink, as the flow

redistributes itself. The downstream embankment slope makes the flow to be more
likely to adhere to the bed when compared to the vertical drop, resulting in the

embankment weir boundaries lying above the vertical drop structure boundaries.
5.3.2.2. Vertical Drops with Scour Slopes and Rounded Drops

The structures evaluated in this section are depicted in Figure 5.5. The first

structure was devised as a means of evaluating the effect of scoured sediment below

a vertical drop, without the complexity of a dynamic mobile bed. When an erodible
bed is present in the surface flow regime, sediment backfills toward the drop and

forms a slope. As the slope develops the deforming bed naturally forces the flow to
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transition into a diving-jet state, which in turn scours the slope away, resulting in

the flow cycling between regimes. This phenomenon is discussed at length in section
0. The regime delineation presented in this section provides some indication of
when and to what extent a downstream slope shifts the regime boundaries.

Preliminary experiments were also conducted with a smaller embankment weir
downstream of the drop to simulate a downstream scour hole mound. The

downstream slope experiments were abandoned because their effect on the regime
boundaries was less than the experimental scatter, such that no conclusions could
be made. It is therefore assumed that the upstream scour hole slope has the

dominant impact on regime cycling, although the downstream slope likely plays a
lesser role.

The second structure examined has a curved drop. This drop was placed on

the slope configuration that resulted in regime boundaries most similar to the

vertical drop. The intent was to confirm that flow separation plays an important role
at the drop. In Figure 5.12 the addition of a curved drop resulted in the surface flow
boundary shifting upward considerably. The effect on the diving-jet boundary was

less pronounced. This implies that inhibiting flow separation, or forcing it to occur

at a lower elevation, retards the transition from diving to surface flow. On the other
hand it has a lesser effect on encouraging an already separating surface flow to

transition into a dive. Whereas a tall slope that obstructs the flow but is not tall

enough to affect the separation edge encourages a diving flow to remain in a diving
state and also encourages a surface flow to dive. A short slope has the opposite

effect on the surface boundary, making a diving flow more likely to become a surface
flow.

The vertical drop regime boundaries and the embankment weir boundaries

are shown in Figure 5.12 for reference. Either inhibiting flow separation or

introducing a slope forces the boundaries to progress from the vertical drop case to

the embankment weir. Both flow separation and proximity of the bed are important
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factors that result in the embankment weir boundaries being displaced upwards
from the vertical drop boundaries.

A slope downstream of the drop within the recirculation region influences

the transition from surface to diving flow by obstructing the recirculation region. In
Figure 5.12 the regime boundaries for the smallest obstruction tested,

h slope/h brink = 0.57, lie below the vertical drop regime boundaries. The diving-jet

boundary lies within the experimental scatter of the vertical drop regime boundary;
whereas portions of the surface flow boundary lie below the vertical drop data. The
diving-jet regime boundary slope is approximately the same as the vertical drop

case, while the surface boundary slope is milder. It is not surprising that the surface
flow regime boundary is influenced by even the smallest h slope/h brink tested, since
the surface boundary actually represents the transition from a diving to a surface
flow. The diving-jet flow impacts the bed much closer to the drop, resulting in
smaller obstructions interfering with the flow. Conversely, the surface flow

recirculation region can be reduced significantly without altering the diving-jet

boundary; there seems to be a threshold at which the obstructions begin to affect
the surface flow.
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Figure 5.12 Effect of sloped obstructions and rounded drops on flow regimes.
Dashed lines represent surface flow boundaries, while solid lines indicate
diving-jet boundaries. See Figure 5.5 for definition sketches.
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In an attempt to explain the threshold at which an obstruction might affect

the regime delineation, Figure 5.1 has been reproduced in Figure 5.13 with

obstructions drawn in the flow. It should be emphasized that there are limitations to
this approach, since the flow conditions are not identical. The streamlines depicted

are for the backward-facing step “bi-stable flow LDV experiment” data point shown

in Figure 5.12. The slopes drawn in Figure 5.13 were geometrically scaled using

h brink. For the sloped experiments h brink varied from 9.5 to 14.6 cm, and h brink for the
bi-stable LDV study was 7.9 cm. In Figure 6.13 it is shown that the relative

reattachment length, X R/h brink, varies with (t d-y c)/h brink. All but the smallest drops

(largest h slope/h brink) in Figure 5.12 have data points for (t d-y c)/h brink within the
range of the corresponding value in the LDV study, with diving-jet values being

closer to that range since that boundary is nearest to the data point. This implies

that the scaling should be comparable for at least some of the data points in each
series.

In Figure 5.12 h slope/h brink = 0.77 is the diving-jet boundary that lies just

above the bi-stable flow data point. This implies that a vertical drop surface flow

would transition into a diving-jet flow if this slope configuration were introduced in
the flow. This slope configuration is depicted in Figure 5.13 a). It lies just below the

time averaged reverse flow boundary, which is also near the edge of the shear layer.
The backfilling sediment would not be capable of extending to heights significantly
greater than this without first altering the flow patterns. At h slope/h brink = 0.68 the

diving-jet boundary was unaffected by the slope, implying that the slope did not

significantly affect the surface flow (in section 6.3 it will be shown that scour hole
slopes have a minimal effect on the velocity field above the dividing streamline in

backward-facing step surface flows when the free surface is level). It seems that the
slope only has a significant effect on flow within the recirculation boundary. As the
slope height approaches the reverse flow boundary, or the edge of the shear layer,
the backflow is cut off sufficiently to force an abrupt transition into a diving state.
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Figure 5.13 Sloped obstruction superimposed on backward-facing step flow. a)
Surface flow for a bi-stable backward facing step flow, with a downstream 2.6:1
slope overlaid for h slope/h brink = 0.77. b) Corresponding diving-jet flow with a
2.6:1 slope sketched for h slope/h brink = 0.57; h slope/h brink = 0.77 is also sketched
in a lighter shade.
Now consider the surface regime boundary, which is the transition out of a

diving-jet flow into a surface flow. The h slope/h brink = 0.57 obstruction depicted in

Figure 5.13 b) lowers surface flow regime boundary (Figure 5.12), but the boundary
does not drop below the bi-stable data point. A transition back into the surface

regime for this data point would therefore require an increase in h brink/H or an

external force. Although simply altering the sloped obstruction height could work
for a different flow with larger t d/H .

When a slope protrudes into the jet region (i.e. beyond the reverse flow

region) of a diving flow the jet tends to follow the slope. For the current study this

begins to occur at about h slope/h brink = 0.77, which is the lighter shaded line in
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Figure 5.13 b). As h slope/h brink increases further the surface flow boundary moves

upward, meaning that the flow is more likely to remain in the diving state. At first

glance one might suggest that this is simply reducing the effective h brink/H , and is
therefore not a new phenomenon. However, reducing the slope height has the

opposite effect, such that slopes that are sufficiently small result in a surface flow

boundary below the vertical drop in spite of the effective h brink/H being reduced.
Unlike the surface flow, comparatively small obstructions in the near bed

recirculation region of a diving-jet do affect the jet’s ability to release from the bed

and enter a surface state. The surface regime boundaries (upper limit of diving-jet

flows) for obstructed flows have a milder slope than the corresponding vertical

drop boundary. It is surprising that the regime boundary slope is similar for a range

of obstruction sizes, given that the overall geometry would be different. It is possible
that an unknown experimental parameter is altering the regime delineation.

However, the slope of the obstruction is parallel to the reverse flow boundary at its

center, and nearly parallel to the jet, such that one can think of each configuration as

a different offset from the reverse flow boundary. If this is the relevant distance then
the obstructions are similar, but dissimilar from the vertical drop case. Since the

geometry is fixed for a given series, consider the effect of varying the total upstream
head, H . Jets with larger H tend to release more readily from the diving state than

corresponding vertical drop jets, while lower energy jets are more apt to remain in
the diving state longer. The change in regime boundary slope can therefore be

attributed to either a change in the rate of energy losses or changes in entrainment
rate relative to changes in velocity. The offset between each series can then be

attributed to the distance from the sloped wall to reverse flow boundary. This is

admittedly a hypothesis that cannot be proved with the given data set, so no further
discussion will be made. What can be concluded with certainty is that obstructions

both within the near bed reverse flow region and within the jet region of a diving-jet
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flow affect the regime boundaries, while small obstructions within the reverse flow
boundary of a surface flow have negligible impact on the regime boundaries.
5.3.2.3. Embankment Weirs with Roadway Shaped Cross Sections

Kindsvater’s (1964) detailed analysis of embankment weirs with roadway

cross-sectional profiles was primarily concerned with discharge but included

regime delineations because of their importance to erosion prevention; diving-jets
being much more erosive. For his regime delineation he plots t d/H against h or

h /L and treats weirs with different heights or other geometric characteristics

separately. He defines t d, H , and h relative to the top of the roadway crown. In this

study t d is defined relative to the top of the embankment slope (bottom of shoulder)

as depicted in Figure 5.4 a). The choice of datum is motivated by both how well the
data fit and which elevations are relevant.

The tailwater depth, t d, is referenced to the most likely flow separation

position. The height of the recirculation region is determined by h brink and therefore
must also be referenced to the separation point. However, if one were evaluating

discharge, as was Kindsvater, the appropriate datum for both variables might be the
crown elevation since it determines h .

The choice of datum for H is less obvious when considering regime

boundaries. The question is: what makes H relevant? Initially dynamic pressure was
considered the relevant parameter for submerged slot jets. H was introduced later
as a replacement for the velocity head for free surface flows, but it was

acknowledged that H c/3 is the velocity head at the critical section. The intent was

that H would serve as a velocity term that includes the free surface elevation. The
brink depth, y brink, is a function of H for free flows, while it is a function of both H

and t d for deeper tailwater depths, and is independent of either variable for

supercritical flows. The parameter (t d-y brink)/H was deemed the appropriate
dimensionless variable for vertical drops. The numerator represents an

approximate pressure term for submerged jets and the change in water surface
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elevation for free-surface flows. For flows passing through critical depth it was

shown that y brink was redundant and could be omitted. The question that needs to
be answered is: which H datum will permit the same assumptions? Or more

specifically: does the elevation drop from the crown to the separation point affect

either y brink or the pressure distribution? It should be noted that y brink was

measured for the flat topped embankment weirs in this study, and (t d-y brink)/H

does not work well as a plotting parameter since y brink is disproportionally larger
for surface flows. An argument is still needed to claim that y brink is a redundant
variable, although the more important factor may be the dynamic pressure.

Recall that for sufficiently long broad-crested weirs the pressure and velocity

distribution are similar to that of a fully developed subcritical flow discharging off a
backward facing step. The pressure distribution is a result of flow redistribution

from critical depth to the brink. The pressure distribution for structures with large

H /L is a result of the flow redistribution from the upstream depth, h , to the brink

depth. Kindsvater showed that critical depth occurs near the crown. Furthermore, in
his experiments 0.014 < H /L < 0.23, which indicates that the structure should
behave as a long embankment weir. If the mild crown slope and the somewhat

steeper roadway shoulder do not have a significant effect on flow redistribution, the
appropriate reference point for H could be the bed at the critical point. However, in

the absence of energy loss the total head at the drop, referenced to the point of flow
separation, is now equal to H c + h road. If the actual head is greater than the critical

head by an amount of h road that energy must manifest itself in the form of

piezometric head or velocity at the drop, unless that energy is lost. It is not

immediately obvious how this extra energy will affect the pressure distribution or
its magnitude. If the pressure and velocity distributions are the same as a critical
flow, and only differ in magnitude, the crown might be justified as the reference
point since h road would not affect the distribution. For a sufficiently long

embankment weir the flow would become supercritical if the slope is steeper than
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the critical slope, making the brink depth an additional relevant variable. If the flow
depth were governed by the slope then there may be some situations in which the

y brink is redundant. By rearranging the Darcy- Weisbach equation it can be

concluded that for a fully developed uniform open channel flow
1

2  f 3
y = Hc  
3  8S 

where, y = flow depth, f = friction factor, and S = friction slope. At high Re f is

constant for a fixed relative roughness. For high Fr and a long channel y brink = y 1 =
constant. So at high F r if S and f are constant then y brink only varies with H c. This

means that if H c is selected as the normalizing paramenter, y brink is unnecessary

because when normalized it becomes a constant. For a supercritical flow it might

not seem appropriate to use the critical head. However, if the supercritical data of
Ohtsu and Yasuda are plotted using t d/H c against h brink/H c, the data for Fr > 3

follow a straight line with scatter comparable to plotting (t d-y brink)/H against

h brink/H c. The pavement cross slope in Kindsvater’s experiments were insufficiently

steep to achieve Fr > 3, however the shoulder slopes may have been steep enough
but perhaps not long enough to become fully developed. Although this scenario
seems unlikely, it illustrates two cases in which H c as a normalizing parameter

eliminates the need for y brink, 1) a crown slope that is very mild or perhaps

moderately short and 2) a crown slope that is steep and somewhat long. The correct
datum can only be settled upon by examining the experimental data, which

unfortunately lacks y brink measurements.

One might expect that a roadway embankment weir with a constant mild or

near critical slope from the crown to the point of flow separation would result in the

same regime boundaries as a flat topped embankment weir. Kindsvater did examine

such a case and those data are labeled as “1.4% constant slope” in Figure 5.14 “1.4%
constant slope from crown” in Figure 5.15 (S = 0.014 would be near the critical

slope for Manning’s n = 0.22; and n = 0.01 results in Fr ≈ 2.2). In Figure 5.14 the
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brink is used as the total head datum (i.e. H + h road) and the corresponding fitted
lines are shown (without the data, which are shown in Figure 5.15) for the total

head referenced to the top of the crown (i.e. H ); the resulting offset is labeled with

arrows. The constant slope weir data are offset vertically from the flat topped

embankment weir delineation, when the crown is used as the datum. When the

separation point is used as the datum for total head, the flat topped weir and the
constant slope data are aligned, with some mild rotation of the surface regime

boundary. At the onset this seems like sufficient justification to use the brink as the
datum, but unfortunately when that datum is used, the case with the shortest weir,

with h road/h brink = 0.23, no longer aligns with the other data sets. The datum debate
can therefore not be resolved with the current experimental data sets because one
cannot determine if this misalignment is caused by a change in flow features (and
perhaps separation location) due to the smaller drop or larger relative roadway

height, or if it is a result of an incorrect total head datum. The datum that resulted in

the best data fit for all weir heights with the same roadway geometry was hesitantly
selected, and the variables are as defined in Figure 5.4 a). This choice of datums

results in t d and H being referenced to separate datums. It has been argued that the

1.4% constant slope data have sufficiently similar geometry to compare with the flat
topped weir data. These data are offset nearly parallel to each other because of the

choice of datum. The typical roadway profile used by Kindsvater results in only a
small offset from the flat topped weir if the weir is tall, which has the effect of

widening the bi-stable range. It is therefore recommended that the flat topped weir
delineation, with the total head referenced to the crown, be used for tall

embankment weirs with h road/h brink < 0.1. Since for embankment weirs taller than

this the choice of datum has a negligible effect. Figure 5.15 is only applicable for the

specific roadway configuration used by Kindsvater.
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Figure 5.14 Roadway profile embankment weir regime boundary offset.
Boundary offsets due to choice of datum are indicated by arrows. Data points
and fitted lines are shown for H +h road, while only lines are shown for H relative
to the crown.
Kindsvater (1964) examined the effects of slope roughness and forced flow

separation when delineating regime boundaries for embankment weirs. He showed
that placing a trip rod near the point of separation resulted in surface flows

occurring at lower tailwaters and that roughening the downstream slope had a

similar affect. A typical roadway profile was used for the trip rod experiments, with
the trip rod being placed at the brink. A typical roadway profile was also used for

the roughness experiments, with birdshot placed on the shoulder and embankment
slopes. In a separate experiment roughness was added to the pavement, but the

effects on regime boundaries were minimal. Figure 5.15 shows that introducing
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either of these effects results in a downward shift of the regime boundaries. The trip
rod has a greater effect on the surface boundary, compared to the roughened slope,
and a similar effect on the diving-jet boundary; at least for small h brink/H . The trip

rod forces the boundary shift to the former diving-jet boundary. The roughness has
a lesser but also dramatic affect. The regime shifts are likely a result of forcing the

flow to separate more easily. For a surface flow to form the flow must separate and

remain separated from the embankment slope. Recall that had the brink depth been

used as the total head datum the data for the typical roadway cross-sectional profile
would have aligned with the flat topped weir data, which implies that forcing flow

separation can push the regime boundaries below the flat topped weir regime and
into the sharp-crested weir zone. This is in harmony with the conclusion made in
5.3.2.2 that adding a rounded edge, and therefore reducing the likelihood of flow
separation, pushes the regime boundaries upward from the vertical drop
boundaries into the sharp-crested weir zone.
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Figure 5.15 Embankment weir with roadway cross-sectional profiles regimes.
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5.3.2.4. Ogee-Crest Weirs
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Bradley (1945) included flow regimes in his ogee-crest weir data and

provided a single boundary for the transition from diving-jet to surface flow, but he
did not attempt to accurately delineate the boundaries by approaching the

transition region from both a high and low tailwater, as other researchers did. In
addition, he recorded very few data points at large h brink/H 0, so his delineation

should only be considered an approximation. Nonetheless his proposed boundary is
sketched in Figure 5.17. Bradley’s data shown in Figure 5.17 are not necessarily

regime boundary data points, but are simply data points for surface and diving-jet

flows that may or may not be near the boundary. The boundary is easily arrived at
since his dimensionless parameters were the total head relative to the tailwater
elevation normalized by the total head, and the total head relative to the

downstream bed normalized by the total head, which is mathematically equivalent
to 1- t d/H and 1+h brink/H . According to Bradley’s figure his regime data are

generally submerged, with the discharge being reduced by about 20% for bi-stable
flows with h brink/H > 0.6; for smaller values the reduction is gradually reduced.

Cox (1928) also delineated regime boundaries for ogee-crested weirs. In his

submerged weir discharge analysis he treated diving and surface flows separately
and therefore paid careful attention to them. However, he does not explicitly state

that he approached the boundaries by both raising and lowering the tailwater, so his

boundaries may be imprecise. He did acknowledge that a region exists in which both
flows are possible, and he deliberately plotted only the surface flow regime

boundary, considering it to be the limit of diving-jet flow. He used a separate curve
for each weir height, plotting the percent submergence against the dimensional
upstream head.

Cox measured the static pressure (tailwater depth) in an unconventional

manner, which increases the uncertainty in the regime boundaries. He considered
the region a short distance downstream of the drop where the minimum pressure
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occurs as the most relevant position for pressure measurements, which occurred at
about 2.45h brink downstream of the upstream vertical weir face. Pressure was

measured using a static tube attached to a plate. The plate was oriented parallel to
the flow with a second plate, also parallel to the flow, offset from that plate. The

intent was to measure the pressure, while preventing any cross flows that might add
dynamic pressure to the measurement. One problem with this approach was that
the vertical position of the plate was somewhat arbitrary and likely within the

recirculation region; the pressure measurement depth was 0.5 ft below the crest for

2.13 and 1.24 ft weirs and 1.0 ft below the crest for the 6.11 ft weir.

Cox’s measurement location makes it difficult to compare his data with other

researcher’s. Fortunately, Cox provided pressure profiles for 2.9 ≤ h brink/H ≤ 3.4

for the 2.13 ft weir. The maximum and minimum piezometric head data from these
profiles are plotted in Figure 5.16. The equation of the line is

t d/H = 0.87t min/H + 0.19. Maximum piezometric had is denoted as t because it is

the tailwater depth above the crest, while minimum piezometirc head is denoted as

t min. The equation was used to convert his minimum pressure measurements to

tailwater pressure measurements regardless of h brink/H vales. While the accuracy is

unknown for h brink/H outside the range of data tested, Cox did state that:

The curves for the higher weirs flattened out considerably and showed less
difference between the extreme limits. The difference between the extreme
limits of the curves would probably be about the same if the heads on the
weirs were chosen such that the ratio of the head on the weir to the height of
the weir was the same for the different weirs (Cox 1928).

This seems to indicate that the equations should not be globally applied unless they
are scaled with h brink/H . However, the data for the various weir heights are

consistent, and if Cox’s actual measured values of t min are plotted the trend is similar
but shifted, which seems to indicate that there is some level of global applicability to
the equation.
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Figure 5.16 Cox (1928) ogee-crest weir piezometric head measurements.
Maximum, t d, and minimum, t min, static pressure head measurements for
h brink/H near 3, relative to the total head, H .

The roadway profile embankment weir data is plotted with an inconsistent

datum for t d and H in Figure 5.17, which results in the data being shifted and not

easily compared with the ogee-crest weir data. When this datum shift is taken into

account, an ogee-crest weir requires the highest tailwater depth to achieve a surface

flow for h brink/H > 2.3. Clearly the smooth shape inhibits flow separation and hence

surface flows, which necessitate flow separation.

Bradley’s and Cox’s studies did not result in the same delineation. Although

this may be attributed to imprecise data, it seems likely that the shape of the ogee-

crest plays a role. Bradley and Cox each utilized two different ogee-crest shapes and

did not necessarily operate them at their design head. Unlike the other structures
examined, the point at which separation occurs on an ogee-crest is not fixed but

varies with the discharge (Tullis 2011). No data are available indicating the position,

and corresponding slope, at which separation occurred. In spite of low confidence in
the data, it seems likely that the ogee-crested weir regime boundaries lie between

the surface boundary of the roadway embankment weir and the diving boundary of
the flat topped embankment weir.
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Figure 5.17 Ogee-crested weir flow regimes. Possible regime boundaries for ogee-crested weirs are shown together
with the embankment weir regime delineations for flat topped and roadway profile shaped weirs.

5.3.3. Summary of Effects on Regime Boundaries
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Sections 5.3.1.2.4 and 5.3.2.1 discuss the effects of H /L on vertical drop

structures and flat topped embankment weirs. When H /L is large the redistribution

zone for the approach flow is nearer to the brink, which alters the flow patterns at
the brink. This results in regime boundaries being shifted upward, meaning that
diving-jet flows are more likely. This phenomena introduces and additional

dimensionless parameter, H /L , making it difficult to compare structure types on a

single plot. Most of the structures summarized in this section are for small H /L , so
that this parameter becomes unimportant. The exceptions are the sharp-crested

weir, in which H /L = ∞, and the ogee-crested weir.

Figure 5.18 summarized regime boundaries for several structure types (for

all structures examined refer to Figure 5.2, Figure 5.3, Figure 5.4, and Figure 5.5 ).

Supercritical flows are plotted on a separate axis on the right, since the brink depth
is an additional independent parameter. Unsubmerged abrupt vertical drop

structures with nearly parallel flows a short distance upstream of the drop result in
bi-stable boundaries with the lowest tailwater depths, resulting in the regime

boundaries being nearest to the bottom of Figure 5.18. Regime boundaries for this

class of flows can be plotted using the dimensionless parameters on either the right
or left axis, since for subcritical flows y brink is entirely dependent on H and t d.
Regime boundaries for other structures are shifted upward from these flows,
expanding the diving-jet flow region.

The sharp-crested weir also has a vertical downstream face, so the regime

shift is attributed entirely to upstream flow effects. The rapid redistribution of the
approach flow just upstream of the weir changes the velocity field at the brink,

which results in the regime boundaries shifting upward. This can be thought of in

terms of an infinitely large H /L , but there is an additional feature, when compared
to a narrow broad-crested weir, that affects the flow. A narrow-crested weir with a
flat top (and rounded approach, to inhibit upstream flow separation) forces the

velocity vectors to be parallel to the channel bottom at the brink, whereas the
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velocity vectors at the brink of a sharp-crested weir will have an upward

component. Insufficient data are available to determine the direction of regime
boundary shifting due to this vertical velocity component. The triangular

embankment weir of Fritz and Hager (1998) resulted in regime boundaries shifting
downward, when compared to their flat-top weir with large H /L (but still

remaining above their flat-top weirs with small H /L ), which seems to indicate that

the upward velocity results in a downward shift of regime boundaries; however,

insufficient data are available to compare the effect of an upstream sloped approach
to an upstream vertical wall.

The flat topped embankment weir in Figure 5.18 has a small H /L , so the

approach flow should not affect the regime delineation. The upward boundary shift
can be attributed to the downstream slope encroaching on the recirculation region,
and the milder edge angle at the brink inhibiting separation. The effects of flow
separation and a sloped obstruction were discussed in section 5.3.2.2.

Regime boundaries for the embankment weir with a roadway cross-sectional

profile can be approximated using the flat topped weir delineation in Figure 5.18
for h road/h brink < 0.1, if a consistent datum is used for t d and H , and if the

embankment slope is approximately 2:1. An additional regime delineation is shown
in Figure 5.18 for embankment weirs with geometry similar to Kindsvater’s

standard roadway cross-sectional profile, including h road/h brink > 0.1 up to at least

0.23. It should be noted that H is measured relative to the crown while t d is

measured relative to the brink, resulting in an upward boundary shift. An additional
shift occurred with small drops or larger h road/h brink that could be corrected for by

utilizing the inconsistent datum. Because of the inconsistent datum and specific
geometry requirements this delineation has been drawn faded out to alert the
reader that some constraints apply.
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Ogee-crest weir boundaries could not be determined with accuracy, but the

regimes lie somewhere within the boundaries annotated in Figure 5.18 and may
vary with flow separation location. The arrows pointing to the boundaries are

dashed to indicate lack of certainty, and the drawing is faded out to alert the reader
that the boundaries are not globally applicable. The regime boundaries are shifted

upward form the vertical drop case because an ogee-crest inhibits flow separation,
the downstream slope obstructs the recirculation region, and the approach flow
must redistribute itself over a short distance upstream of the crest.

The submerged slot jet regime boundaries lie above all of the overflow

structure regime boundaries in Figure 5.18. However, if the flow were lowered

sufficiently, such that the jet was not submerged, the regime boundaries would be
the same as the other vertical drop structures. As the tailwater is raised from the

unsubmerged state the flow passes through various surface-flow states common to
supercritical flows with vertical drops. Finally a flow state is achieved that is only
possible for a submerged jet because of the upper vertical wall boundary.

Throughout this transition the flow remained in a surface flow state. A new divingjet state is then achieved at deep tailwater depths.
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CHAPTER 6. BACKWARD-FACING STEP FLOW WITH FREE-SURFACE EFFECTS
The simple case of scour due to a separated shear layer reattaching

downstream of what was initially a backward-facing step is examined in this

chapter to better understand general scouring mechanisms. Diving-jet and surface
flow experiments both within the bi-stable regime and outside the bi-stable zone

were conducted for erodible and non-erodible beds, with an emphasis on surface

flows. Non-erodible bed experiments are discussed first in sections 6.1 and 6.2. The
concepts highlighted in these sections are used to explain erodible bed phenomena
discussed in section 6.3.

6.1. Flow Structure

General flow features of backward-facing step flow were discussed at length

in the literature review section 3.1. The level water surface LDV experiments

discussed in this section are in general agreement with other researchers’ data,

except that relative reattachment length, X R/h brink, is longer than observed by other
researchers (see section 3.1.2), attributed to a lower tailwater depth relative to the
drop height. Section 6.2 is devoted to water surface effects on reattachment length.

The bi-stable backward-facing step flow analysis presented in this section is the
only known experimental LDV study conducted on this type of flow.

6.1.1. Level (Gradually Varied) Water Surface Flows

The backward-facing step flow has been studied extensively by numerous

researchers. Most of these studies have been conducted in air ducts, but open
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channel flows have also been examined for level water surface flows. These studies
have not linked flow features to scouring mechanisms, and no known live bed

studies have been completed prior to this study. Figure 6.1 summarizes the mean
flow structure for a fixed bed open channel flow with a sand roughened bed.
Velocity vectors were generated from coincident two component LDV

measurements. Streamlines were also computed from these data and supplemented

by one-component measurements near the boundaries. Only the most reliable and

relevant streamlines are shown in Figure 6.1. Accurate streamlines were difficult to
generate due to sparseness of data; minor measurement error and three-

dimensional flow may also have affected the output. A MATLAB code that

implemented several different interpolation schemes was written to generate the

streamlines. The raw streamlines output from this code are available in Appendix I.
The fully developed open channel upstream flow separates at the brink. The

main flow continues along the free surface as a turbulent free-shear layer develops.
Initially the shear layer is reminiscent of a plane mixing layer (see 3.1.1) and the

mean flow is in the downstream direction for the full shear layer width. The reverse
flow region, defined as U < 0, is annotated in the figure; U is the time averaged

streamwise velocity component, and is positive in the downstream direction. As the
flow approaches the bed, the shear layer protrudes into the reverse flow region.
The upper boundary of the recirculating flow region is the dividing

streamline, which initiates at the brink. The reattachment location is operationally
defined as the point at which the mean dividing streamline impacts the bed.

Experimentally this location was obtained by measuring the point at which U = 0 a

short distance above the bed; upstream of this point U is negative and downstream

it is positive. Near bed velocity measurements were always spaced at intervals

smaller than 0.25h brink, and a second set of measurements was taken a few sand

grain diameters above the bed to eliminate the possibility of local recirculation near
the sand grains. Streamlines were also generated to confirm the reattachment

location, and are depicted in Appendix I. In Figure 6.1 the relative reattachment

length, X R/h brink, is 7.8. Reattachment length will be discussed in detail in
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section 6.2.

6.1.1.1. Shear Layer Thickness and Region of Influence

The shear layer expansion rate and the extent of its region of influence are

discussed in detail in this section because of their relevance to reattachment length
and equilibrium erodible bed slopes, which will be discussed later in sections 6.2
and 6.3.

In Figure 6.1 the shear layer boundary was obtained in a conventional

manner by first calculating the vorticity thickness, δ ω , which is also called velocity-

profile maximum-slope thickness (e.g. Brown and Roshko 1974). To measure δ ω for

a given profile, a line is drawn through the steepest velocity gradient within the

shear layer. Then two vertical lines are drawn, one through the measurement point
with maximum velocity and a second through the minimum (maximum negative)
velocity data point. The two points at which the diagonal line crosses the vertical
lines are considered the edge of the shear layer, as illustrated in Figure 6.1. The
distance between the two points is

δω =

U 1 −U 2
( ∂U ∂y )max

where, U 1 and U 2 are the maximum and minimum velocities in the profile. This can

be interpreted as the vorticity thickness since the vorticity, ω , about the spanwise
axis is defined as

=
ω

∂V ∂U
−
∂x ∂y

where, U and V are the mean velocity components in the streamwise, x , and

vertical, y , directions, respectively. In a free-shear layer, i.e. with a free-stream
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rather than a recirculation region, the mean vertical velocity is zero resulting in the
vorticity reducing to

ω= −

∂U
∂y

Hence, the vorticity thickness for a free-shear layer can be defined as (Brown and

Roshko 1974)

−1

∞

δ ω ω=
ω dy
=
max ∫
−∞

U 1 −U 2
( ∂U ∂y )max

Although the flow being studied is a reattaching separated shear layer with a nonzero vertical velocity component, the velocity-profile maximum-slope thickness

method is still a useful means of defining the shear layer boundaries. This vorticity
thickness approximation remains valid for the upper water column, where the

vertical velocity component at the maximum velocity location is nearly zero. The

recirculation region is more problematic due to flow curvature. The velocity-profile

maximum slope thickness method can still be used but it only approximates the
vorticity thickness accurately near the center of the recirculation region, where
vertical velocity is negligible.
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Figure 6.1 Mean velocity field for a backward-facing step flow. Top: mean velocity vectors from LDV measurements
with supplemental selected streamlines for a surface regime flow. Bottom: U/U max measurements, and illustration of
how the shear layer thickness, 𝜹𝜹𝝎, was calculated. Vertical solid lines indicate measurement locations and U = 0, while
vertical dashed lines are positioned at U max = 56 cm/s.
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When calculating the shear layer thickness, if only two data points are used

to compute ( ∂U ∂y )max , the calculation is subject to measurement error and flow

irregularities at those two points. A small error in these measurements could result

in a large error in 𝛿𝛿𝜔. To avoid such errors a MATLAB code was written to scan each

profile and determine the best fit line with the largest ∂U ∂y gradient for a

specified number of points. Since each profile has a different number of points and
the shear layer is expanding in the downstream direction, using a fixed number of

points for the best fit line did not seem appropriate. Instead the shear layer

thickness was estimated based on an 18% growth rate, which was known to be less
than the actual growth rate, and the number of points used in the curve fitting was

specified as a fraction of the assumed shear layer thickness. For example, a scan size
of 40% of the shear layer thickness might be specified in the code. The code would

then scan each profile and generate a series of linear curve fits using the number of

data points that would result in a vertical height equal to 40% of the assumed shear
layer thickness. The code selects the curve fit with the steepest velocity gradient,

( ∂U

∂y )max , and plots the line. The curve fit is then visually inspected. If the fit does

not appear to accurately represent the steepest velocity gradient (mildest slope) a

new scan size is specified and the code is run again. For Figure 6.1 the scan size was
60% of the assumed growth rate.

The growth rate is defined as 𝛥𝛿𝛿𝜔/𝛥x, where 𝛥𝛿𝛿𝜔 is the difference in shear

layer thickness between two adjacent profiles and 𝛥x is the distance between those
profiles. The growth rates for the three line segments shown in Figure 6.1 were
38%, 26%, and 25%, progressing in the downstream direction. Downstream of

these line segments it is clear that the shear layer is interacting with the boundaries
and therefore becomes difficult and less meaningful to define.

The shear layer influences the flow outside of what has been defined as the

shear layer boundaries. This influence can be seen in the form of Reynolds stresses.

The edge of the shear layer influence is identified in Figure 6.2, and was defined in a
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similar manner as the shear layer edge. A Reynolds stress profile maximum slope

thickness method was developed to determine this boundary. The general concept
is the same as the velocity-profile maximum-slope thickness method. A best fit line
is drawn through the maximum Reynolds stress slope near the lower,

( ∂uv

∂y

)

max , low

(

, and upper, −∂uv ∂y

)

max , up

, boundaries. Vertical lines are also

drawn through the upper and lower minimum Reynolds stress data points. The

intersection of these lines with the best fit lines is defined as the edge of the shear
layer influence, as illustrated in Figure 6.2. It should be noted that the absolute
maximum Reynolds stress gradient, ∂uv ∂y

max

, typically occurs near the center of

the shear layer and is not the maximum gradient being referred to, but rather the

maximum gradients on either side of the central region nearer to the boundaries are
being referred to. Due to sparsely spaced data and increased complexity in

automating the delineation of the edge of the shear layer influence, this boundary
was manually delineated and drawn.

Turbulence intensity, u ’ and v ’, also offers some insight into how wide

spread the influence of the shear layer may be felt. However, it is difficult to

delineate a clear boundary as was done with both the mean velocity and the

Reynolds stresses. For this reason the shear layer edge and the edge of the shear
layer influence previously delineated are drawn as a reference in Figure 6.3.

Turbulence intensity in both the vertical and horizontal direction are depicted.
Turbulence intensity and Reynolds stresses are defined in detail in section 2.2.
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Figure 6.2 Reynolds stress profiles for a backward-facing step flow. Reynolds stress profiles are shown with the shear
layer edge, derived from U measurements, and the edge of the shear layer influence, derived from uv measurements.
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Figure 6.3 Turbulence intensity profiles for a backward-facing step flow. Turbulence intensity profiles are shown for
both velocity components, along with the shear layer edge, derived from U measurements, and the edge of the shear
layer influence, derived from uv measurements.

6.1.2. Bi-Stable Flows
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The surface regime of a bi-stable flow resembles a classical backward-facing

step flow, but with additional streamline curvature, which mimics the standing
wave at the water surface. Beginning at the water surface the amplitude of the
added curvature is large and velocity vectors are parallel to the water surface.

Progressing downward in the water column the additional streamline curvature is
reduced until it approaches zero at the bed, where velocity vectors are horizontal.
This distortion affects the shape of the recirculation region and the angle of the

shear layer. The shear layer growth rate is only mildly affected. For the three line

segments shown in Figure 6.4 the growth rates are 24%, 22%, and 25%, which are

not radically different from the more traditional backward-facing step flow in Figure
6.1. Most differences in flow features can be explained by the wave phenomena or
the change in shear layer angle. The downward angled shear layer results in the

“edge of shear layer influence” approaching the bed more quickly, as illustrated in
Figure 6.5.

Flow features of the bi-stable surface flow are summarized and compared to

corresponding bi-stable diving-jet flow features in Figure 6.4, Figure 6.5, and Figure
6.6. Velocity and turbulence statistics for the surface flow are plotted at the same
scale as the diving flow, for comparison. Diving flow resembles a submerged jet,

which has a shear layer on either side of the jet. The dominant recirculation region
for the diving-jet occurs above the jet, near the water surface, while the dominant
recirculation region of the surface flow lies near the bed. For both flows the
reattachment location for the larger recirculation region occurs at a similar

downstream location, X R/h brink ≈ 5.4 and X R, WS/h brink ≈ 5.3. Later it will be shown

that this is not true outside the bi-stable zone; insufficient data are available to
determine if this is approximately true throughout the bi-stable zone.

Velocity profiles were taken at the wave troughs, peaks, and midpoints for

the surface flow. Whereas profiles were initially more densely spaced for the diving-
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jet flow to capture the dive and more sparsely spaced downstream. Unfortunately,
this resulted in all but the first and last velocity profiles downstream of the step

being located at different positions for the two flows. Not surprisingly, the most
downstream profile is very similar for the two flows, as is the water surface

elevation. The first profile downstream of the step is also remarkably similar within

the high speed flow region, and differs only near the bed. This is true for velocity,
turbulence and Reynolds stress profiles. The water surface profiles are still

coincident at this location. After the water surface profile deviates the flow features
in the upper water column also deviate.

The maximum surface flow velocity occurred at the first wave trough and

was 30% faster than the maximum diving-jet velocity. This increase in velocity is

attributed to the wave constricting the flow by 27%. Maximum turbulence intensity

was comparable for the two flows and Reynolds stresses were slightly higher for the
surface flow. Peak turbulence intensity occurs near the central region of the shear
layer for surface flows and near the central region of the upper shear layer for

diving-flows. Peak Reynolds stresses occur within the shear layer for surface flows,

which is far from the bed. For diving flows, peak Reynolds stresses initially occur

within the near bed shear layer, and shift to the upper shear layer after the jet

impacts the bed. Near bed high velocities and Reynolds stresses are the dominant
features of the diving-jet flow when considering scouring rates.
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Figure 6.4 Mean velocity measurements for a bi-stable backward-facing step flow. Top: surface flow, Bottom: diving-jet.
Vertical lines are the profile locations and velocity axis.
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Figure 6.5 Reynolds stresses, uv , for a bi-stable backward-facing step flow. Top: surface flow, Bottom: diving-jet.
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Figure 6.6 Turbulence intensity for a bi-stable backward-facing step flow. Top: surface flow, Bottom: diving-jet. ○ = u ’
and + = v ’.
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6.2. Reattachment Length

Variations in time averaged reattachment length have been widely

documented for backward-facing step flows, yet a general consensus on which

factors affect the relative reattachment length, and the extent of their influence, has
not been achieved. This section provides additional insights about the influence of

Reynolds number and expansion ratios on reattachment length, and explores for the
first time the relationship between reattachment length and water surface profiles.
6.2.1. Level (Gradually Varied) Water Surface

Durst and Tropea (1983) investigated the variation of relative reattachment

length, X R/h brink, on expansion ratio, ER, for both level water surface open channel
flow and closed conduit flow. The expansion ratio is defined as the ratio of the

downstream depth to the upstream depth, ER = y t/y brink. Their open channel flow
results are plotted in Figure 6.7along with new data collected for this study. Each
series represents a separate, but nearly constant, ER . A constant expansion ratio

implies that an increase in Reynolds number, Re , is simply an increase in velocity.

Their data are offset both vertically and laterally from the current data. The lateral
shift can be mitigated to some extent by using h brink as the characteristic length in
the Reynolds number (as opposed to the hydraulic radius), which is how the data

are plotted in Figure 6.8 and by Durst and Tropea. This does not entirely correct the
misalignment, but it does show that XR/h brink is a function of both velocity and the

step height. The misalignment in the vertical direction is more difficult to explain

and seems to be related to experimental conditions. Since the data of Nakagawa and
Nezu (1987) are in agreement with the current data set, no further discussion will
be made about the vertical misalignment at this point.
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Figure 6.7 Effect of upstream Re on X R for fixed ER .

All datasets presented in Figure 6.7 show that for a fixed ER the

reattachment length decreases as the flow becomes turbulent until a minimum

value is attained. As Re (or another velocity scale) is increased further XR/h brink

increases before plateauing and presumably converging on a constant value at high

Re . Other researchers have observed this dip in XR/h brink, but no consensus has

been reached on the minimum value of X R/h brink, nor the Re (nor Re h,brink) at which

it occurs (see literature review in section 3.1.1). Both the current dataset and that of
Durst and Tropea demonstrate that for a fixed Re increasing ER increases XR/h brink.
Using dye visualization, Durst and Tropea concluded that as Re increases

large scale two-dimensional vortices within the shear layer become larger and move

closer to the step, and that the dip in the X R/h brink vs. Re plot coincides with the
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maximum sized vortices. As Re increased beyond the dip, mixing increased and the

length scale of these motions decreased. From their observations it seems apparent
that X R/h brink is related to the rate of shear layer growth.
7
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Figure 6.8 Effect of Re h, brink on X R for fixed ER .

The data presented thus far do not offer any new insights but do agree with

the trends due to Re and ER observed by Durst and Tropea, but may indicate that
other unknown factors affect X R/h brink. Durst and Tropea did not consider

ER > 1.25 (or y brink/h brink < 5) for open channel flow, although they did consider

large expansion ratios for closed conduits, which will be discussed later. Figure 6.9
presents new data for large expansion ratios.

Relative reattachment length increases at a faster rate for small t d/h brink (for

level water surfaces t d/h brink = y step/h brink). Circle size in Figure 6.9 scales with
upstream Re and dashed lines represent nearly constant Re . The same trend of

larger X R/h brink for larger Re can be observed; Re smaller than those observed at
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the trough in Figure 6.7 were not considered since the upstream flow is laminar or
transitionally turbulent. Marker type indicates step height and confirms the
secondary dependence on h brink.
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Figure 6.9 Effect of Re and expansion ratio on reattachment.

The normalization X R/h brink accounts for geometric effects of h brink but does

not account for the additional effect of h brink on flow features. At t d/h brink near 1 the

shear layer growth is limited by the water surface. The rapid increase in X R/h brink in

this region is attributed to inhibited shear layer growth and steeper velocity

gradients. If steeper velocity gradients do in fact contribute to increased X R/h brink
then increasing h brink is not equivalent to reducing t d.

Variation in t d is separated out as the only changing variable for data pairs in

Figure 6.10. The tailwater was increased while maintaining a constant velocity (this
does imply an increase in Re , but not an increase in Re h,brink) for a constant

h brink = 4 cm. Each line connecting data pairs represents a different velocity in

Figure 6.10. An increase in t d alone decreases X R/h brink (note that increasing t d
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decreases ER ). The rate of increase is a function of velocity.
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Figure 6.10 Effect of tailwater depth on X R/h brink. Pairs of constant velocity for a
4 cm step drop, with variable tailwater depth. Circle size scales with velocity.
The effect of h brink independent of other variables is considered in Figure

6.11. Both velocity and t d are fixed for pairs of data, implying that Re is also fixed,

but Re h,brink is not fixed. Increasing h brink (note the reverse scale) increases

X R/h brink. For higher velocities (and hence higher Re ), X R/h brink increases at a

slower rate, and under certain conditions for sufficiently high velocities increasing

h brink has no effect on X R/h brink. This could explain why some researchers have
concluded that the expansion ratio is unimportant, or even that increasing ER

results in slightly smaller X R/h brink.

Figure 6.10 seems to support the hypothesis that steeper velocity gradients

contribute to increased X R/h brink, since higher velocities result in longer X R/h brink,

for fixed t d. However, it does not rule out the effect of Re , since Re is also
increasing.
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Figure 6.11 Effect of step height on X R/h brink. Both velocity and depth are fixed
for data pairs.
Comparing Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11shows that increasing h brink is not

equivalent to reducing the flow depth (note that the upstream flow depth y ≈ t d).

For high velocities, decreasing the tailwater has a much greater effect than

increasing the step height; for low velocities the opposite is true. Both length scales,

t d and h brink, have a physical effect on the flow that goes beyond a simple geometric

scaling. Using either of these lengths (recall that t d = y brink for duct flows) as the
characteristic length in the Reynolds number is inadequate; both need to be
incorporated in some fashion.

The data in Figure 6.9, Figure 6.10, and Figure 6.11 are exclusively for open

channel flows where y brink > y c. In Figure 6.12 the data are augmented with flows

that include y brink < y c. The expansion ratio is now defined in terms of the tailwater

depth, y t, to avoid negative numbers on the log scale and for comparison to future

plots.
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Figure 6.12 Reattachment length comparison with other studies.

The author is unaware of any open channel flow studies with reattachment

length data with y t/h brink < 3 (i.e. t d/h brink < 2), other than the present study. For

this reason, Durst’s and Tropea’s (1983) data on duct flows are included as a

reference that extends to y t/h brink = 2 (i.e. t d/h brink = 1). All other data points are

open channel flow. For all open channel flow studies included in Figure 6.12, except
Pronchick and Kline (1983), the free surface is located above the step (i.e. the step
drop is in the direction of gravity). The flow of Etheridge and Kemp (1978) is a

developing turbulent boundary layer that has developed to a thickness of 2h brink at
the brink. All other studies shown are presumably fully developed upstream
turbulent flow.

The general trend in Figure 6.12 is similar for all datasets. A significant

portion of the scatter can be accounted for by Re effects. The data shift between
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individual step heights again demonstrates the additional dependence on h brink. It is
not clear what is causing the misalignment between studies. One possibility is flow
disturbances near the solid boundaries or the water surface. The most notable

discrepancy occurs between the current study and that of Durst and Tropea near

y t/h brink = 5. This is near the inflection point in the plot and may be a sensitive

region. The current study has a sand roughened bed and a slightly more turbulent

free-stream than that of Durst and Tropea (they reported a free-stream turbulence
intensity of 3 to 4%, compared to 4 to 7% turbulence intensity near the water

surface in the current study). None of the other researchers added roughness to

their channel bed. It is not clear if either of these factors plays an important role, but
it is difficult to find other documented differences in the studies.

The general trend of X R/h brink increasing with increasing ER , or with

decreasing y t/h brink, persists between datasets, as concluded by other researchers

for closed conduit flows. The current dataset confirms that this trend also holds true
for open channel flows with large expansions, and shows that after a peak value of

X R/h brink ≈ 12 is attained X R/h brink decreases. Some authors disagreed with the idea
that X R/h brink increases with ER , and even argued that the opposite trend occurs. It

was shown that increasing h brink is not equivalent to decreasing t d, which explains
why some researchers only considering changes in h brink might not have observed

X R/h brink increasing with ER .

6.2.2. Effects of Water Surface Waves

The peak X R/h brink in Figure 6.12 coincides with the point at which water

surface waves begin to be noticeable. None of the other researchers collected data in
this range. To better examine the effects of surface waves a new parameter is

introduced. For the present dataset it was observed that -a ≈ t d - y c, where a is the

mean amplitude (half the wave height) of the water surface waves, determined by
averaging the wave amplitudes measured from x = 0 to x = X R. Figure 6.13 gives
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some idea of the accuracy of this approximation by plotting 1 – a /h brink, and Figure
6.14 b) through f) show the water surface profile measurements used to calculate
the amplitude. Figure 6.14 was generated from point gauge water surface profiles

and LDV based X R measurements. The data shown in Figure 6.13 are the same data

shown in Figure 6.12, except that duct flow are omitted because there is no physical
significance to yc in duct flow. As one might expect the duct data would have

deviated significantly from the open channel flow trends if plotted using yc as a

variable.
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Figure 6.13 Wave effects on relative reattachment length.

Maximum X R occurs when the tailwater depth is near the same elevation as

the upstream critical depth, i.e. near (y t -y c)/h brink = 1. Water surface waves also
begin to affect X R at (y t -y c)/h brink = 1, which corresponds with water surface
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profile c) in Figure 6.14. Unfortunately, for (y t -y c)/h brink <1 only one step height
was examined, except for a single data point near the peak. The full range of

X R/h brink may not be possible for every step height since regime changes occur at

higher relative tailwater depths for smaller relative drops.

X R decreases with increasing wave height. The reduction in X R is likely

caused by the shear layer being initially angled downward toward the bed, which

increases the growth rate on the step side of the shear layer. Larger waves result in
steeper downward angles and closer proximity to the bed. Downstream of the first
trough the flow angles back toward the surface, but the shear layer has already
expanded and cannot recover although the recirculation region does expand.

The change from surface flow to diving-jet occurs when the wave breaks and

collapses. However, it is possible for the wave to break without collapsing and
remain in the surface state. But the wave must collapse for the transition from

surface to diving flow to occur. The transition from f) to g) in Figure 6.14 (these are
bi-stable flows states) can occur either by disturbing the flow or by lowering the

tailwater. This transition is annotated in Figure 6.13 by a vertical dashed line.
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Figure 6.14 Water surface profiles and reattachment location. For a) h brink = 2.1
cm, Re ≈ 18,000; and for b) through g) h brink = 7.9 cm, Re ≈17,000.

6.3. Scour
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Scour downstream of a backward-facing step with a wide range of water

surface profiles is discussed in this section. Primary emphasis is placed on surface
and bi-stable flows, with less attention devoted to stable diving-jet flows.
6.3.1. Shear Layer Scouring Mechanisms

Within the recirculating region of a surface flow (i.e. non-diving flow)

downstream of a backward-facing step, the motion of particles due to scour is
initially predominantly in the upstream direction and is caused primarily by

seemingly random impacts on the bed. These impacts are hypothesized as being

caused by lumps of fluid ejected from the shear layer. The extent of the bed impact
could be roughly observed by sand movement, although precise dimensions were

difficult to characterize. Based on the impact size, these large scale events are most

likely much smaller than both the step height and the shear layer thickness directly

above the impact. These seemingly random impacts appear to be three dimensional
in nature, as their spanwise width is similar in magnitude to the streamwise width
and much smaller than the channel width. Yet the upstream slope generated from
the displaced sand is relatively two dimensional, implying that the time averaged
flow characteristics are roughly two dimensional in nature.

Initially no bed impacts are observed within the upstream half of the

recirculation region. Bed impacts are seem more likely to have an upstream velocity

component within the region upstream of the mean reattachment location, although
the vertical velocity component clearly dominates. After sediment has backfilled to

the step and a quasi-steady state upstream slope has formed, bursts impact the full

length of the upstream scour hole slope but result in no net mean movement. At this
stage occasional streak-like bursts occur with a dominant upstream or downstream
velocity component, when compared to the vertical component. However, many if
not most of the bursts are still the dominant vertical impact type.
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To further investigate the influence of the shear layer, an experiment was

conducted with identical initial flow characteristic to the experiment discussed in
Figure 6.1, Figure 6.2, and Figure 6.3, but with a erodible sand bed. Figure 6.15

shows both an 8.3 day and 26.3 day bed profile along the flume centerline; both

profiles were generated using photogrammetry. The upstream bed slope is nearly

coincident for the two cases up to about 25 cm downstream of the step, confirming

that the upstream slope must be near an equilibrium state. The 26.3 day bed slope is
a nearly constant 12.5 degree slope up to about 38 cm downstream of the step,

perhaps indicating that the slope is not at equilibrium downstream of that point.
The sand bed remains highly active along the entire slope, but with no net
movement.
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Figure 6.15 Pre-scour shear layer compared to post scour erodible bed. All
features depicted are for the pre-scour flow except the mobile bed profiles; the
fixed bed profile and the mobile bed profile at time t = 0 coincide.
The pre-scour shear layer edge and the “edge of shear layer influence,”

defined in Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2, are depicted in Figure 6.15. The scour slope is
nearly parallel to the edge of the shear layer influence, prior to the reduction in

shear layer growth caused by the fixed bed. The bed profile is shown with velocity
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measurements for both the pre-scour and post-scour experiments in Figure 6.16.

The sand bed had little effect on the velocity profiles near the step, but farther

downstream the backflow velocity has been reduced significantly and the reverse

flow region has been compressed to a small near bed region. The velocity gradient
on the most downstream profile indicates that the edge of the shear layer has

moved down to the near bed region. The bed slope near the two most downstream
profiles is very close to the supposed equilibrium slope, but that slope has not yet

been reached. Insufficient data are available to determine if the shear layer and the
distance from step (cm)

reverse flow boundary approach the bed at equilibrium.
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Figure 6.16 Comparison of U for pre and post scour states. Pre-scour, +, LDV
velocity profiles and post-scour, ○, profiles with post-scour bed at 8.3 days.

The mean reattachment point is located on the upstream scour hole slope, at

approximately 66 cm on day 8 and 99 cm on day 26. The reattachment zone likely

extends to the bottom of the scour hole, for both time durations. The shorter X R on
day 8 may indicate that sediment is moving in the downstream direction near the
toe of the slope, which seems plausible since the upstream slope has reached

equilibrium. Given that the reverse flow boundary moved downward, a decrease in

relative reattachment length is expected. Pre-scour X R/h brink = 7.8, while post scour

X R/h XR = 5.3 and 6.1 for the 8.3 day and 26.3 day experiments, respectively. For an
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erodible bed h XR is defined as the vertical distance from the brink to the

reattachment location. X R/h XR is smaller than the pre-scour X R/h brink, but as

expected X R is larger since the scour hole is deeper. Although the 23.3 day scour
hole results in a large X R/h XR than the 8.3 day experiment, one should not

necessarily conclude that the reattachment length is growing. The discrepancy may

be due measurement inaccuracy. The reverse flow velocities for the erodible bed

flow are very small, which compounds any measurement errors, as do local
irregularities on the erodible bed.

Reynolds stresses were difficult to measure near the bed because the bed

obstructed the vertical component LDV beams. Based on the limited data obtained
in the most downstream profile of Figure 6.17, Reynolds stresses do not appear to
have been affected significantly by the presence of the erodible bed. The erodible

bed also did not significantly affect the turbulence intensities (see Appendix I for

turbulence intensity profiles and the full bed profiles). The “edge of the shear layer

influence,” defined by the pre-scour Reynolds stresses, lies just below the post-scour

mobile bed, making the edge of the shear layer influence a conservative estimate for
distance from step (cm)

the equilibrium scour hole slope; at least for the flow depicted in Figure 6.17
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Figure 6.17 Comparison of Reynolds stresses for pre and post-scour states. uv
measurements for pre-scour, +, and post-scour, ○, states with the post-scour
bed at 8.3 days.

An experiment was conducted to investigate the initiation of sediment
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movement downstream of a lower velocity backward facing step. An upstream

depth of 10.7 cm was selected with a mean upstream velocity of 23 cm/s, which just
exceeds the incipient motion velocity (see Table 2.1). The step height was selected

such that the downstream mean velocity was 17 cm/s, which is below the threshold
of sediment movement for a fully developed open channel flow. As expected, far
downstream no sediment motion could be detected. However, within the

recirculation region the rate of sand grain movement was comparable to the rate of

movement in a level bed experiment conducted with flow conditions identical to the
upstream flow; i.e. had the upstream bed (in the fully developed flow region) been
erodible it would have eroded at a similar rate as the downstream bed. The

mechanism by which the sand grains moved differed substantially. Incipient motion
for the level bed flow was dominated by isolated sand particles that occasionally

dislodged and rolled along the bed. Whereas particles downstream of the backwardfacing step moved in groups of a few particles and occasionally particles would rock
and not dislodge.

A second experiment was conducted with a 14 cm drop in which the flow

rate was gradually increased until sediment motion initiated within the

recirculation region. Initiation of motion occurred at a mean tailwater velocity of
about 8 cm/s, while the mean velocity upstream of the step was 27 cm/s. The

maximum backflow velocity recorded was 4.6 cm/s. This clearly indicates that mean
velocity within the recirculation region is not analogous to the mean incipient

motion velocity of a fully developed flow. It is also clear that the mean tailwater
velocity cannot be used as a marker for incipient motion downstream of a

backward-facing step; the mean tailwater velocity for the previous case was 17

cm/s and it was only 8 cm/s for the present case, although both were near incipient
motion.

6.3.2. Bed Evolution for Critical Flow at the Step
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At low tailwater depths, the backward-facing step flow passes through

critical depth just upstream of the step. If the tailwater is sufficiently deep, waves

downstream of the drop have a small amplitude and the flow is very similar to the
more classical backward-facing step flow discussed in 6.1.1. As the tailwater is

lowered the wave amplitude increases. Since the near-surface velocity vectors must
be parallel to the water surface, the near-surface velocity field is wavy. This wave

distortion affects the shape of the recirculation region and results in variations in

the shear layer growth. The bi-stable surface regime flow discussed in section 6.1.2

is an example of this type of flow. However, for the present flow the wave amplitude
is sufficiently small that it is difficult to see any effects, although such effects may be
present. Scouring mechanisms and general flow features are conceptually the same
as the non-critical flow discussed in section 6.3.1, with most differences being

attributed to the low water surface inhibiting shear layer growth and increasing
velocity gradients.

An experiment was conducted with h brink = 5.8 cm and an upstream critical

depth of 1.8 cm (with y brink = 1.5 cm). This large relative expansion resulted in a

very slow scouring rate even though the maximum velocity was 59.6 cm/s.

Photographs illustrating the time evolution of the scour hole are shown in Figure

6.18. In general, the time evolution depicted is similar to other surface flow scour

holes. The flat undisturbed bed region upstream of the scour hole mound on day 3 is
also present during much faster scour. This region lies outside of the edge of the
shear layer influence.
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Figure 6.18 Time evolution a surface flow scour hole.

Note that the bed movement between day 8 and 9 is minimal, which

permitted LDV measurement. The six most upstream velocity profiles depicted in
Figure 6.19 were taken in a single 14 hr period. A precise reattachment location

could not be determined for the live bed case because the sand prevented optical
access. Reattachment must have occurred downstream of the maximum scour

location, and perhaps a short distance up the downstream scour hole slope. This is
in contrast to the equilibrium flow in Figure 6.16, in which reattachment occurred

on the upstream slope. This seems to support the notion that as the equilibrium bed
slope is approached the near bed velocity profile flattens such that the recirculation
region is no longer a dominant feature.
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Figure 6.19 Developing scour hole and fixed bed velocity profiles. Velocity profiles along a mobile developing sand bed,
○, compared to velocity profiles for a fixed level sand bed, 𝖷𝖷, positioned at the same elevation as the trough of the
mobile bed scour hole. A three-dimensional rendering of the scour hole generated using photogrammetry illustrates
the two dimensional nature of the upstream slope.
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Figure 6.20 is a close up view of Figure 6.19. The closer view of the velocity

profiles in Figure 6.20 reveals that the fixed-bed case has lower velocities at the
intersection of the erodible bed. The opposite trend was observed for the near

equilibrium slope flow in Figure 6.16. When comparing Figure 6.16 and Figure 6.20
there are four important differences 1) the fixed bed flow in Figure 6.16 is an initial
bed elevation while in Figure 6.20 the fixed bed is placed at the maximum scour
depth, 2) the expansion ratio is much larger in Figure 6.20, 3) mild waves are

present in Figure 6.20, 4) the erodible bed in Figure 6.16 is near an equilibrium

state while in Figure 6.20 the flow is still developing. The first two, and perhaps

three, of these features affect the flow but it is not obvious that they should cause

the flow to react differently to a fixed bed. The fourth difference may account for the
different response to the scour bed slope. It is plausible that as the eroding bed
constricts the recirculation region it accelerates the backflow, whereas a near

equilibrium slope might choke the backflow. This hypothesis cannot be confirmed
since the two experiments differed and the possibility that the erodible bed flow
responds differently to the presence of waves or that the waves triggered some

other instability cannot be ruled out, but this seems unlikely given that no wave

features can be seen.
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Figure 6.20 Close up view of velocity profiles from Figure 6.19. The additional
dashed line is the shear layer edge for the erodible bed flow.
It therefore seems most likely that as the bed develops the recirculation

region is constricted resulting in higher backflow velocities near the edge of the

shear layer. This in turn results in a steeper shear layer velocity gradient that

reduces the shear layer growth rate and expands the recirculation region, perhaps

forcing a longer reattachment length. At some threshold, apparently the shear layer
cannot be constricted more and the flow draws back down toward the bed, nearly
eliminating the recirculation zone. This is somewhat speculative and would be a
more compelling argument if one could show that the edge of the shear layer

influence, as defined by the Reynolds stresses remains constant throughout the

process. Unfortunately, only one data point was taken at the steepest gradient of the
Reynolds stresses for the fixed bed profile at 23 cm. This single data point nearly

coincides with the Reynolds stresses for the mobile bed case in Figure 6.21, but a
second point is not available to check the gradient. The Reynolds stress gradient

upstream appears to be the same as the mobile bed case. Even if the Reynolds stress
gradient differs the general process could still be correct, but the Reynolds stress
gradient would not be as precise an indicator of the equilibrium bed profile as

supposed. Turbulence intensity profiles for the mobile and fixed bed cases also
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differ and are include in Appendix I.
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Figure 6.21 Reynolds stresses for a fixed bed and a developing mobile bed.

One perhaps less obvious difference between the flows depicted in Figure

6.16 and Figure 6.20 is that although both have a mean velocity of 48 cm/s at the
brink, t d and y brink are significantly smaller in Figure 6.20, resulting in a steeper

velocity gradient; the draw down also contributes to velocity profile differences. It is
not clear if this steeper velocity gradient affects the shear layer growth rate.

However, it is clear that the proximity of the water surface reduces the growth rate.
The shear layer quickly reaches the water surface in Figure 6.20 and growth in that
direction is no longer possible. The growth rate on the low speed side of the shear

layer also decreases dramatically and is approximately half the growth rate seen in

Figure 6.16. It may simply be that retarding the growth of the upper shear layer also
retards the lower shear layer growth, or the steeper initial velocity gradient may
also contribute to reducing the growth rate.

For plane mixing layers the shear layer growth rate is often assumed to be

proportional to

λ=

U upper −U lower
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U upper +U lower

where the upper and lower subscripts indicate the free-stream velocities. Using the

maximum and minimum velocities in place of the upper and lower free-stream
velocities results in λ being non-constant and varying from 1 at the brink to a

maximum of about 1.5 within the region upstream of reattachment. It is interesting

that the same range of λ applies to both flow cases, but the lower water surface case
(large expansion ration) has a longer reattachment length and hence λ increases
more slowly. Or perhaps the opposite conclusion should be made that since the
growth rate is slower the reattachment length is longer.

The slower growth rate appears to results in a milder scour hole slope, but

the slope has not yet reached equilibrium. This is in harmony with the hypothesis

that the edge of the shear layer influence, as determined from the Reynolds stress
gradient, can be used as an estimate for the equilibrium scour hole slope.
6.3.3. Flow Regimes and Scour

The stable surface-regime flow, shown in Figure 6.22, results in

comparatively slow scour with mild scour hole slopes, while diving-jet flow, shown
in Figure 6.23, scours at a much more rapid rate and produces much steeper scour
holes. In both figures the initial condition was a backward-facing step with a level

erodible downstream bed. Sediment movement differs significantly for the two

regimes. The surface flow initially has a region of flow separation, much like the

recirculation region in classical backward-facing step flow, which moves the sand

upstream towards the top of the step in a clockwise circulation motion. The divingjet is dominated by a counterclockwise motion that moves the sand up the

downstream scour hole slope. Surface flow scour is believed to be caused by masses

of fluid ejected from the shear layer, as discussed in detail in section 6.3.1. Diving-jet
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scour is caused by more direct jet interaction with the bed. Diving-jet scour looks
like a rapid shear movement, except that it does not occur in a two-dimensional

uniform manner across the width of the channel as one might expect. Instead the

most rapid scour region occurs over a comparatively small width of the channel and
progresses from side to side across the channel, ultimately resulting in a relatively

two-dimensional scour hole. Streamwise streaks can be observed in the scour hole
during this process yet the diving-jet appears generally two-dimensional, perhaps

indicating that some instability is present.

Given the distinct characteristics of the two flows, it is surprising that the

regimes are seldom mentioned in scour literature. Since the diving-jet flow can
produce scour depths an order of magnitude deeper than surface-jet flow over

similar durations, knowing which regime one is operating in is crucial for design.

Figure 6.22 Surface-jet scour. Quasi-equilibrium scour hole with surface-jet
flow over what was initially a backward-facing step. Left: shallow, near critical
upstream water surface. Right: deeper water.
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Figure 6.23 Diving-jet scour. Diving-jet flow over what was initially a
backward-facing step. Left: Scouring exposed the channel bottom at a very low
discharge. Right: active scour for a higher discharge.

Equilibrium scour depths could not be measured for diving-jet flow because

our flume was not deep enough, even at low discharges. Surface tension effects

become questionable at very low discharges, so diving-jet equilibrium states were

not pursued.

Several surface-jet scour experiments were conducted for a range of

discharges and durations. Unfortunately many of these experiments resulted in
three-dimensional or dual scour holes, due to some unknown instability that

seemed to be related to non-uniform velocity profiles under certain conditions

(two-dimensional scour holes were considered exclusively for LDV measurements).

A table of the results is shown in Table 6.1; significant scatter is possible.

Table 6.1 also shows scour depth predictions from some of the more

prominent scour equations. The scour depth, d scour, is measured relative to the
initial bed elevation. Numbers in bold face indicate proper application of the

equation. Mason and Arumugam (1985) developed an empirical dimensional

equation for free jet scour, while the model of Bormann and Julien (1991), with a
more theoretical basis in jet diffusion arguments, was intended for “free and

submerged jets at any orientation”. One might have expected the Mason-Arumugam
model to overpredict surface-jet scour due to its empirical basis in free-jet (similar

to diving-jet) scour, but both models were inconsistent in their prediction of surface
flow scour. And both models severely under predicted diving-jet scour. The

Veronese (Pemberton and Lara 1984; Veronese 1937) and Larsen-Flick
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(1983)models are also intended for plunging flows. The Larsen and Flick equation is
the only equation that has the potential of not under predicting diving-jet scour.

If the equilibrium slope is independent of the initial step height, h brink, and if

h brink does not affect the maximum equilibrium scour depth, d scour,∞, then the scour

depth must be measured from the brink, i.e. d scour,∞ + h brink. If on the other hand

h brink affects the equilibrium bed slope, it must be included as a separate relevant

variable. From the experiments in Table 6.1 and previous conclusions about shear
layer growth rates it is hypothesized that t d, relative to some velocity parameter,

affects d scour,∞. The effects of the initial h brink are less clear when considering only

the data presented thus far. Rajaratnam and Macdougall (1983) showed that scour

hole geometry is geometrically similar when scaling by d scour,∞ and the horizontal

distance, x scour,∞, to d scour,∞ (see literature review in section 3.3 for additional

discussion). Their experiments were for upstream supercritical slot jet flow and

were conducted with an erodible bed that was initially level with the brink. If the

same scaling hold for subcritical flows, and h brink is in fact unimportant, one might
expect geometric similarity even when an initial step drop is present.

Table 6.1 Scour depth experiments. Bold indicates intended application. See Appendix K for equations.
Actual Scour

Depth, d scour
Duration, t d
V step
td
Step drop, h brink
(m/s) (m)
(m)
(m)
(hrs)
0.009
0.028
17.2
0.43 0.015
surface
0.004
surface
0.038
21.4
0.36 0.044
0.46 0.076
0.029
31.5
surface
0.040
0.025
40.0
0.53 0.021
surface
0.041
40.0
0.53 0.021
0.023
surface
0.041
0.058
48.4
0.53 0.021
0.022
surface
0.020
0.052
77.0
0.35 0.020
surface
0.004
95.2
0.28 0.093
surface
0.038
0.021
surface
0.058
196.7
0.48 0.016
0.081
198.8
0.46 0.075
0.061
surface
surface
0.040
273.7
0.45 0.077
0.097
0.097
0.080
632.0
0.45 0.077
surface
0.000
surface
0.140
near equilibrium 0.26 0.064
0.000
surface
0.040
near equilibrium 0.23 0.111
diving-jet
0.119
19.33
0.19 -0.011 > 0.116 (flume bottom)
diving-jet
0.053
15.45
0.39 -0.023 >0.182 (flume bottom)
Regime

Veronese, 1937 Mason, 1985 Laursen & Flick 1983 Bormann & Julien, 1991
Scour Depth
(m)
-0.004
-0.031
-0.033
-0.004
-0.004
-0.020
-0.025
-0.082
-0.024
-0.062
-0.040
-0.070
-0.146
-0.108
-0.041
0.038

Scour Depth
(m)
0.019
0.028
0.079
0.037
0.037
0.024
0.010
0.008
0.012
0.061
0.072
0.053
-0.063
-0.019
-0.005
0.056

Scour Depth
(m)
0.103
0.000
0.000
0.225
0.224
0.208
0.114
0.000
0.154
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.197
0.284

Scour Depth
(m)
0.003
0.039
0.115
0.014
0.014
0.001
-0.006
0.089
-0.011
0.093
0.115
0.093
-0.032
0.091
-0.065
-0.011
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In Figure 6.24 the developing sand bed profile from Figure 6.19 and the sand

bed profiles with upstream equilibrium slopes from Figure 6.15 are plotted with the
proposed geometric scaling. Since these scour holes have not reached an

equilibrium depth the ∞ subscript was dropped, but for the 8.3 and 23.3 day

experiments the upstream slope had reached equilibrium. The upstream half of the

scour holes are geometrically similar over time, after an equilibrium slope has been
attained, while the downstream half of the hole is not similar; dimensional scour

hole profiles are shown in Figure 6.25 for reference. The scour hole that has not yet
backfilled to the step is not similar, although it still lies within the experimental
scatter of Rajaratanam and Macdougall’s data (not shown in figure), as do the
downstream scour hole slopes. The upstream scour hole slopes are in better
agreement with Rajaratnam and Macdougall’s data than the sine curve they

proposed, which is drawn for reference. The downstream slope of the 23.3 hr

experiment roughly follows the mean data trend of Rajaratnam and Macdougall’s
data, except for the bed forms, but plateaus earlier due to the initial drop, h brink.

The scour hole profiles are plotted again in Figure 6.26, but with scour hole

depth measured relative to the initial bed elevation (i.e. d scour is used for

normalization rather than d scour + h brink) and the bed elevations are also measured

relative to the initial bed elevation (i.e. z brink + h brink is used instead of h brink). Figure

6.24 and Figure 6.26 would be identical for Rajaratnam and Macdougall’s data since
for them h brink = 0. Scour hole similarity is not achieved when referencing scour

depth to the initial bed elevation. This supports the hypothesis that the relevant

scour depth variable is h brink + d scour,∞, rather than simply d scour,∞. It is interesting to
note that the only equation in Table 6.1 that attempted to distinguish between

surface and plunging flows by considering the jet angle was that of Borman and

Julian, but they used d scour,∞ as the relevant scour depth. The other equations, which

are for plunging flow, measured the scour depth relative to the water surface, i.e.

d scour,∞ + y t was the relevant depth, which does not assume h brink is a relevant
variable.
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sine curve (Rajaratnam
23.3 days
& Macdougall 1983)
(present study)
(present study)
mean data curve of Rajaratnam & Macdougall (1983)

developing slope
(present study)

Figure 6.24 Similarity of scour holes independent of h brink. The 23.3 day
experiment is a continuation of the 8.3 day experiment. The developing slope
experiment is a separate experiment with smaller t d/y c and a non-equilibrium
slope that has not yet reached the step.
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Figure 6.25 Erodible bed profiles.
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Figure 6.26 Dissimilarity of scour holes when scaling relative to h brink.

It is hypothesized that the effects of the initial h brink are negligible for surface

flows, but may play a role in diving-jet flow since the downstream mound height
might limit the equilibrium scour and may be a function of the initial h brink. The

downstream mound does not seem to play an important role in surface flow scour.

For the surface regime scour experiments in Table 6.1 h brink was large compared to

d scour, such that d scour + h brink is dominated by h brink and no definitive correlations
can be made. However, it is clear that existing scour equations are inadequate.

For surface flow scour the deepest point in the scour hole initially occurs at

the reattachment location as illustrated in Figure 6.27. It was previously

hypothesized that as the scour hole enlarges the reattachment location moves to the
downstream end of the scour hole, and eventually as an equilibrium slope is

approached the reattachment location progresses up the upstream slope. Figure
6.27 only considers initial scour, i.e. t ≈ 0.
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Figure 6.27 Variation in scour initiation position with X R/h brink.
6.3.4. Erodible Bed Regime Cycling

Spontaneous cycling between flow regimes caused by bed deformation is

possible for erodible bed flows within or near the bi-stable regime. In section 5.3.2.2

it was shown that sloped obstructions cause the regime boundaries to shift. A sloped
obstruction that approached the reverse flow boundary (which is near the edge of
the shear layer) of a bi-stable surface regime flow, constricted the backflow

sufficiently to force a transition into a diving state. The cycling process is depicted
pictorially in Figure 6.28; recall from CHAPTER 5 that the upper regime boundary

represents the transition to surface flow, while the lower boundary represents the
transition into diving-jet flow, with the central region being a bi-stable flow.

During a cycling episode the flow is tripped from a surface state to a diving

state as the erodible bed backfills toward the step (Figure 6.28b). In section 5.3.2.2

the sloped obstructions extended back to the vertical drop, but from visual
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observations of actual cycling it is evident that the first cycle occurs well before the

eroding slope reaches the drop face (as depicted in Figure 6.28b). This implies that

the key position for cutting off the backflow is located some distance downstream of
the drop. For the slope depicted in Figure 5.13 a), the key location might be about

halfway down the slope, which means the upstream half of the slope had little or no
effect. Although the sloped obstruction does not completely cutoff the backflow

region in a surface flow, the same obstruction height would completely cutoff the

corresponding diving-jet near-bed recirculation region (see Figure 5.13). As a result,

after the cutoff slope forces a transition into a diving-jet state (Figure 6.28b), the
newly created diving flow rides along the slope without a dominant near bed

recirculation region until it scours out the bed and forms a new recirculation region
(Figure 6.28c).

As the scour hole develops, a small slope remains within the backflow region

of the diving-jet flow (Figure 6.28c). In section 5.3.2.2 it was shown that a small
slope within the near-bed recirculation region of a diving flow tends to pull the

surface regime boundary downward (Figure 6.28c), making a transition to surface

flow more likely. The h slope/h brink = 0.57 obstruction depicted in Figure 5.13 b) did

not force the surface flow regime boundary (Figure 5.12) to drop below the bi-

stable data point. That data point in that figure represents the bi-stable flow data
analyzed in section 6.1.2, from which Figure 5.13 was generated, and also

represents the initial conditions of the cycling flow discussed in this section. At first
glance one might think that a transition back into the surface flow is not possible
since none of the obstructions tested lowered the surface regime boundary
sufficiently. However, the diving-jet is now rapidly scouring the bed, which

increases h brink/H , resulting in the data point shifting to the right (Figure 6.28c).

This shift moves the point above the surface flow boundary.
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pre-erosion surface flow
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hbrink/H

end of 2nd surface phase
hbrink

begin 1st diving phase
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hbrink

≈ initial regime
boundaries

begin 2nd diving phase
hbrink

Figure 6.28 Erodible bed effects on regime boundaries; cycling process. Time
increases from a) to e), with one complete cycle being from a) to d) or from b)
to e). The regime boundaries at time a) are shown as dashed lines for reference
in times b) to e). Solid regime boundaries represent the instant after the
pictures in the center column, but the instant before the regime change in the
latter column. The data point was drawn at the h brink depicted in the center
pictures, but would move the instant after the regime changes. The original
position of the data point is drawn where applicable. The relevant h brink location
depicted is assumed for conceptual purposes.

It seems probable that other components of the scour hole geometry,
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including the downstream mound in the diving-jet phase, play a role in directing the
flow back into the surface state. Certainly the path of the diving-jet changes as the

scour hole develops, which would affect its ability to return to the surface state.

However, the effect of the upstream scour hole slope and the increase in depth are
sufficiently dominant to justify the transition without considering other factors.

Backfilling during the surface phase decreases h brink/H , returning the data

point to roughly its original position (Figure 6.28d). The cycling continues to repeat
itself (Figure 6.28e) with abrupt spontaneous transitions from one phase to the
other.

An erodible bed experiment equivalent to the bi-stable flow analyzed in

section 6.1.2 was allowed to cycle for a 24 hr period. Time lapse photography was
used to capture the transition from diving to surface flow. The photograph time

interval was 15 seconds. This is slightly shorter than the duration of the average
diving-jet phase. However, no significant diving-jet bursts could have been

overlooked since the surface phase lasted an average of about 15 minutes, and the

diving-jet leaves an apparent impact on the bed. To rule out any very short bursts a
1 second interval was used initially, followed by a 5 second time interval for about

the first hour; no mini-bursts were observed. Photographs were visually inspected

to identify cycle times.

Cycle times varied within a limited range and, generally speaking, longer

diving-jet phases were followed by longer surface phases. Cycle durations are

plotted in Figure 6.29, with one cycle being defined as the combined duration of one

diving-jet phase plus one surface phase. The cycle duration increased gradually with
time but plateaued near 14 minutes and later near 18 minutes, with an average

duration of about 15 minutes. The remarkable consistency and persistence of the

cycling can be partially attributed to selecting a well-balanced flow. Had a flow been

selected that was closer to the surface regime boundary the diving-jet cycling would
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have diminished to small bursts and the cycle duration would have increased with

cycle duration (hh:mm)

time.

0:35
0:30
0:25
0:20
0:15
0:10
0:05

0:00
0:00

3:00

moving average

6:00
9:00 12:00 15:00 18:00
total time elapsed (hh:mm)

21:00

0:00

Figure 6.29 Erodible bed regime cycle duration

As one can see in Figure 6.31 the downstream end of the final scour hole is

reminiscent of a surface flow scour hole, with only the upstream slope being

affected by the diving-jet flow. When comparing the final scour hole (near t = 24

hrs) in Figure 6.31 with the initial scour hole (near t = 10 min) in Figure 6.30 it is
clear that the scour hole has grown in the streamwise direction considerably, but
near the step mean changes in the bed are less noticeable considering that the

dominant scour is occurring in this region. This is because both phases of the cycle
are moving a similar volume of sediment, but in the opposite direction. One

noticeable difference is that the backfill had not yet reached the step face after the

first cycle in Figure 6.30, but within a few cycles after that photograph was taken the
backfill was similar to the last cycle in Figure 6.31.
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Figure 6.30 First cycle in time series from Figure 6.29. Top: surface regime,
bottom: diving-jet regime.
The initial volumetric scouring rate, at t = 0, was measured using

photogrammetry. A surface flow was video recorded while it eroded the bed for

about 5 min. After turning the pump off, the video was reviewed to determine the
precise starting and ending times. Any error in starting or ending times was very
small compared to the total duration of 4 min 46 sec. Starting and stopping the

flume had little impact on the bed since the flume is a recirculating flume and begins
full of water. The flume was slowly drained without disturbing the bed and
photographs were taken for the photogrammetric process.
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Figure 6.31 Last cycle in time series from Figure 6.29. Top: surface regime,
bottom: diving-jet regime.

A separate experiment was conducted, with identical conditions to the

previous experiment, for measuring the diving-jet volumetric scouring rate. This
experiment was much more difficult to execute due to the short duration of the

diving phase. An additional complication was that stopping a diving-jet flow forces a
transition back into the surface regime. When a flow transitions from a diving to a

surface state there is an initial surge in the backflow that causes the downstream
scour hole mound to slump back into the scour hole. This would have made any

measurement of the diving-jet scour hole volume highly inaccurate. To properly

measure the scour hole volume it was necessary to eliminate the surge.

This 9 sec experiment was accomplished by starting the flow in the surface

state. The flow was allowed to scour the bed while steady flow conditions were

achieved. The volume of scour that occurred during this initial flow development

was negligible compared to the total scour volume since the flow was in the much
slower scouring surface regime. While video recording the flow, it was manually
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tripped into the diving state by quickly tapping the water surface with a PVC panel,

which created a small upstream surge in the flow. Since the transition from surface
to diving flow is immediate, a precise starting time could be observed from the

video. After a brief scour session the flow was stopped by quickly blocking off the
upstream flow with the PVC panel. This resulted in a precise ending time with no
bed disturbance. The panel prevented the flow from transitioning back into the
surface state and generating a backflow surge. This was not an easy feat and
required many attempts before success was achieved.

A three-dimensional rendering of the successful scour hole is depicted in

Figure 6.32. The horizontal plane shown in the figure represents the original bed

elevation and was used to calculate the scour hole volume. The upstream scour hole
mound was disturbed mildly by leakage at the PVC panel, which can be seen on the

far side of the image. The error caused by this disturbance was negligible compared
to the overall scour hole volume.

Figure 6.32 Diving-jet scour hole after 9 sec. A horizontal plane is placed at the
initial bed elevation, such that the region below the plane is the cut volume,
while the region above the plane is the equivalent fill volume.
The centerline profile was extracted from the three-dimensional

photogrammetric model and is depicted in Figure 6.33 for both regimes. The bed
profile is overlaid on top of the fixed bed LDV results, which represent the initial
pre-scour conditions. The volumetric scouring rate for the surface flow was 3.0
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cm3/s, while the diving-jet volumetric scour rate was 130 cm3/s. The initial divingjet scouring rate is therefor 43 times faster than the surface flow scour.

During the cycling experiments it was visually observed that the upstream

scour hole slope experienced little mean change over the 24 hr period, indicating

that scour volume was nearly balanced between the two phases. This implies that

the ratio of surface-flow cycle duration to diving-jet cycle duration should be near

43. For the first cycle depicted in Figure 6.30 the ratio was 35 and most other cycle
ratios were within a reasonable range of 43 (some longer and some shorter), but
precise values could not be calculated for most cycles since after the first hour
photographs were sampled at 15 sec intervals.

pre-scour dividing streamline
(time average recirculation boundary)

U=0
(pre-scourtime averaged
reverse flow boundary)

fixed sand bed

mobile sand bed at t = 4 min 46 sec

pre-scour dividing streamline (time average recirculation boundary)
U = 0 (pre-scour time averaged reverse flow boundary)

fixed sand bed
mobile sand bed at t = 9 sec

Figure 6.33 Scour for a bi-stable flow. Top: surface flow scour hole shown with
streamlines for a fixed bed at t = 0. Bottom: diving-jet scour hole shown with
streamlines for a fixed bed at t = 0.

Both the diving-jet and surface jet scour holes depicted in Figure 6.33 are
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roughly halfway through their cycle phases. If scour were to continue at its present

rate the surface flow scour hole would approach the reverse flow boundary near the
end of its cycle, confirming the validity of the fixed bed slope experiments.

The shape of the mobile bed profile for the surface flow resembles the shape

of the reverse flow boundary. This seems to indicate that there is a relationship

between the mean velocity field and scour at the bed. This should not be confused

with the mean velocity at a given downstream cross-section, which was shown to be

unimportant in section 6.3.1. In the same section it was noted that scour is caused

by random masses of fluid impacting the bed. It therefore seems reasonable that the
probability of a mass of fluid ejected from the shear layer impacting the bed is a
function of the flow field, and in particular the proximity of the reverse flow

boundary to the bed. The edge of the shear layer (not drawn in Figure 6.33) is also a

function of the mean flow and initially follows a similar path as the reverse flow
boundary, but levels off after the trough. The trough in the bed profile lies just

downstream of the trough in the reverse flow boundary and may be in the path of a

likely trajectory from the shear layer. The streamlines shown are for the initial level
bed flow and may have changed as the bed developed, but the reverse flow

boundary shape is strongly influenced by the water surface waves which showed no
visible change.

In Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 both the Reynolds stresses and the turbulence

intensity profiles had almost developed to the fixed bed directly below the trough of
the first water surface wave. For the erodible bed flow, initially no bed movement
could be observed upstream of roughly the same position (about 2 step heights

downstream of the drop). This general trend of no initial bed movement for a length
of 2 or 3 step heights downstream of the drop seems to apply to the full range of

surface flow experiments conducted, but this was only a qualitative observation. It is
not surprising that the turbulence statistics indicate that this flow is calm.
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The mean streamlines for the diving-jet flow at t = 0 in Figure 6.33 clearly do

not follow the bed profile. The fixed bed deflected the jet upward at a mild angle,

while the live bed scoured at the impact. The displaced downstream sand deflected
the jet upward at a much steeper angle. The rapid increase in flow depth and

potentially the steeper upward jet angle force the flow back into the surface state.

Regime cycling caused by scour is also possible for submerged jet flows (see

section 3.3). Coates (1976) reanalyzed Balfour’s 1973 data on scour and showed

that a regime change occurred after scour had reduced the bed elevation to roughly
the same depth that his regime delineation would have predicted a level bed

surface-jet flow regime transition. For one experiment he showed that the surfacejet cycle was 20 times longer than the diving-jet cycle. Although volumetric scour

rates are not reported, the scour hole was nearly refilled by surface regime backfill
scour before the flow transitioned back to a diving-jet, making the diving-jet scour

roughly 20 times faster. Balfour’s experiments were not conducted within the same
regimes as our scour experiments. His experiments were conducted in the more

deeply submerged flow regimes. Deeply submerged diving-jet flow is not possible in
open channel flow, but the general phenomena appear to be similar and the surfacejet flows may overlap (for a detailed discussion on submerged slot jet regimes see
section 5.3.1.1 ).

Balfour’s data are insufficient to determine if scouring rates are similar for

submerged slot jets and backward-facing step flows. Scouring mechanisms appear
to be similar, and in both cases diving-jet scouring rates are likely an order of

magnitude faster than surface flow. This seems at odds with Johnston’s submerged
jet study, which suggests that diving-jet scour is only 2.5 times faster than surface
scour (1990). Johnston’s scouring rates are presumably a measure of maximum

depth per time. For the cycling flow just discussed in the present study the diving-jet
flow would be 63 times faster than the surface flow, when measuring depth per time
rather than volume per time. In the present study the scouring rate is measured for
about half of a cycle and scouring rates are roughly similar throughout the 24 hr
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period, but one phase is backfilling upstream while the other phase is scouring in

the downstream direction, resulting in small net scour with variable net scouring

rates. Johnston was not measuring scouring rates at the beginning of regime cycles,

but rather scouring rates over multiple cycles or scouring rates for flows that do not
cycle.

Diving-jet scouring rates are reduced significantly when the downstream

mound becomes tall because the jet cannot push sediment over the slope, which is

near the angle of repose; the submerged angle of repose is approximately between
31 and 33 degrees and the bi-stable flow studied resulted in a 28 degree

downstream slope. It seems probable that the downstream mound becomes steeper
with time, i.e. non-bi-stable flows may have slopes closer to the angle of repose.

Cycling flows are not significantly inhibited by the downstream mound, since the
mound never becomes too tall. Johnston’s scouring rates would likely vary

significantly over time, while the present study measures initial scouring rates,
which are less variable and much faster.

Johnston showed that the percentage of time in a given regime was a function

of tailwater depth. This was also observed in the present study, although not

quantified. One experiment in the bi-stable zone that was closer to the surface

regime (higher tailwater) showed that cycle periods initially increased with time. In
another experiment within the surface regime (outside of the bi-stable zone), but

with t d < y c, very brief bursts of diving-jet flow were observed (on the order of 1

second in duration) in an otherwise surface flow scouring regime. It is therefore not
surprising that Johnston was able to get the diving-jet phase to vary between 10%
and 90% of the total cycle duration by changing the tailwater depth.

He reported that the scouring rate for cycling flows is 70% of the scouring

rate for diving-jet flows. In the present study long duration cycling flows, i.e. with
many cycles, resulted in final scour holes with geometry that more closely

resembled surface flow scour holes. Although the diving-jet scour still produced
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very rapid scour, the surface flow would backfill the diving-jet scour hole, resulting
in relatively slow net scouring rates. The overall rate of change in maximum scour
hole depth for the 24 hr period cycling experiment was 4.3 cm/day, which is 103
times slower than the initial surface regime scour. This significant reduction in
scouring rate with time explains why Johnston’s scouring rates were so much

slower. Johnston’s nominal experiment durations were between 7 and 375 min;

whereas the present study considers initial scouring rates at 9 seconds for the

diving-jet and 4 min 46 seconds for the surface flow. Balfour’s 130 min experiment

was 1 cycle and therefore might be thought of as initial scour. His experiment would

have resulted in the jet being on the bed for 5% of the cycle, which is more similar to
the present study than to Johnston’s.

The erodible bed geometric characteristics that force regime cycling were

discussed in this section. In section 6.3.3 it was shown that the flow reattachment
region in surface flows coincides with the scour initiation location. If the

reattachment length is related to the location of scour initiation, factors that affect

the reattachment length should also have an impact on scour hole geometry. For this
reason the relationship between relative reattachment length and water surface
effects was presented in section 6.2. Shear layer growth rates were shown to

increase with increasing relative reattachment lengths, and in section 6.3.1 shear

layer growth rates were related to upstream scour hole slope angles. It was also
shown that scouring mechanisms result from shear layer effects, and are not
analogous to uniform flow scouring mechanisms.
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CHAPTER 7. SUMMARY
The central theme in CHAPTER 5 was demonstrating that the dimensionless

parameters required to predict flow regime boundaries are similar for certain

classes of structure geometry, and determining which geometric characteristics and
flow features affect regime boundaries. CHAPTER 6 builds on the findings of

CHAPTER 5 and highlights the mobile bed characteristics that force erodible bed

regime cycling. The flow reattachment location for surface flows was shown to be
directly related to the scour initiation location, and the relationship between

relative reattachment length and water surface effects was examined. Shear layer
scouring mechanisms were described, and the relationship between shear layer

growth rates and upstream scour hole slope angles was explored. The main findings
of CHAPTER 5 and CHAPTER 6 are summarized in the following sections.
7.1. Regime Analysis Summary

Bi-stable flows are possible downstream of essentially all overflow and drop

structures with tailwater depths near submergence; some structure types are

submerged while others are unsubmerged, and sometimes both are possible. The
two possible flow states consist of a jet that dives at the brink or a flow that rides

along the water surface. The regimes for these flow states have been defined and
their boundaries delineated.

Regime boundaries for several structure types are summarized in Figure 7.1

(for all structures examined refer to Figure 5.2, Figure 5.3, Figure 5.4, and Figure

5.5). A separate axis (right axis) is used for supercritical flows in Figure 7.1, since
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the brink depth is an independent parameter. Unsubmerged abrupt vertical drop

structures with nearly parallel flows a short distance upstream of the drop result in
bi-stable boundaries with the lowest tailwater depths, and are shown near the

bottom of Figure 7.1. Regime boundaries for other structures are shifted upward
from these flows, which expands the diving-jet flow region. Several conclusions

were made regarding the boundary shifts:

• If the velocity redistribution region is near the step (large H /L ), the
regime boundaries are shifted upward, when compared to

redistribution regions far from the step (small H /L ); a portion of the
upward shift is recovered as H /L becomes very small.

• Inhibiting separation at the brink results in an upward boundary shift

that has a greater effect on the surface flow boundary, i.e. the diving to
surface transition boundary.

• When the backflow region of a surface flow is almost completely
cutoff by a scour hole slope the regime boundaries shift upward,

causing the flow to transition into a diving state; obstructions that are
too small to approach the backflow boundary have a negligible effect
on the regime boundaries.

• Placing a slope within the near bed recirculation region of a diving-jet
flow, at an angle approximately parallel to the jet, shifts the surface

regime boundary downward; while a slope that completely obstructs
the recirculation region shifts the surface and diving boundaries
upward, as the jet is attracted to the bed.

Regime boundaries for an embankment weir with a roadway cross-sectional

profile can be approximated using the flat topped weir delineation in Figure 7.1 for

h road/h brink < 0.1, if a consistent datum is used for t d and H , and if the embankment

slope is approximately 2:1. Additional regime boundaries are provided for

embankment weirs with geometry similar to Kindsvater’s standard roadway crosssectional profile, including h road/h brink > 0.1 up to at least 0.23. It should be noted
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that H is measured relative to the crown while t d is measured relative to the brink
in this delineation. Because of the inconsistent datum and specific geometry

requirements this delineation has been drawn faded out to alert the reader that
some constraints apply.

Ogee-crest weir boundaries could not be determined with accuracy, but the

regimes lie somewhere within the boundaries annotated in Figure 7.1 and may vary
with flow separation location. The arrows pointing to the boundaries are dashed to
indicate lack of certainty, and the drawing is faded out to alert the reader that the
boundaries are not globally applicable.
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7.2. Backward-Facing Step Flow Summary
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The simple case of scour due to a separated shear layer reattaching

downstream of what was initially a backward-facing step was examined to better
understand general scouring mechanisms. Experiments with both erodible and
non-erodible downstream beds were conducted (the upstream bed was non-

erodible but sand-roughened). At lower tailwater depths when the flow at the step

is critical, two distinct flow regimes that have not always been clearly recognized in

the scour literature were observed. The first is associated with a diving-jet flow and
rapid scour, while the second is dominated by a surface-jet flow that more closely
resembles the classical backward-facing-step flow. Boundaries for these flow

regimes were delineated in CHAPTER 5.

Within the recirculating region of a surface flow, scour is initially

predominantly in the upstream direction and is caused primarily by seemingly
random impacts on the bed that appear to be generated within the shear layer.

Diving-jet flow is caused by more direct interaction of the jet with the bed. Initial
volumetric scouring rates were 43 times faster for the bi-stable diving-jet flow

examined than for the corresponding surface flow. Bed deformation caused by scour
forced spontaneous cycling between the two bi-stable states, with cycling periods

initially roughly proportional to the volumetric scouring rates. The upstream scour
hole slope is primarily responsible for the cycling. When tailwater elevations are

sufficiently far from the bi-stable regime, or when the bed is fixed, cycling does not
occur but differences in initial scouring rates remain significant.

As equilibrium scour slopes are approached the scouring rates are reduced

significantly. Diving-jet flows produce the deepest scour holes, which are also

closest to the structure, followed by cycling flows, with surface flows resulting in the
shallowest scour holes, which also occur farthest from the structure. Scour hole
geometry upstream of the trough appears to be geometrically similar as time

progresses, after the upstream slope approaches an equilibrium slope. The relevant
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length scales are the vertical and horizontal distances from the brink to the bed at

the deepest point in the scour hole trough, d scour,∞ + h brink and x scour,∞ respectively.
The scour hole depth and upstream geometry appear to be independent of h brink at

sufficiently long times.

As the tailwater elevation is increased beyond the bi-stable flow zone,

surface wave heights become smaller and reattachment lengths become longer until
waves are no longer evident and the depth at the brink is critical. A maximum

relative reattachment length, X R/h brink, of approximately 12 occurs at t d ≈ y c. As the
water surface is increased further, above critical depth, X R/h brink becomes smaller

and attains a constant value of approximately 5 at large t d/h brink. It was shown that
increasing h brink is not equivalent to decreasing t d; for high velocities t d has a

greater effect and for low velocities h brink has a greater effect. Scatter in X R/h brink vs.

t d/h brink is attributed to this velocity dependence. The lack of X R/h brink dependence
on h brink at high velocities explains why some researchers only considering

expansion ratios based on changes in h brink might not have observed X R/h brink

increasing with expansion ratio.

For surface regime flows the region of the shear layer influence, defined by

the pre-scour Reynolds stresses, lies just below the post-scour mobile bed, making

the edge of the shear layer influence a conservative estimate of the equilibrium

scour hole slope. More experiments are needed to confirm if this relationship can be
applied to all surface flow scour holes. If it can be, scour hole slope angles can be
predicted from shear layer growth rates.

For surface flows, scour initiation begins within the reattachment zone. Mean

velocity within the recirculation region is not analogous to mean incipient motion
velocity of a fully developed flow. It is therefore not surprising that the mean
tailwater velocity cannot be used as a marker for incipient motion within the
recirculation region of a backward-facing step.
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Diving-jet flow is more severe because it results in deeper scour holes closer

to the structure. For design purposes, if one wishes to entirely avoid the possibility
of a diving-jet flow downstream of a backward-facing step the surface regime

boundary of the flat topped embankment weir (see Figure 7.1) can be used as a

guide accompanied with the criteria that t d -y c > 0, since this is approximately the

point at which surface waves form, which are required to force a diving-jet

downstream of a backward-facing step; surface waves may also be undesirable for
some design applications. Alternatively, one might take the less conservative

approach of using the surface regime boundary for the backward-facing step

regimes. In doing this one must be willing to tolerate scour, but if surface flow is
clearly dominant backfilling will also occur during the cycling process to
compensate in some measure for diving-jet scour.
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Primitive Variables (variables that are directly controllable by the experimenter):

B = channel width

b = structure width

d = grain size (may include d16, d50, d84, d85, d90, d95, dmean; subscript is standard

sieve diameter for % finer by weight, dmean is the mean diameter and d50 is the
median diameter)

h sill = height of sill, located a distance Lapron upstream of erodible bed

h step = drop height from top of structure to top of initial downstream bed

L = spacing between consecutive grade-control structures (see Tregnaghi et al.
2007)

L apron = length of protected bed downstream of structure
Q = volumetric flow rate
S 0 = initial bed slope

t = time (experiment duration)

λ struct = the downstream face angle of the grade-control structure
Physical Properties:

g = acceleration due to gravity

μ = dynamic viscosity of water
ρ = density of water

ρ s = density of sediment

Directly Measureable Variables:

d scour = depth of scour below initial bed (some authors prefer to reference the depth
to the tailwater elevation)

d scour, ∞ = equilibrium depth of scour, below initial bed

h fall = fall height (drop from upstream to downstream water surface)
h mound = height of downstream scour hole mound

h u, eq = equilibrium normal depth – can also be estimated, hu, eq = f(q, n, Seq)
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(see Tregnaghi 2008)

l s = scour hole length

S eq = equilibrium bed slope – can also be estimated, Seq = f(q, qs, n, ρ, ρs, θc)
(see Tregnaghi 2008)

t 1 = time at which yscour, max = ydown
w = fall velocity of sediment

w 0 = fall velocity of quartz sphere with a diameter equal to the sediment d50

y jet = jet thickness, or channel depth at edge of over fall structure (may differ from
yup, i.e. drawdown) – this may be directly controllable for some experiments

y t = tailwater level – this is directly controllable for some experiments (e.g. present
study)

y up = upstream depth

λ down = downstream scour hole slope angle
λ up = upstream scour hole slope angle

ϕ = submerged angle of repose of sediment

Directly Calculated Variables (calculated from measured or primitive variables):

a 1 = morphological jump, a1 = (S0 – Seq)L (see Tregnaghi et al. 2007)
E c = critical specific energy, for a rectangular channel Ec = 3/2yc
H 0 = total head upstream of structure, H0 = yup + U2up/(2g)

h L = total headloss from headwater to tailwater, hL = hfall + U2up/(2g) – U2down/(2g)
q = unit discharge, q= Q/B

U down = average downstream tailwater velocity, Udown = Q/(Byt)

U jet = average upstream jet velocity, or velocity at edge of structure (may differ
from Uup)

U up = average upstream velocity, Uup = Q/(Byup)

y c = critical depth, for a rectangular channel yc = (q2/g)1/3
γ = specific weight of water, γ = ρg

γ s = specific weight of sediment, γs = ρsg

ν = kinematic viscosity of water, ν = μ/ρ
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Directly Calculated Dimensionless Varialbes:

D * = dimensionless grain size, D* = [d(ρs – ρ)/ρ/ν2]1/3

Fr = upstream Froude number, Fr = Uup/√(gy), where y = yup or y = yH (hydraulic
depth, yH = A/T, where A is the flow cross-sectional area and T is the channel
width at the free surface; for a rectangular channel, A = yupB and T = B)

Fr d = densimetric Froude number, Frd = U/√[ gd(ρs – ρ)/ρ]

Re = upstream Reynolds number, Re y = Uupyup/ν; Re = UupRh/ν (hydraulic radius,

Rh = A/Pw; for a rectangular channel the cross-sectional area A = yupB, and the

wetted perimeter Pw = 2yup + B)

Estimated Variables:

C = Chezy coefficient for upstream bed protection C = f(d or bed protection
material, Re, g)

n = Manning’s coefficient for upstream bed protection n = f(d or bed protection
material, Re, g, Rh)

q s = Upstream sediment supply – may also be controlled and measured to some
extent by the experimenter

T s = morphological time scale, Ts = f(sediment eroded, sediment supplied)
(see Tregnaghi 2008)

u * = shear velocity, u* = (τ0/ρ)1/2

u *c = critical shear velocity (shear velocity at initiation of sediment motion), where
u* = [(τ0)c/ρ]1/2

u′ mean, step = depth averaged turbulence intensity at end of apron u′mean, step = f(yup,
ysill, Lapron, Uup, C, g)

U c = critical mean velocity (average velocity at initiation of sediment motion), Uc =
f(u*c, d, and normal depth)

U max = maximum mean velocity – could also be measured

α = air content (e.g. air/water ratio), α = f(Ujet, yjet, hfall) – this is directly
controllable for some experiments (e.g. Mason 1989)

β = jet diffusion angle, β = f(λ, g, hstep, q, yup, yt)
τ 0 = bed shear stress, τ0 = f(μ, U)

(τ 0)c = critical bed shear stress (shear stress at initiation of sediment motion),
(τ0)c = f(μ, U, d)

Dimensionless Variables Derived From Estimated Variables:

Re * = shear Reynolds number (grain Reynolds number), Re* = u*d/ν

θ = shields parameter (dimensionless wall shear stress), θ = τ0/[(γs – γ)d]

θ c = critical shields parameter (dimensionless critical wall shear stress),

θc = (τ0)c/[(γs – γ)d]
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Appendix C. Principles of Physical Modeling
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Physical models are frequently constructed to understand flow phenomena

that are difficult to measure in the field, or to aid in the design of hydraulic

structures. In the present study physical models were used to better understand
scouring mechanisms and regime phenomena in CHAPTER 5 and CHAPTER 6.

Theses physical models were not scaled replicas of actual flow conditions in the
field, but rather modeled general features common to many scour situations.

Dimensionless parameters were selected to describe the flow regime phenomena
and are thought to be valid at larger scales. Understanding scaling laws helps to

ensure that the parameters selected can be widely adopted. Since no actual scaled

modeling was incorporated into the present study this section was reserved for the

appendix. The content remains important because scaled models are common in the
scour literature.

It is usually not feasible, due to physical space and cost, to construct full scale

replicas. Instead, complex flow problems are analyzed by computer simulations or
scaled physical models (a full scale object is called a prototype, while a smaller
similar object is called a scale model). Computer simulations often require

simplifying assumptions, while physical models “feature the same physics as the

thing modeled,” without necessarily requiring a comprehensive knowledge of the
physical laws (Zwart 2009 p. 785).

Sir Isaac Newton is credited as the first to formally consider similitude in

hydraulic modeling (Ivicsics 1975 p. 19; Zwart 2009 p. 768). Although his analysis
of flow resistance in his Philosophiae Naturalis Principia Mathematica was not
without error, he did offer insights into some basic principles of similarity. He

considers a hypothetical situation with two similar systems of particles, which
might be thought of as the fluid. Considering only inertial effects, he assumes
particle collisions to be elastic and compares the two systems:

Suppose two similar systems of bodies consisting of an equal number of
particles, and let the correspondent particles be similar and proportional,
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each in one system to each in the other, and have a like situation among
themselves, and the same given ratio of density to each other; and let them
begin to move among themselves in proportional times, and with like
motions, (that is, those in one system among one another, and those in the
other among one another.) (1726, Book II, Section VII, Proposition 32)

He then concludes that corresponding particles “by reason of the similitude of the

motions at their beginning, will continue to be moved with like motions, so long as
they move without meeting one another” and that when they do act upon one

another their forces will be proportional and in the same direction, resulting in
similar motions and collisions.

In modern model studies if the ratio of model and prototype speeds at every

corresponding point is constant, and the velocities at corresponding points have

similar directions, the model and prototype are considered kinematically similar.

Kinematic similitude requires similarity of flow patterns. The two systems discussed
by Newton are kinematically similar, in spite of the limitations inherent in a much
simplified imaginary elastic collision model.

Newton continues his analogy by introducing a corresponding larger particle

in each of the two systems, which is analogous to a body immersed in a fluid. He

then makes conclusions about the resistance to motion, F inertia, body, caused by the

inertial forces of the fluid acting on the body, and he correctly reasons that (Rouse
1957 p. 84):

The same things being supposed, I say that the greater parts [the immersed
body] of the systems are resisted in a ratio compounded of the duplicate
[square] ratio of their velocities and the duplicate [square] ratio of their
diameters, and the simple ratio of the density of the parts of the systems.
(1726)

Mathematically Newton is suggesting that

(F
(F

)

inertia, body prototype

)

inertia, body model

=

2
2
V prototype
d prototype
ρprototype
2
V model

2
d model

ρmodel

(C.1)

where,
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V = velocity of the immersed body relative to the fluid
d = diameter of immersed body
ρ = density of the fluid

The subscripts ‘prototype’ and ‘model’ are used to distinguish between the two

systems. This ratio is the inertial force scale factor used in modern scale modeling
and is sometimes called Newton’s model law (Zwart 2009).

The resistance force (either the numerator or the denominator of equation

(C.1)) can be rewritten in modern form as:

where,

FD =

CD
2

V 2 Ap ρ

F D = drag force on an immersed body
C D = drag coefficient

(C.2)

𝜋

A p = projected area ( 4 𝑑2 for a spherical body)

Newton considered only inertial effects and did not recognize that the

constant of proportionality, C D, was not constant, but varies with what we now call

Reynolds number. Inertia and viscosity act together and cannot be separated as
simple additive independent terms, as Newton had hoped. He did, however,

anticipate that his impinging model was not correct and that fluid instead moves

around objects and is acted upon by other forces, such as viscosity (Smith 1999 p.
192)3.

3 Newton was the first to hypothesize that in viscous flow “The resistance, arising from the
want of lubricity in the parts of a fluid, is, caeteris paribus [other things being equal], proportional to
the velocity with which, the parts of the fluid are separated from each other” (Newton 1726, 184,
Book II, Section IX, Hypothesis; Rouse 1957, 83). Today this is expressed mathematically as:

τ =µ

where,

dV
dx

τ = shear stress (valid for viscous flow only)
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Model and prototype are said to be dynamically similar if the ratio of forces

between every corresponding point in the model and prototype are the same. This

also implies that the ratio of any two forces within the model will equal the ratio of
the two corresponding forces within the prototype. Common force ratios used in
hydraulic model studies include: inertia (formulated by Isaac Newton and

illustrated in equation (C.1)), gravity, viscous shear, surface tension, and pressure.

The inertia force arises whenever mass is accelerated and acts in essentially

all fluids (Flammer et al. 1986 p. 12). It can be formulated by considering Newton’s
second law, which can be expressed as:

 d (momentum )

∑F =

=


where,

dt



d ( mV

)
=

dt



∑ F = ma




dV
m= ma
dt

(C.3)



F = forces acting on fluid element or immersed body

m = mass of fluid element or immersed body

a = acceleration

Before applying Newton’s law we assume that the model and prototype are

geometrically similar. Geometric similitude is satisfied if the dimensions or shape of
the flow boundaries are similar. The ratio of corresponding lengths between a

geometrically similar model and prototype is constant, and the ratio of any two

lengths within the model will equal the corresponding ratio within the prototype.

Since the motions of the fluid are determined by the flow boundaries and the acting

forces, if geometric and dynamic similitude are satisfied then kinematic similitude is
automatically satisfied (Flammer et al. 1986 p. 42).

μ = viscosity (want of lubricity)
x = distance (perpendicular to V)

Any length in a fluid system can be represented by a proportion to some
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standard length, L (volume is proportional to L 3). A corresponding proportion in a

geometrically similar system will have the same value. Similarly, any velocity can be
described by a proportion to a reference velocity, V , and that proportion will be the

same for kinematically similar systems. We can therefore form the following
proportions (Sharp 1981 p. 34):

dV V
L
m ∝ ρL3 , a = ∝ , and t ∝
dt
t
V

From Newton’s second law the inertial force is proportional to the product of mass
and acceleration, Finertia ∝ ma , so

Finertia ∝

3
ρLV
L /V

2 2
∝ ρLV

(C.4)

which is the same proportion proposed by Newton in equation (C.1).

The other force ratios can be arrived at using similar logic. The gravity force

(weight), F gravity, is a special case of Newton’s second law since the local acceleration

due to gravity is constant in magnitude and acts everywhere in the system,


Fgravity = mg . Using the same reference length argument employed to derive the

inertial force:

Fgravity ∝ ρL3 g

Viscous shear forces are related to the fluid viscosity, μ . Viscosity is a

(C.5)

measure of resistance to relative motion between adjacent fluid elements or layers.

This resistance is caused by molecular cohesive forces and momentum exchange as

particles randomly move between layers. In viscous flows the relationship between
viscosity and fluid shear stress, τ , can be expressed as:

τ =µ
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dV
dx

Again using the reference length and velocity arguments

Fviscous
V
∝µ
2
L
L

so the viscous force, F viscous, can be expressed as:

Fviscous ∝ µVL

(C.6)

The viscous force dominates over the inertial force in viscous flow and continues to
be important in non-fully turbulent flows. Inertia dominates over the viscous force
in fully turbulent flows, except near flow boundaries.

Surface tension forces, F σ, result from attraction of molecules at the interface

of two different fluids. F σ per unit length is the surface tension, σ, which is a

function of the fluid types and temperature. Considering again the reference length,

L , in our system:

Fσ ∝ σ L

(C.7)

Henderson suggests that “Surface tension effects are appreciable only when

radii of curvature of the liquid surface, and the distance from solid boundaries, are
very small” (1966 p. 491). He further recommends that model depths should be

kept greater than “an inch or two” to prevent surface tension effects, since surface
tension effects are typically negligible in prototype flows. These criteria could not
always be strictly adhered to in the regime delineation experiments discussed in
section 5.2. Upstream depths in extreme (low flow) cases could be as shallow as
1.4 cm, with pronounced water surface curvature at the step.

The forces discussed thus far were a function of a single fluid property (e.g.

density, viscosity, or surface tension). Pressure in a fluid system may be related to
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multiple relevant fluid properties and is an important force in most flows (Flammer
et al. 1986 p. 18,39). The force due to pressure, F pressure, is simply the product of
pressure and area, F pressure = p A , thus

Fpressure ∝ pL2

(C.8)

The ratio of pressure forces between the model and prototype are not always

considered explicitly in model studies. This is because if every force in a system is
known, except one, that force can be solved for, as the forces must balance each
other. The pressure force ratio (or whichever force ratio is chosen) is therefore
automatically satisfied if all other force ratios are equal.

To achieve complete dynamic similitude all of the relevant force ratios must

be equal to each other, which frequently will not be physically possible:

(F
(F

) (F
) (F

inertia m

=

inertia p

) (F
) (F

gravity m

F )
(F
) (=
) (F ) (F
σ m

viscous m

=

gravity p

=

σ p

viscous p

)
)

pressure m
pressure p

(C.9)

where, subscripts ‘m’ and ‘p’ indicate model and prototype, respectively.

Inertia is resistance to change in motion and is present in any accelerating

flow. “The inertia ‘force’ is a hypothetical force equal in magnitude but opposite in
direction to the resultant” of all the forces acting on a fluid particle (Sharp 1981 p.

33). The inertial force is the left hand side of Newton’s second law (equation (C.3))
and equal to the product of mass and acceleration. Because of its presence in most
flows (acceleration is still present if the mean velocity is constant because of

turbulent fluctuations) force ratios are frequently expressed in terms of the inertial
force. For example from equation (C.9) we can see that

(F
(F

)
)

inertia m

viscous m

=

(F
(F

)
)

inertia p

viscous p
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This ratio is referred to as Reynolds number, Re . Dynamic similitude requires that
(Re )m = (Re )p. From equations (C.4) and (C.6) we see that
=
Re

2 2
Finertia ρLV
ρLV VL
=
= =
Fviscous
µVL
µ
υ

(C.10)

where, the kinematic viscosity, ν = μ/ρ.

Similarly, dynamic similitude requires that the Froude number, Fr , in model

and prototype are equal, (Fr )m = (Fr )p:
=
Fr 2

2 2
Finertia ρ LV
V2
= =
Fgravity ρ L3 g gL

(C.11)

Since it is frequently not physically possible for all force ratios to be equal,

the most important ratio is modeled and other parameters are selected in a manner
to minimize the effects of the other ratios. For example, in open channel flow if the
flow is fully developed and Re is sufficiently high for the flow to be fully turbulent

Re is relatively unimportant and the physical model can be based on geometric

similitude, (L )m/(L )p = constant, and (Fr )m = (Fr )p, with negligible scaling errors.

If frictional effects are important similarity of frictional resistance must be

considered, often by trial and error. For local scour, where frictional effects are

unimportant, sediment size and density may need to be varied by trial and error to

achieve conditions similar to the prototype in the model. This may result in scouring
time scales being different from flow time scales (Henderson 1966).

Appendix D. Time Averaging the Square of the Electric Field
The square of the electric field, E, is

(

2

)

2

2

2

(

)

) (

(

= ⋅ E1,0 ⋅ sin 2⋅ π ⋅ f1⋅ t + E2,0 ⋅ sin 2⋅ π ⋅ f2⋅ t + 2⋅ E1,0⋅ E2,0⋅ sin 2⋅ π ⋅ f1⋅ t ⋅ sin 2⋅ π ⋅ f1⋅ t

)

Using the following trig identity on the last term,
yields
2

2

(

)

2

2

(

)

(

( (

)) − cos (2⋅ π ⋅ t(f1 + f2)))

= ⋅ E1,0 ⋅ sin 2⋅ π ⋅ f1⋅ t + E2,0 ⋅ sin 2⋅ π ⋅ f2⋅ t + E1,0⋅ E2,0⋅ cos 2⋅ π ⋅ t f1 − f2

Time averaging E2:
1 ⌠

t+ T

<E2> = T ⋅ 
⌡
t

2

E

td

Integrating the first two terms:

⌠


⌡

T+ t

t

1

⋅ E
sin 2π f1⋅ t
T  1,0
2

(

)2 + E2,02 sin(2π f2⋅ t)2 

td →

Simplifying:

(

8⋅ π ⋅ T⋅ f1

(

)

2

(

)

2

8⋅ π ⋅ T⋅ f1

)

2 sin 
4⋅ π ⋅ f1⋅ ( T + t)

− E1,0 ⋅

8⋅ π ⋅ T⋅ f1

2

+

E1,0
2

2

+

(

2

(

)

2

8⋅ π ⋅ T⋅ f2

(

2 sin 4⋅ π ⋅ f2⋅ t

+ E2,0 ⋅

)

E2,0 ⋅ sin 4⋅ π ⋅ f2⋅ t − E2,0 ⋅ sin 4⋅ π ⋅ T⋅ f2 + 4⋅ π ⋅ f2⋅ t + 4⋅ π ⋅ E2,0 ⋅ T⋅ f2

8⋅ π ⋅ T⋅ f2

)

2 sin 
4⋅ π ⋅ f2⋅ ( T + t)

− E2,0 ⋅

8⋅ π ⋅ T⋅ f2

2

+

E2,0
2
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2 sin 4⋅ π ⋅ f1⋅ t

= E1,0 ⋅

2

E1,0 ⋅ sin 4⋅ π ⋅ f1⋅ t − E1,0 ⋅ sin 4⋅ π ⋅ T⋅ f1 + 4⋅ π ⋅ f1⋅ t + 4⋅ π ⋅ E1,0 ⋅ T⋅ f1

Eliminating the terms that oscillate at too high of a frequency to detect, i.e. of order f1 or f2
(also notice that these terms are very small, if f1 and f2 are much greater than T):
2

2

=

E1,0

+

2

E2,0
2

Integrating the last term:

(

(

)

)

(

)

(

⌠
E ⋅ E ⋅ f ⋅ sin 2⋅ π ⋅ f1⋅ t − 2⋅ π ⋅ f2⋅ t − E1,0⋅ E2,0⋅ f1⋅ sin 2⋅ π ⋅ f1⋅ t + 2⋅ π ⋅ f2⋅ t + E1,0⋅ E2,0⋅ f2⋅ sin 2⋅ π ⋅ f1⋅ t − 2⋅ π ⋅ f2⋅ t + E1,0⋅ E2,0⋅ f2⋅ sin 2⋅ π ⋅ f1⋅ t + 2⋅ π ⋅ f2⋅ t
 1 E ⋅ E ⋅ cos 2⋅ π ⋅ f − f ⋅ t − cos 2⋅ π ⋅ f + f ⋅ t dt → 1,0 2,0 1
 

1 2 
1 2 
 T 1,0 2,0  
2
2
2⋅ π ⋅ T⋅ f1 − 2⋅ π ⋅ T⋅ f2
⌡

(

)

(

But,

)

f1⋅ B − f1⋅ C + f2⋅ B + f2⋅ C
2

2

f1 − f2

simplify →

B
f1 − f2

−

)

C
f1 + f2

So,

Therefore,
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Eliminating the terms that oscillate at too high of a frequency to detect, i.e. of order f1 or f2
(also notice that these terms are very small, if f1 + f2 is much greater than T):
=

(

)

(





Applying the following trig identity:
=

)

E1,0⋅ E2,0  sin 2⋅ π ⋅ ( t + T) ⋅ f1 − f2 

 − sin 2⋅ π ⋅ t⋅ f1 − f2  
⋅

2π ⋅ T
f1 − f2
f1 − f2

(

)

(

)

(

)

E1,0⋅ E2,0 cos 2⋅ π ⋅ t⋅ f1 − f2 + π ⋅ T f1 − f2  ⋅ sin π T⋅ f1 − f2 

 

⋅
π ⋅T
f1 − f2

Adding the two integrated terms yields
Rearranging:
2

=⋅

E1,0
2

+

2

E2,0
2

+ E1,0⋅ E2,0⋅

(

)

sin π T⋅ f1 − f2 



(

)

π ⋅ T⋅ f1 − f2

(

)

(

)

⋅ cos 2⋅ π ⋅ t⋅ f1 − f2 + π ⋅ T f1 − f2 



Recognizing that the following quantity is a constant, which is dependent on the frequency and
averaging time, and replacing it with A:

Also, note that if π T⋅ (f1 − f2) is much less than 1, then A = 1, because,
lim

x→ 0

sin ( x)
1

→0
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If A = 1, and the small phase shift, π T⋅ (f1 − f2), is neglected:
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Appendix E. Camera Calibration Photos and Additional Calibrations

To confirm the accuracy of the camera calibration three independent

calibrations were performed using three different methods. The final LPS

calibration revealed that the coefficients were similar in magnitude but different in
sign. Although LPS provides an option for using the SMAC method, apparently the
sign convention for the k and P coefficients is reversed. This was confirmed by

taking a handful of actual USGS camera calibration reports (from random cameras
found online) and inputting the field angles and corresponding distortion values
and allowing LPS to calculate the k coefficients. LPS calculated coefficient values

similar to those provided in the report, but with different signs. The P values cannot
be calculated in LPS, so the assumption was made that if the sign was reversed for k

it would likely be reversed for P , but this could not be confirmed in LPS.

Figure E.1 Camera calibration photos.

Photos used for the primary camera calibration are depicted in Figure E.1.

This calibration was repeated (for comparison to the other calibrations below) with
k3 forced equal to zero leading to

x0 =
y0 =
PD = 29.2475 mm
−0.0524612 mm
−0.0727653 mm

−4
−6
1.84195 × 10−7 mm
k 1 1.32595
k 3 0 mm
=
× 10−4 mm−2 k 2 −=

−1
−1
P1 −=
7.69928 × 10−6 mm
P2 −5.02813 × 10−6 mm

As expected, the other parameters also changed because the coefficients are
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correlated, which implies that the coefficients must be used together. The correlated
nature of the parameters should also be kept in mind when comparing the other two
calibrations below.

Two other independent camera calibrations were performed. The first

calibration was done using the Camera Calibration Toolbox for Matlab (Bouguet

2010). This calibration used essentially the same distortion model as the previous
calibration, but attempted to add distortion to theoretically undistorted points,

instead of removing it. Doing this, results in coefficients with the opposite sign.

These coefficients are not identical to the undistorting coefficients, but can be used
as approximations for them. The coefficients are given an * superscript as a

reminder that undistorting and distorting coefficients are not necessarily equal. The

P coefficients will be less accurate than the k coefficients when using them as

approximations for undistorting coefficients. Because the decentering distortion is
small, the P coefficients probably should have been set to zero for a better

approximation of k ’s.

A checkerboard pattern was used as the target for this calibration, as

depicted in Figure E.2. Although this calibration was ultimately not used, the
parameters are provided below for comparison.

0.0173523 mm
29.3167 mm
x 0* =
y 0* =
PD * =
−0.228592 mm

2.20808 × 10−7 mm
0 mm
k 1* =
−1.42720 × 10−4 mm −2 k 2* =
k 3* =
−4

P1* =
P1* =
−3.09849 × 10−5 mm
−4.15705 × 10−5 mm
−1

−1

The Camera Calibration Toolbox distortion coefficients are non-

−6

dimensionalized by the principal distance. The coefficients were converted to our
notation by:
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=
k1

=
P1

kc (1)
kc (2)
kc (5)
=
k2 =
k3
2
4
PD
PD
PD 6

kc (4)
kc (3)
=
P2
PD
PD

where, kc is the distortion coefficient matrix output by the toolbox. Conversion from
pixels to mm was also required.

Figure E.2 Sample photos used for Camera Calibration Toolbox for Matlab.
Seventy-three photographs similar to those depicted above, but with a wide
range of orientations, were used for the actual calibration.
The third camera calibration was done within LPS and used a different

distortion model. This calibration was completed during the triangulation process

by adding the additional parameter model “Lens distortion model (2).” This process
is sometimes referred to as self-calibration. For this type of a calibration the

coordinates of every point are not know but are being solved for at the same time as
the interior orientation parameters.

The experimental setup was photographed with overlapping photos and then

photographed a second time with the camera rotated at various angles (for sample

photographs see Figure E.3). A total of 24 control points were used, 10 of which had
only vertical coordinates. In addition to these points almost 300 tie-points were

used, which had unknown coordinates. The interior orientation parameters were

solved for along with the tie-point coordinates. To improve the solution some of the

rotation parameters were constrained for images with approximately know rotation
angles. This resulted in the following interior orientation parameters:
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x0 =
0.0312 mm
y0 =
−0.0658 mm
PD =
29.2303 mm

k1 =
−1.23653 × 10−4 mm −2 k 2 =
1.32888 × 10−7 mm
−4

This calibration only considered radial distortion. Decentering distortion is

typically negligible in aerial mapping cameras, but may be significant in commercial
cameras with zoom lenses or variable focus (Mikhail et al. 2001 p. 42). The

distortion model used is the same as equations (2.12) and (2.13), but with k 0 = k 3

= 0. This calibration performed almost as well as the first calibration, but was not
selected as the preferred calibration.

It is not surprising that the constants are different from the first calibration,

because the decentering distortion was not accounted for and the parameters are
correlated. Yet, either calibration produces reasonable results.

Figure E.3 Sample of photos used in LPS camera calibration.
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Appendix F. Small Flume Orifice Calibration

Figure F.1 Small scale flume calibration.

=
Q

dy / 29=
.9745 ⇒ q

dy / 30.3956 (cfs/ft)
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Appendix G. Scour Regime Experimental Data
Surface flow

Diving-jet

Figure G.1. Regime delineation photos for 0.4 < h brink/H c < 0.9
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Surface flow

Diving-jet

Figure G.2 Regime delineation photos for 1.2 < h brink/H c < 1.9
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Surface flow

Diving-jet

Figure G.3 Regime delineation photos for 1.9 < h brink/H c < 3.0
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Surface flow

Diving-jet

Figure G.4 Regime delineation photos for 3.0 < h brink/H c < 5.7

Table G.1 Scour regime data. Raw experimental data collected for delineation of scour regime boundaries.
Elevation 0.4 m upstream Elevation at the brink
Lowest point of entering flow Elevation 0.8 m downstream Elevation 2.5 m downstream
Bed
Water Surface
Bed
Water Surface
Distance
Water Surface
Bed
Water Surface
Bed
Water Surface

#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

(ft)
0.773
0.773
0.772
0.772
0.772
0.773
0.773
0.773
0.773
0.773
0.773
0.773
0.773
0.773
0.773
0.773
0.773
0.773
0.773
0.773
0.773
0.773
0.773
0.773
0.773
0.773
0.773
0.773
0.773
0.773
0.774
0.773
0.773
0.773

(ft)
0.831
0.831
0.821
0.821
0.832
0.832
0.844
0.844
0.867
0.867
0.886
0.886
0.900
0.900
0.820
0.820
0.831
0.831
0.845
0.844
0.866
0.866
0.885
0.885
0.900
0.899
0.821
0.821
0.832
0.832
0.845
0.845
0.845
0.845

(ft)
0.825
0.825
0.818
0.818
0.827
0.826
0.838
0.838
0.853
0.863
0.879
0.879
0.892
0.893
0.816
0.817
0.825
0.825
0.839
0.838
0.863
0.863
0.879
0.880
0.892
0.892
0.818
0.817
0.826
0.825
0.839
0.840
0.838
0.838

(ft)
0.809
0.812
0.803
0.800
0.809
0.811
0.817
0.820
0.833
0.837
0.846
0.849
0.861
0.864
0.800
0.800
0.808
0.809
0.816
0.818
0.830
0.835
0.843
0.849
0.858
0.864
0.801
0.803
0.810
0.812
0.819
0.821
0.819
0.820

(m)
25.125
26.125
25.750
24.938
25.188
26.188
25.375
26.438
25.813
27.563
26.125
28.375
26.375
28.813
24.938
25.875
25.125
26.375
25.438
26.688
25.813
27.625
26.188
28.375
26.500
27.875
24.875
25.750
25.125
26.188
25.250
26.625
25.313
26.688

(ft)
0.753
0.763
0.758
0.754
0.752
0.756
0.751
0.771
0.759
0.761
0.771
0.760
0.786
0.767
0.747
0.725
0.743
0.721
0.742
0.735
0.742
0.744
0.740
0.749
0.747
0.750
0.767
0.765
0.771
0.764
0.779
0.771
0.781
0.763

(ft)
0.510
0.510
0.512
0.512
0.511
0.511
0.510
0.510
0.510
0.510
0.510
0.510
0.510
0.510
0.373
0.373
0.373
0.373
0.373
0.373
0.373
0.373
0.373
0.373
0.373
0.373
0.638
0.638
0.638
0.638
0.638
0.638
0.639
0.639

(ft)
0.768
0.800
0.790
0.761
0.767
0.799
0.773
0.812
0.792
0.827
0.816
0.844
0.840
0.861
0.752
0.767
0.753
0.775
0.756
0.789
0.766
0.809
0.774
0.824
0.792
0.840
0.784
0.800
0.796
0.812
0.816
0.826
0.817
0.823

(ft)
0.500
0.500
0.502
0.502
0.502
0.502
0.502
0.502
0.502
0.502
0.502
0.502
0.502
0.502
0.376
0.376
0.377
0.377
0.377
0.377
0.377
0.377
0.377
0.377
0.377
0.377
-

(ft)
0.768
0.802
0.791
0.761
0.768
0.800
0.774
0.816
0.792
0.832
0.816
0.848
0.838
0.868
0.753
0.769
0.754
0.777
0.756
0.792
0.767
0.814
0.776
0.834
0.793
0.849
-

q
Flow Regime
2
(ft /s)
0.078
dive
0.078
surface
0.056
surface
0.056
dive
0.078
dive
0.078
surface
0.104
dive
0.103
surface
0.155
dive
0.154
surface
0.209
dive
0.208
surface
0.256
dive
0.256
surface
0.056
dive
0.056
surface
0.078
dive
0.078
surface
0.103
dive
0.102
surface
0.154
dive
0.154
surface
0.209
dive
0.208
surface
0.256
dive
0.256
surface
0.056
dive
0.056
surface
0.079
dive
0.078
surface
0.104
dive
0.104
surface
0.104
dive
0.104
surface
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Elevation 0.4 m upstream Elevation at the brink
Lowest point of entering flow Elevation 0.8 m downstream Elevation 2.5 m downstream
Bed
Water Surface
Bed
Water Surface
Distance
Water Surface
Bed
Water Surface
Bed
Water Surface
#
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

(ft)
0.776
0.776
0.776
0.776
0.776
0.776
0.776
0.776
0.776
0.776
0.776
0.776
0.776
0.776
0.776
0.776

(ft)
0.867
0.867
0.886
0.885
0.899
0.899
0.916
0.916
0.938
0.847
0.847
0.886
0.887
0.917
0.940
0.963

(ft)
0.864
0.864
0.880
0.880
0.894
0.894
0.909
0.909
0.927
0.841
0.842
0.881
0.881
0.910
0.929
0.954

(ft)
0.835
0.838
0.850
0.853
0.867
0.870
0.882
0.886
0.901
0.825
0.823
0.855
0.857
0.885
0.906
0.924

(m)
25.531
27.313
25.875
28.000
26.625
28.625
27.000
29.125
27.375
26.250
25.125
26.313
27.250
27.125
27.625
28.500

(ft)
0.794
0.776
0.805
0.789
0.811
0.805
0.824
0.812
0.840
0.788
0.801
0.818
0.827
0.835
0.863
0.882

(ft)
0.641
0.641
0.641
0.641
0.641
0.641
0.641
0.641
0.641
0.704
0.704
0.704
0.704
0.704
0.704
0.704

(ft)
0.840
0.851
0.866
0.876
0.893
0.899
0.915
0.915
0.941
0.843
0.840
0.889
0.894
0.930
0.961
0.984

(ft)
-

(ft)
-

q
Flow Regime
2
(ft /s)
0.154
0.154
0.208
0.208
0.256
0.256
0.305
0.305
0.376
0.104
0.104
0.208
0.208
0.305
0.376
0.470

dive
surface
dive
surface
dive
surface
dive
surface
dive
surface
dive
dive
surface
dive
dive
dive
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Appendix H. Sharp-Crested Weir Regimes Based on Cox’s 1928 Data

Figure H.1 Cox’s data (1928) compared to Wu and Rajaratnam (1996).

td/H

Figure H.2 Pressure measurement location correction.
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Appendix I. Backward-Facing Step Supplemental Data

Figure I.1 Raw streamlines used to generate Figure 5.1. Different colored
streamlines are for different interpolation methods, and the most accurate
streamlines, when compared to the actual velocity vectors were used to sketch
the streamline arrows.
5
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Figure I.2 Raw streamlines for Figure 6.1. Streamlines are based on U
measurements only. Streamlines based on both components were also
considered when sketching the streamlines in Figure 6.1, but were not included
in this figure for clarity. Crosses are data points, except at boundaries they are
boundary conditions.
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Turbulence Intensity - v′/v′scale
(v′scale = Vmax cm/s)
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Figure I.3 Turbulence intensity, v ’, profiles with near equilibrium bed.

Turbulence Intensity - u′/u′scale
(u′scale = Umax cm/s)
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Figure I.4 Turbulence intensity, u ’, profiles for developing mobile bed.
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Turbulence Intensity - v′/v′scale
(v′scale = Vmax cm/s)
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Figure I.5 Turbulence intensity, v ’, profiles for developing mobile bed.
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Appendix J. Tabular Data for LDV Experiments

Table J.1 LDV experiments with full velocity profiles

Figure regime y 1
6.19
6.4
6.4
6.1
6.19
6.16
6.16

surface
diving
surface
surface
surface
surface
surface

(m)
1.8
3.4
3.4
6.8
1.8
6.8
6.9

y step

yt

Step drop, h brink

(m)
1.3
2.2
2.1
6.8
1.5
7.1
7.2

(m)
9.5
9.7
9.7
15.8
7.4
15.5
15.5

(m)
8.0
8.0
8.1
8.4
5.8
8.1
8.1

q
(m2/s)
0.0072
0.0193
0.0193
0.0328
0.0073
0.0328
0.0328

Duration
hrs
fixed-bed
fixed-bed
fixed-bed
fixed-bed
196.7
198.8
632.0
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Appendix K. Scour Depth Equations Used in Table 6.1

The Veronese 1937 equation, as presented in the Bureau of Reclamation

technical guideline (Pemberton and Lara 1984; also see Lagasse et al. 2009):
where,

d scour = K hL0.225 q 0.54 - y t

d scour = maximum depth of scour below streambed, ft (m)

(K.1)

K = 1.32 customary units (1.90 metric units)

h L = headloss from upstream of structure to tailwater, ft (m)
q = discharge per unit width, ft3/s per ft (m3/s per m)
y t = tailwater depth, ft (m)

wall:

Laursen and Flick (1983) equation for diving-jet scour at the toe of a vertical
3
4

6+

Vc
w0

V 
Ds
=
8  c  −
yc
2∆WS
w 0 
1+

where,

yc

(K.2)

D s = depth of scour hole measured from tailwater surface, i.e.
d scour = D s - y t

y c = critical depth

V c = critical velocity (i.e. q /y c)

w 0 = fall velocity of a quarts sphere in still water with a diameter
equal to the median sediment particle diameter

∆W S = vertical distance between the upstream water surface at
critical depth and the tailwater surface
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Mason and Arumugam (1985) equation for free-jet scour:

Ds =
where,

Kq x hLy y tw
g v d 50z

(K.3)

D s = depth of scour hole measured from tailwater surface, m
d scour = D s - y t

q = discharge per unit width, m3/s per m

h L = headloss from upstream of structure to tailwater, m
y t = tailwater depth, m

g = acceleration due to gravity, m/s2

d 50 = median grain diameter by weight
K = (6.42 - 3.1 h L0.1)
x = (0.6 - h L / 300)

y = (0.15 - h L / 200)
w = 0.15
v = 0.3

Bormann and Julien’s equation for local scour downstream of grade-control

structures, based on jet diffusion:

=
d scour

where,

Kq 0.6U 0
sin( β ) − hstep
g 0.8d 900.4

d scour = maximum depth of scour below initial streambed
q = discharge per unit width

U 0 = average upstream velocity at edge of structure
g = acceleration due to gravity

d 90 = grain diameter (90% of grains are finer by weight)
h brink = drop height from top of structure to top of initial
downstream bed

(K.4)



γ sin φ
K = C d 

 sin(φ + α )B (γ s − γ ) 
2

0.8

 U 
 hstep + y 0 
y 
0

 + 0.13log  t  - 0.05log 


y
y


0
 0


 y 0g 

β=
0.316sin λ + 0.15log 

C d = 1.8
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B =2

α = side angle = β

λ = step face angle (π/2 for a vertical wall)
y 0 = flow depth at edge of structure
γ = specific weight of water

γ s = specific weight of sediment
ϕ = submerged angle of repose

VITA
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